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Dear Readers,

Every February we scour the Internet and attend bridal shows to bring you the best Wedding Issue possible. What we found this year were a great many embellished accessories—everything sparkled with crystals and rhinestones. We also saw numerous modest wedding dresses, with high necks and long sleeves. They are some of the most alluring and beautiful dresses we’ve seen over the past few seasons. Of course, you can decide for yourself by turning to page 66.

To go with these spectacular gowns are gorgeous accessories, including soft and lovely veils of all lengths and styles, headbands, hair clips and tiaras adorned with pearls, crystals and sequins. Belts and sashes are extremely in fashion at the moment, even for dresses that don’t come with them. On page 84, we have tips for brides-to-be for choosing the perfect belt or sash for their dress. Some brides choose to finish their ensemble with a pair of silky, satiny or lacy gloves, which are also very in fashion at the moment. Gloves are fun and sassy or can be sophisticated. The accessories were so spectacular that we wanted to include them all, thus we have 9 pages of them, beginning on page 76.

For the young men in our community who are ready to pop the question, we have all of the latest engagement ring trends. Several are so new that we’ve never seen them before. Colorful diamonds are in vogue—including red, blue, pink, violet, green, black and brown—as are rings shaped like flowers, and diamonds set on rose gold. Square and twisted bands are also fashionable. As for traditional shapes, the marquise cut and pear shaped diamonds are making a comeback.

In addition to our bridal features, we have an important article that every parent must read about smartphones and the effects they have on children. In older children, they can include depression, inability to make friends, and more. In very young children, however, the repercussions can be catastrophic, like losing the ability to focus, to concentrate, to pay attention, to sense other people’s attitudes, to communicate well, or to build a large vocabulary. The article does offer strategies for change. It’s on page 120.

We love putting together our community photo albums. It gives us a chance to look through all the photos we’ve used in the magazine, and to see new pictures that we receive from readers. Last month we requested photos from community weddings and you did not disappoint! We received a surprising amount of photos.

Other features include “Ways To Make Living Better In 2018,” a scary article about the flu epidemic, our cover story about the gorgeous Setai Hotels in Israel, and a feature about the tuition crisis that poses the question: “who’s doing what?”

Finally, Erev Purim is February 28th. So, be sure to read Rabbi Laine’s feature “Purim: Festival of Joy.”

Happy Purim. Enjoy.

Ben-Gurion and Rachelle Matsas
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Dear Readers,

Last month, in our January issue, we ran an article about community member Naomi Houllou A"H, who was taken from her family much too soon. In the text of the article, her last name was spelled correctly, but in the title, her name was spelled with only one l, when there should have been two. We’d like to apologize to her family for this error. Also, there was another poem which they wanted to share with the community. Here it is:

Naomi - you were so vibrant,
Alive,
One of a kind.
Mommy, wife and friend,
Incredibly devoted till the very end.

Malka - you were true royalty.
Adored by all,
Lifting spirits ever higher,
Kindness and giving,
An inherent part of you.

How can it be you are no longer here?
Once so full of life, taken in your prime.
Unforgettable,
Loving to all you knew,
Laughter and warmth shined from you.
Our tears mingle with hope as we pray.
Until the coming Mashiach... we await that special day.

Dear Editor,

For the past several years, the word legacy has been tossed around as a profound, important word, and school of thought.

One of the definitions from Vocabulary.com is, “something handed down from one generation to the next.”

For all of those implementing this word in non-financial terms, it means how one is to be perceived after he’s dead, and how he’ll be perceived in the annals (and judgment) of time.

So, one should not be talking about his own legacy. Worrying about one’s future importance, can be perceived as an exercise in self-conceit. Isn’t doing the right thing what’s important?

Leave the issue of your legacy to those who come after you. It’s kind of like wondering how one’s profile will look on a coin of currency. It’s distasteful to bring up.

If one wants to leave an impressive legacy or reputation, how about that of being a nice guy? It’s good, simple, and less self-centered.

Jmhiday

Dear Editor,

The article in your January issue about anti-Semitism in the housing industry made my jaw drop. I can’t believe that there is such outright discrimination in New Jersey! Thank goodness for men like Councilman Greenfield and NJ Attorney General Christopher S. Porrino. I feel like Councilman Greenfield did so much for our community. I wish him luck in his new position, but I’m sad that he will no longer be representing us.

Susan R.

Dear Editor,

My mom made cholent almost every week when I was growing up and I’ve continued the tradition with my family. I honestly didn’t know that it was a specific type of cholent or that there were other recipes. It turns out I’ve been making Sephardic D’fina. Now, I can’t wait to try all the other versions. I made the Moroccan Cholent this past weekend and my family loved it!

Happy Cook
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Parashat Yitro
Parashat Yitro contains the greatest event in all of Jewish history—the giving of the 10 Commandments at Mt. Sinai.

All of the commandments are important, however, the fifth commandment is more important than many may realize. “Honor your father and your mother, so that your days will be lengthened upon the land that Hashem your G-d gives you.”

One might be tempted to ask, “what is there to discuss about this?” Most of us learned this as children. This is the first of the commandments that contains within it a very powerful promise of blessing from G-d. Right in the text of the instruction, He tells us that giving honor and respect to our parents will have the direct effect of lengthening our lives—no small blessing! When we honor our parents, G-d regards it as honoring Him. Our heritage as Jews derives from a chain of generation to generation from Abraham to Sinai to the very present day. The Torah is preserved as parents teach children, who then become parents and teach their children.

Our reverence for our parents is deeply connected to our reverence for G-d. To dishonor them is to dishonor the Almighty.

Parashat Mishpatim
In Parashah Mishpatim there is a verse that is very compelling: “You shall not wrong a stranger or oppress him, for you were strangers in the land of Egypt.”

What makes this verse so powerful is the fact that there is no one for whom we need have less responsibility than a stranger. We owe him/her nothing; however, the Torah teaches us that the stranger is not an anonymous person for whom we have no responsibility. A stranger is a human being endowed with the same attributes as those around us and therefore deserves the same humane treatment.

This is so because we were once strangers in the land of Egypt, where we were enslaved and abused. We are commanded to remember what it was like. Our memory of slavery obligates us to turn the stranger’s anonymity into identity. It is the wisdom of the Torah explaining that we must overcome this tendency to dehumanize the stranger. Once we can do this, we can begin to understand what justice is—in its deepest depths.

Parashat Terumah
Parashah Terumah deals with the first fundraising campaign in history. It was initiated by Moses in order to build the Sanctuary, as well as to acquire all the materials needed for sacred services.

Jewish tradition teaches us that those who give and think they are only giving are foolish. Those who give and understand that they are also receiving are wise. We actually receive more than we give, certainly, in our relationships—family, business and social—because our generosity is often reciprocated. However, it goes beyond giving in order to receive. The fact that we have done something noble gives us a sense of satisfaction.

Occasionally, people stop giving because they become frustrated by lack of appreciation. How sad that they don’t realize that even if their friends and relatives are unappreciative, G-d takes note of every act of kindness we perform and He responds with infinite blessings. Our Sages taught that if we express regret over the good that we do, we might forfeit all the merits we would have deserved.

So whenever you think you’re a big deal because you did something for a good cause, remember; you are receiving much more than you are giving. Let us all be givers and be blessed for it.

Parashat Tetzaveh
In modern society, there has been a turn away from defining a person by his profession. In Parashah Tetzaveh we read that out of all the Jews, one family was singled out for priestly duties—Aaron, and his sons.

High Priest was not only their job, it was who they were—a calling, not a profession. G-d had Moses sanctify every member of the clan. They and their descendants had no choice—should a member of the family attempt to protest, he was told, “you are a Kohen. You must live up to your responsibilities.”

They were also told not to feel special. Being singled out for greatness should not be a source of pride; rather it demands a sense of humility as it is a great burden.

The same is true about every one of us. There is a task waiting for each of us that no one else can fulfill. You may not welcome your burden, but it is yours, and yours alone, to accomplish. Like Aaron, you must live up to your responsibilities and do so humbly.
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Yossi ben Yo’ezer used to say, “Let your house be a meeting place for the sages, cleave to the dust of their feet and drink thirstily their words.”

(Chapter 1, Mishna 4)

This basic message of this Mishna is that it is not sufficient to study from Torah scholars. We must also ensure that scholars congregate in our homes. The implication is two-fold. We must make our homes a place worthy of scholars—and scholarship.

This often requires that we overcome a major psychological barrier. People are often prepared to attend services or lectures in a sacred location outside of the home. Our homes, however, are our own sacred abodes. We reign supreme—and we are the sole arbiters of the standards of modesty and behavior to be maintained.

The first message of this Mishna is that we must not serve G-d only when we are outside alone, while maintaining our own “space” within our homes. G-d must permeate every aspect of our lives. There cannot be any dark closets in our houses or corners in our hearts, which do not allow G-d to enter. Our homes must be places in which both scholar and layman feel comfortable and welcome.

The second message is that we should not interact with scholars in religious or intellectual contexts alone. We should invite them into our homes. We should see them close up, in personal interaction, and our homes should be molded by such contact. This is because we should not only study Torah; we must see it in action. This is truly the way we find out what Judaism is all about.

Observe a Torah scholar. What is he really like? How does he interact with others—his wife and family? What are his values? How does he spend his time? Torah scholars are the role models modern man so desperately needs. A Torah scholar is not one who spouts abstract wisdom. He is one who lives it.

There is a final aspect to the importance of personal interaction with Torah scholars. We need to know who we are and what our individual qualities are to truly discern the Torah’s personal message for us.

One must know everything the Torah has to say about values and priorities, and decide how they relate to him personally. Only a true Torah scholar can do this. And if he knows you personally, he may help you discover the Torah’s personal message for you.

With his help you can tune in to that message. He can help you find a career that is right for you. You can ask him how much time you should set aside for study, for community work, for spending with your family. He’ll help you recognize the character traits you should focus on and develop—and how to realize your potential.

Our homes must be places in which both scholar and layman feel comfortable and welcome.

He’ll help you answer all the questions you have. He’ll help you find the Torah’s personalized message for you, because there is no one verse that can set you on the right path. (Actually there are quite a lot of them, all pointing in different directions.)

Thus, we are told to cleave to Torah scholars. We must not only study Torah from them. We must get to know them—and get them to know us. They are our surest means—and mankind’s last great hope—of discovering G-d’s eternal message to mankind.

The preceding was adapted from Torah.org and written by Rabbi Dovid Rosenfeld.
ne of the most discussed social challenges in Jewish communities worldwide is tuition affordability. The increasing cost of tuition at Jewish schools has outstripped the ability of many families to pay. More families than ever before—one out of two—is on tuition assistance today.

Surveys show that our community places a high value on Jewish education. We want our children to be raised in a Jewish environment and to remain in the community after they grow up and marry. A Jewish education is the single most important thing we can provide—as a community—to keep our children near and dear.

A yeshivah education is the very foundation of our community, preparing our children to be future leaders. Yeshivahs are the glue that holds our community together, where our core values, such as keeping Shabbat, performing hesed, giving tzedeka, keeping kosher, as well as our other fundamental values are instilled in our children, and where they make lifelong friends.

While there is no single big solution to the tuition crisis, there are multi-pronged efforts in the works.

What’s Being Done?
Whenever someone that my parents knew was short money, my mother would say a “piddle and a piddle make a puddle.” In other words, you get a little bit here, and a little bit there, and before you know it, you have what you need to make up the financial shortfall.

As a consultant working with many nonprofit organizations in the community, I see their work, their dedication and their commitment to helping families with tuition. Currently, at least three organizations have long-term initiatives to help alleviate the problem. Each organization has a different approach.

Teach NYS – Teach NYS was formed by the Sephardic Community Federation, and in 2013 it merged with the Orthodox Union. New York non-public schools educate approximately 400,000 students, but receive less than 2% of state education funds. Teach NYS advocates for the government funding to bridge that discrepancy.

Relying on a network of lobbyists, lawmakers, partner schools, devoted grassroots volunteers and a full staff, Teach NYS advocates for affordable and necessary resources for non-public schools. As a result, New York State now appropriates close to $300 million for non-public schools. Through various Teach NYS programs, Sephardic yeshivahs in Brooklyn are receiving well over $10 million in funding.

This funding has tripled since Teach NYS and the OU merged, and is used for resources including security, technology, and mandated services reimbursement.

Imagine if our school systems received the same government resources for secular studies as public schools, because that idea is rapidly gaining steam. Recently, a historic government program—completely engineered by Teach NYS—began the process of providing $5 million in assistance for STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics instruction), giving stu-
Imagine if our school systems received the same government resources for secular studies as public schools, because that idea is rapidly gaining steam. For the first time in the nation’s history, this bill begins to provide equal funding for STEM instruction in non-public schools and public schools alike.

Communal Responsibility

When Moses was in the dessert, G-d instructed him to take a census of the Jewish People in order for each Jew to pay a half-shekel tax to maintain the central communal institution of Jewish learning—the Mishkan (Tabernacle). The Mishkan was supported by all.

Each member of the community has a financial obligation to support our schools. Strengthening the educational system ensures that our children will grow up firmly entrenched in Jewish values.

Each of these three organizations is doing something different to address the tuition crisis. Each is effective in its approach. As my mom said—a piddle and a piddle make a puddle—every dollar helps.

Sarina Roffe is a career journalist. She holds a masters in Jewish Studies and is considered an expert in Aleppan Jewry. She is a member of Brooklyn’s Syrian Jewish community and the Jewish Genealogical Society, Inc. of New York.

Project Education

During the past several years, Project Education has had many accomplishments. The board met with community members, conducted online surveys, and held focus groups. Under the leadership of Albert Laboz, the organization found that our community places an extremely high value on Jewish education.

While nearly half of the parents in our community receive tuition assistance of some kind, Project Education developed the Tuition Assistance Principles, which sets out expectations and responsibilities of both the schools and parents who receive tuition assistance in a most respectful and dignified manner. Six community schools were signatories to the Principles document, which is a major accomplishment of Project Education.

The six schools also agreed to a universal application for tuition assistance, which means when families have children in more than one school, they can use the same application. The application is being used by five yeshivahs. When each school had a different application for assistance, it was very confusing for parents. A universal application makes it easier. We have a fillable pdf on projectedu.org.

Currently, Project Education is working on a fundraising initiative to decrease the cost of high school tuition by as much as one third. It would decrease tuition overall, and make it possible for half the families on tuition assistance to afford tuition.

Project Education will continue to find solutions that help, and eventually will alleviate the high cost of tuition. More information is available at projectedu.org.

United Children’s Education Foundation (UCEF)

The mission of UCEF is to use the united buying power of community businesses to support yeshivah education. UCEF recruits businesses and refers them to vendors that provide business services. The vendors have been approved through the UCEF pilot-testing process and include a range of business services from branding to printing, office products, credit card processing, warehousing and distribution, cargo insurance, ocean and air freight, and e-commerce.

When there is a successful pairing of a business and vendor, the vendor pays UCEF a royalty, which is used to offset the cost of tuition for the community’s most needy families. UCEF is recruiting on an ongoing basis and there is no limit to how much can be raised through these business relationships. Community members can recommend that a business use a UCEF vendor to benefit the community.

In the 2016-2017 school year, the organization raised enough funds to provide $350,000 in scholarships to qualified children. To qualify, the families must have a minimum of two children enrolled in grades K-12 in a community yeshivah, and pray regularly at a community synagogue. There are also some financial considerations that UCEF requires. More information is available at ucef.com.

Imagine if our school systems received the same government resources for secular studies as public schools, because that idea is rapidly gaining steam. For the first time in the nation’s history, this bill begins to provide equal funding for STEM instruction in non-public schools and public schools alike.

Communal Responsibility

When Moses was in the dessert, G-d instructed him to take a census of the Jewish People in order for each Jew to pay a half-shekel tax to maintain the central communal institution of Jewish learning—the Mishkan (Tabernacle). The Mishkan was supported by all.

Each member of the community has a financial obligation to support our schools. Strengthening the educational system ensures that our children will grow up firmly entrenched in Jewish values.

Each of these three organizations is doing something different to address the tuition crisis. Each is effective in its approach. As my mom said—a piddle and a piddle make a puddle—every dollar helps.

Sarina Roffe is a career journalist. She holds a masters in Jewish Studies and is considered an expert in Aleppan Jewry. She is a member of Brooklyn’s Syrian Jewish community and the Jewish Genealogical Society, Inc. of New York.

Imagine if our school systems received the same government resources for secular studies as public schools, because that idea is rapidly gaining steam. For the first time in the nation’s history, this bill begins to provide equal funding for STEM instruction in non-public schools and public schools alike.
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To Live Better In 2018
Forging A Path Filled with Love, Connection, Kindness & Gratitude

Slovie Jungreis-Wolff

As we begin 2018, let's take a few moments and think about how to live life better this year.

Write Your Story
Stop reacting. Stop complaining. Instead, start thinking about what you want to be. True, we cannot control certain situations. We are thrust into challenges beyond our power. But our thoughts, our mindsets, and our actions, are in our hands.

What is the story you'd like to write? Is it pity, sadness, loneliness, or would you rather begin a new chapter of resilience, laughter, and friendship?

Begin by paying attention to how often you think negatively. Now create a new mantra, a positive sentence or favorite line from a prayer. Each time a negative message pops into your head, replace it. We can only think one thought at a time; be sure that your mind empowers you and does not weaken you. You will be calmer and feel fortitude.

Disconnect More From Technology
How often do you walk into your home at the end of a long day still on your device, saying “I just need to answer this e-mail,” or “I’m just checking my texts.” We’ve become addicted to our screens. It’s time to take back our lives. Why make the people who matter most feel as if they count least? Why must we live comparing other people’s vacations, parties, children, and social lives to our own?

When I was asked to give one piece of advice to help create better relationships, I responded “Turn off your phone!” Decide to create a sacred space with no technology. Own your dinner time, eating out, driving in the car with family, or conversing with friends. Free yourself from that constant need to be engaged with other people’s lives. You will feel as if you have discovered a sense of peace that has long been lacking.

Let Go
Living life in the rear view mirror does not allow us to move on. We get shackled to the past. We live with yesterday dragging us down today.

True, there were those who could’ve done better, or should’ve done more. There are those who
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caused you hurt. Perhaps you are thinking about your own mess-ups and are buried in guilt. Now what?

Focus on what you can change. Think about how to make today better. Do not allow suffering from days gone by to overcome your present. You are only stripping yourself of a hopeful tomorrow. True, this is a difficult challenge but once you decide to let go (and if need be to forgive) you will cherish your newfound serenity.

Take Time To Love

Time goes quickly. Without realizing it, parents age, children grow up, spouses drift apart. Too late, we think if only. If only I had listened more, taken more time to show that I care, paid attention, or voiced my love. Why wait?

Take time each day to show someone that you love him/her. Hug your family more, smile, call a friend you’ve lost touch with, visit your grandparents, set a steady time to go out with the most important person in your life. Ask yourself how you can connect better this year. As the months pass, be sure not to lose your momentum. Each day your love and affection should be felt.

Build A New Character Trait

Do you wish you could be a better mother, father, spouse, more patient, or less angry? Stop wishing. Start doing.

If you lose your temper easily, decide that this year you will work on controlling your anger. If you’re a complainer, catch yourself and make a conscious effort to recognize your blessings. If you’re judgmental, work on finding the good in people.

Challenge yourself to greater emotional and spiritual heights. If you fall don’t get discouraged. Angels never fall but man picks himself up and begins again.

Choose Goodness

We are surrounded by others whose hearts are heavy. There is incredible need in this world. So many could use a good word, an outstretched hand, a listening ear. Despite our own challenges, we can always find a way to help another. One never goes wrong by choosing goodness.

Don’t let a day go by without doing an act of kindness. It can be random or thought out. There is no joy like the happiness felt when deep inside we know that we’ve made a difference.

Think Thankfulness

Gratitude is the oxygen of life. When we appreciate the people in our lives we grow to cherish more and complain less. When we open our eyes to all that we have, we become cognizant of our blessings and joy fills our hearts.

But human nature takes us in a different direction. We tend to see what we are missing instead of what we have. Our eyes zero in on what irritates us about others and we lose out on appreciation.

Resolve that this is the year to create a gratitude attitude. Begin each day with the prayer of Modah Ani (Thank you G-d for returning my soul to me). Make it a habit to think each morning of one blessing you have been given and you are grateful for. If you are thinking that this is difficult for you, now you know where your work lies.

Just being given another day is a vote of confidence from G-d. How thankful we can be for the gift of life. Now take it from there, you will see that indeed, you have been given blessings. It is awareness that has been missing.

Life is filled with choices. We can forge a path filled with love, connection, kindness and gratitude.
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Transforming Travel In Israel

The Sophistication and Renowned Service of the Setai Hotel Brand Comes To Israel with The Opening of Two Luxury Hotels

Visitors traveling to Israel will find new levels of premium accommodation with the opening of The Setai, Tel Aviv and The Setai, Sea of Galilee. The two new five-star deluxe hotels mark Nakash Holdings' first and second properties in Israel, and the third globally, with the ultra-modern Setai, Miami Beach. The Setai, Sea of Galilee is already welcoming guests, while The Setai, Tel Aviv at the Kishle Building in Jaffa’s Clock Tower Square is soft-opening now.

“The Setai, Sea of Galilee was the first step in the Nakash brothers’ vision of bringing their prestigious hotel brand to Israel. After many years in which no new hotels were built in this region at all, the Nakash Group has invested in building a hotel in a key area that links the Sea of Galilee, the Galilee, the Jordan Valley, the Golan Heights, and Mt. Hermon,” said Avi Hormaro, CEO of the Nakash Group in Israel.

The elegant Setai, Sea of Galilee, is located in the foothills of the Golan Heights, and provides an exceptional vacation experience—among the very finest in Israel and around the world—together with unmatched views of the Golan Heights and the Sea of Galilee. Opened in May 2017, one of the most remarkable features of this hotel is its heated infinity pool, which overlooks the Sea of Galilee, and appears to “flow” into it.

The newest property, The Setai Tel Aviv, is nestled on a historic 13th century historic site known as the “Kishle,” and was originally constructed by the Turkish Empire to be a prison on the site of a Crusader fortress. The hotel joins the leading hotels of the World Ltd.’s prestigious
collection of independent luxury hotels.

“We are excited to extend the prestige and sophistication of the Setai brand in Israel with our third property, The Setai, Tel Aviv,” says Bruno H. de Schuyter, General Manager. “The 13th century structure that is the foundation of the new hotel is unlike any other, and we took meticulous care in preserving and infusing important historic elements into the transformation of the building.”

The hotel’s exceptional design vision, led by the London office of Ara Design, is ‘old meets new,’ and blends Middle Eastern and Mediterranean elements with a contemporary style. To maintain this vision, Ara Design incorporated modern oak and leather furnishings into guest rooms that feature outer walls made of the original stone, balanced with antique Arabic patterns on walls and carpets. Separated from the bedroom by an innovative electronic LED glass partition, the bathrooms can be privatized electronically at the guest’s demand.

The lobby lounge includes a bar flanked by reclaimed timber from the building’s original roof.

Upon acquisition, the Nakash team commissioned comprehensive research to properly preserve the historic structure. Preservation efforts included extensive archaeological digs, carried out by the Israel Antiquities Authority, which unearthed remains dating back to the Crusader Period through the Ottoman era.

Feigin Architects, an Israel-based firm, led the architectural planning and execution of the hotel, transforming the historic site into a five-star luxury property. A large arch at the hotel’s entrance bears the seal of Abdul Hamid II, 34th Sultan of the Turkish Empire. The original Kishle, including wooden ceilings and ironwork, has been preserved, while wooden doors and windows have been recreated to emulate the original. Former prison yards were meticulously restored and now serve as the hotel’s front and rear courtyards.

Accommodations at The Setai, Tel Aviv include 120 rooms and suites including premium options with views of the Mediterranean Sea. Amenities include a restaurant with first-class Israel-centric flavors and Mediterranean cuisines, a spa offering a variety of treatments. Continued on page 42
and massages, and a Turkish bath and a swimming pool overlooking the Mediterranean Sea. The hotel also serves as an ideal venue for business conferences and private occasions, with nine spacious event and banquet halls designed to accommodate 15 to 150 people. Just steps away from The Setai, Tel Aviv, guests will find all of the lively, culture-rich surroundings of the city, including authentic restaurants, boutiques, flea markets and bustling ports.

Accommodations at The Setai, Sea of Galilee include 110 villas and suites, including premium options with views of the Sea of Galilee and the Golan Heights mountains. Amenities include a restaurant serving Galilean cuisine, a lavish spa and health complex, an indoor mineral pool, a Turkish bath, and sauna. Visitors to The Setai, Sea of Galilee will explore the Galilee region and enjoy a wide-range of activities, including guided trips around the Sea of Galilee, excursions to hot springs, cycling and hiking the Golan’s many scenic trails.

For more information about The Setai, Tel Aviv, and The Setai, Sea of Galilee, visit www.thesetaihotel.co.il, email Trips@jordache.com, or call (646) 383-8133.
Special Community Pricing Contact Trips@Jordache.com  +1 646 383 8133
Ordinary Heroes, Extraordinary Times
The History of Purim

Danger In Exile
Jewish morale was at an all time low. The First Temple in Jerusalem had been destroyed; the nation conquered, and for almost 70 years, had been dispersed in foreign lands. The prophesied end of exile had not materialized, and the plight of assimilation had set in.

Just then, the enemy arose to carry out his evil plans. This time it was Haman, descended from the Jew-hating tribe of Amalek. Haman devised a scheme to annihilate every Jew, men, women and children, throughout the world—in a single day.

Rallying the Jews
It may have worked, were it not for Mordechai. A descendant of King Saul, and advisor to King Ahashverosh, Mordechai sensed the danger. Donning sackcloth and ashes, he went to the gate of the palace, crying aloud, rallying the Jews to return to Torah.

His niece, Queen Esther, called for him. He told her that she must go to the King and plead for her people. Officially in disfavor, she feared to go, but saw that she had no choice. She undertook a three-day fast of penitence, and called upon the whole Jewish people to do like-wise. She then went to the king.

Victory
It is a story of great courage and self-sacrifice, first and foremost by Queen Esther and Mordechai, and ultimately by the whole Jewish nation. For throughout the duration of the whole year, not one single Jew chose to convert—even to save his life. The nation was awakened to a whole-hearted return to Torah and mitzvot, and throughout the year strengthened their faith and observance.

And in the merit of this, they were able to rise up against their enemies and destroy them, on the 13th of Adar, the very day destined for Haman’s plan.

The Jewish people had shown their true character. They had earned the right to leave exile, to return to the Holy Land, and rebuild the Temple.

As it was in those days, so may it be with us today. Each year in fulfilling the special mitzvot of the Purim festival, we reaffirm our commitment to the eternal values of the Torah, and we share in the same merit that redeemed the Jewish people in the days of Mordechai and Esther.

On Purim Day

Megilla Reading
To relive the miraculous events of Purim, we listen to the reading of the Megilla (the scroll of Esther) on Wednesday night, February 28 and again on Thursday, March 1 during the day.

Send Gifts of Food
On Purim we emphasize the importance of Jewish unity and friendship by sending gifts of food to friends.

Charity To The Needy
Concern for the needy is a year round responsibility for Jews. On Purim, particularly, it is a special mitzvah to remember the poor and give them charity.

Festive Meal
As on all festivals, we celebrate Purim with a special festive meal, when family and friends gather together to rejoice in the Purim spirit.

Happy Purim
May this most joyous of Jewish festivals bring joy to you and your loved ones. May the miracle of Purim be reenacted in your life, and in all our lives, and may we rejoice together in the culmination of the miracle of Purim, the imminent arrival of Moshiach, and a better world for all humankind.

Rabbi David Laine

Rabbi David Laine is Director of Friends of Chabad Vocational Schools.
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Hamantaschen
Delicious Traditional & Unique Recipes

There are four ingredients that make home-made hamantaschen better than those you find in a bakery—they are fresh ingredients, delicious fillings, the perfect dough and, of course, love.

Following we have recipes for delicious buttery dough and incredible chocolate dough, plus classic fillings and some that will surprise you. You'll want to try them all.

Buttery Dough (Dairy)
This dough produces tender, sweet hamantaschen. It will work with any filling, and won’t open or expand in the oven during baking, as long as you don’t overfill your cookies. There are a few drawbacks—it needs to be thoroughly chilled before rolling (it’s too sticky to roll at room temperature), and it is not as flexible to work with as the dairy free dough. If you would like to make this dough chocolaty, add 1/2 cup of cocoa powder.

Ingredients
- 3/4 cup unsalted butter
- 2/3 cup sugar
- 1 egg, room temperature
- 1 teaspoon vanilla
- 1 teaspoon grated orange zest
- 2 1/4 cups flour
- 1/4 teaspoon salt
- 1-5 teaspoon water

You will also need a large mixing bowl, an electric mixer, a sifter, a pastry scraper, a rolling pin, and a 3 inch cookie cutter.

Slice room temperature butter into small chunks and place in a large mixing bowl. Add sugar to the bowl. Use an electric mixer to cream the butter and sugar together until light and fluffy.

Add the egg, vanilla, and orange zest to the bowl. Beat again till creamy and well mixed. Sift flour and salt into the bowl. Mix with the electric mixer on low speed until a crumbly dough forms. Begin to knead the dough until a smooth dough ball forms. Knead until the dough is the right consistency. If the dough is too dry and not smooth, add water slowly, 1 teaspoon at a time, using your hands to knead the liquid into the dough. Knead and add liquid until the dough is smooth and slightly tacky to the touch (not sticky), with a consistency that is right for rolling. If the dough seems too wet, knead in a little flour until it is the right texture. Form the dough into a flat disk and wrap in plastic wrap. Place in the refrigerator to chill for 3 hours or overnight. Before you begin to assemble the hamantaschen, make your filling. Preheat oven to 350˚. Lightly flour a smooth, clean surface. Unwrap the dough disk and place it on the floured surface. The dough will be very firm after chilling. Use a rolling pin to

Continued on page 48
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roll the dough out to 1/4 inch thick. At the beginning, it will be tough to roll—you may need to pound it a bit. A heavy rolling pin works best. As you roll, cracks may form on the edges of the dough. Repair large cracks with your fingers and continue rolling. When the dough reaches 1/4 inch thickness, scrape the dough up with a pastry scraper, lightly re-flour the surface, and flip the dough over. Continue rolling the dough out very thin (less than 1/8 of an inch thick). The thinner it is, the more delicate and crisp the cookies will be. If you prefer a thicker, more doughy texture, keep the dough closer to 1/4 inch thick. Lightly flour the rolling pin occasionally to prevent sticking.

Use a 3 inch cookie cutter to cut circles out of the dough, cutting as many as you can from the dough. Gather the scraps and roll them out again. Repeat this process until you've cut as many circles as you can from the dough.

Place a teaspoon of filling into the center of each circle. Cover unused circles with a lightly damp towel to prevent them from drying out while you are filling. Follow the assembling directions from the dairy free dough recipe.

When all of your hamantaschen have been filled, place them on a lightly greased baking sheet, evenly spaced, and bake at 350° for 20-25 minutes, until the cookies are cooked through and lightly golden.

Cool the cookies on a wire rack. Store them in a tightly sealed plastic bag or Tupperware.

**Poppy, Raspberry and Apricot Fillings (Parve)**

**Poppy**

**Ingredients**
- 1 two-ounce jar poppy seeds

**Raspberry**

**Ingredients**
- 1 12-ounce jar raspberry jam
- 1/2 cup chopped walnuts
- 1/4 cup bread crumbs

**Apricot**

**Ingredients**
- 1 12-ounce jar apricot jam
- 1/2 cup dried cranberries, soaked in boiling water until soft
- 1/4 cup bread crumbs

**Directions**
For the poppy, raspberry and/or apricot fillings, combine the ingredients in small bowls, stir to blend, and refrigerate for 1 hour. The bread crumbs are used to make the filling thick to prevent it from leaking out of the dough during baking.

**Triple Chocolate (Dairy or Parve)**

Once you have made your chocolate dough you can get creative with the fillings. One of the best is delicious and easy Nutella filling which perfectly compliments the dark cocoa powder in the dough and the sweeter white chocolate drizzle on top. But you could also try filling the chocolate dough with raspberry jam or peanut butter.

**Dough**

**Ingredients**
- 1 egg
- 3/4 cup granulated sugar
- 1/2 cup butter or margarine
- 1 teaspoon milk/almond milk
- 1 teaspoon vanilla extract
- 1 1/4 cups flour
- 1/4 teaspoon baking powder
- 1/4 teaspoon salt
- 1/8 cup (dark) cocoa powder

**White Chocolate Drizzle**

**Ingredients**
- 1/4 cup white chocolate chips
- 2 teaspoons vegetable oil
- Nutella for filling

To make the dough: Beat the butter and sugar together until smooth. Add egg, milk and vanilla.
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until mixed thoroughly. Sift together the flour, baking powder, cocoa powder, cinnamon and salt in a separate bowl. Add dry mixture to wet mixture until incorporated.

Note: If the dough is too soft, increase flour amount by 1/4 cup until firm.

Chill dough for at least 1 hour or up to 24 hours.

To make the hamantschen:
Preheat the oven to 400˚.

Dust your work surface with powdered sugar or flour to keep from sticking. Roll the dough to about ¼ inch thick.

Using a round cookie cutter, cut out and place onto cookie sheet. To keep the dough from sticking to your cutter, dip in powdered sugar or flour before each cut.

Fill cookies with 1/2 teaspoon of Nutella. Bake for 7 to 9 minutes. Allow cookies to cool completely.

To make white chocolate drizzle: Place white chocolate and vegetable oil in a small glass bowl. Heat in the microwave at 30 second intervals until melted. Mix until completely smooth. Use a fork or a small plastic squeeze bottle to drizzle white chocolate sauce back and forth on cookies. Allow to dry completely on a cooling rack before serving.

### Dulce De Leche Filling (Parve)

#### Ingredients
- 2 cups nondairy milk of your choice
- 3/4 cup sugar
- 1 teaspoon vanilla
- 1/4 teaspoon baking soda

#### Directions
Heat nondairy milk and sugar in a saucepan over medium heat. Add vanilla, stir until sugar is dissolved. Add baking soda, stir and bring heat down to lowest setting, allowing to cook on a low simmer for about 2 hours, stirring every so often. Once filling turns brown and thickens a bit, strain through a strainer.

### Lemon Filling (Dairy)

#### Ingredients
- 2 large eggs plus 1 egg yolk
- 1/2 cup sugar
- Zest (grated outer peel) of 1/2 lemon
- 3 tablespoons fresh lemon juice
- 3 tablespoons margarine
- 1/4 cup confectioners’ sugar

#### Directions
In a double boiler, combine the whole eggs, egg yolk, and sugar. Add the lemon zest and juice and stir. Cook uncovered over simmering water, stirring occasionally, until a thick mixture is formed, about 25 minutes. Be patient and do not stir too much. If the water in the double boiler boils too fast, turn down the heat. Remove the bowl from the heat and whisk in the margarine in small pieces. Cool for 5 minutes and then cover with plastic and refrigerate overnight. To use immediately, place the bowl of lemon curd in a larger bowl containing about 2 inches of ice and 1 cup of cold water. Let the smaller bowl sit in the ice for 15 minutes and the curd will be ready to use. Top cookies with confectioners’ sugar.

### Caramel Pecan Filling (Dairy)

#### Ingredients
- 1/2 cup sugar
- 1 cup (2 sticks) butter or margarine
- 3 tablespoons hot water
- 2 tablespoons cocoa powder
- 1 egg
- 1 egg white
- 1/4 cup honey

#### Directions
Bring sugar and water to boil in heavy saucepan over medium-high heat, stirring with wooden spoon until sugar dissolves. Remove from heat and add pecans, butter and milk. Return to heat, stirring constantly, and simmer until thick, about
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10 minutes. Remove from heat and stir in honey.
Transfer to oven-proof glass bowl, cover with plastic wrap and refrigerate until set, about 1 hour.

### Coffee Cake Filling (Dairy)

**Ingredients**
- 1/2 cup packed brown sugar
- 1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
- 1 cup finely chopped walnuts, pecans or cashews
- 2 tablespoons melted butter
- 2 tablespoons apple butter

**Directions**
Mix all the ingredients well and garnish with some sprinkled cinnamon and chopped nuts.

### Cherry Filling (Parve)

**Ingredients**
- 1 pound sweet cherries, fresh or frozen
- 2 tablespoons cornstarch
- 1/3 cup sugar
- 1 tablespoon lemon juice
- 1 cup cold water
- 1/4 cup confectioners’ sugar

**Directions**
Place one pound of cherries in a pot. Cover the pot, and warm the cherries over medium heat until they have lost a lot of their juices and are able to simmer. In a separate container, whisk together 1 cup of cold water and 2 tablespoons of cornstarch. Pour the mixture into the cherries and stir. Cook the cherries, uncovered, at a rapid boil for about 5 minutes until the liquid has thickened into a medium-bodied syrup. If you use a metal spoon to scoop out some of the syrup and put it into the freezer to chill for a few minutes, the syrup should solidify into a gel. Once the cherries have thickened, remove them from the heat, and stir in 1/3 cup of sugar and 1 tablespoon of lemon juice. You could also add in some vanilla extract if you like. Allow the cherries to cool in the refrigerator. As the cherries chill, they will continue to thicken. Once cold, use them in your hamantaschen. Top with confectioners’ sugar.
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When your child has special needs, handing over responsibility can be a real challenge. You might feel (as I do myself) that you are the only person who can do the job, and doubt that anyone else could meet all of your child’s needs—which is probably true. Or you might feel like you need your privacy and don’t want an extra person in the house. Deep down, after all the different excuses you tell yourself for not wanting help, you realize it is really guilt. Maybe because you feel, you should be doing it yourself because you are fully capable—or for whatever other reasons you personally have for feeling guilty.

Please remember, you are not superhuman, and you may be right that no one will take care of your child as well as you, but if you don’t accept help, it will eventually become problematic. There is only so much you can give, or do for your child and family, before you feel mentally, emotionally and physically drained—and you will burn out. Which will make you useless to everyone around you, including yourself.

That’s why it’s a necessity, not a luxury, to get the proper help at home. When you take time to recharge, you will not just be taking care of your child as well as you, but if you don’t accept help, it will eventually become problematic. There is only so much you can give, or do for your child and family, before you feel mentally, emotionally and physically drained—and you will burn out. Which will make you useless to everyone around you, including yourself.

As a parent raising a child with a disability, I know how hard it is to find “me time.” Sometimes it feels more like a fantasy than a reality. It is important to have time for yourself, or one-on-one time with a spouse, friend, or even another child.

There are a few ways for a parent of special needs children to get free help. If a child has Medicaid Waiver, there are two services that are offered called Respite and Comhab. With Medicaid, there is also Homecare available.

Respite Medicaid Waiver offers parents exactly what it says—hours of respite—daily, weekly, or weekends. Through the respite program, children are taken to a community based agency’s facility, or you can have a respite worker come to your home to help take care of your child. With respite, you can even hire someone you know, trust, and are comfortable with to provide the services.

Comhab Medicaid Waiver offers a comhab worker, which is a person who works with your child on skilled needs—either in your home or out in the community. You and your service coordinator sets goals for your child, and the comhab worker works with your child to meet those goals.

HomeCare Medicaid can send a home health aide to your house to help take care of the child’s needs, such as feeding, bathing, personal care assistance—and the list goes on.

These services are out there for you to use, because it is vital that families get the proper help they need to live healthy and as-normal lives as possible.

Do not try to do everything on your own without help, until you are burnt out. Once that happens it is hard to recover and get back to being the good parent you truly are. If you need help, accessing these services call the C.A.R.E. office for assistance at (718)975-7171 or email info@careforspecial.org.

Victoria Safdieh is a co-founder of C.A.R.E. and a mother of a child with special needs.
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A Picture Perfect Weekend
And A Blessing “Inn” Disguise

Brian Marcus

I look forward to receiving the “The Travelzoo Top 20” email in my inbox. The website puts together 20 of the week’s best travel deals and I don’t think a week goes by without me perusing the list. They present a well-rounded mix of destinations near and far, from local cities to exotic islands, and each destination is always accompanied by an appetite whetting picture designed to lure you in.

A couple of summers ago while scrolling through my email, there was a picture that captured my eye. It showed a charming old inn from the 1700’s with covered porches, colonial columns, and picturesque shuttered windows—a meticulously maintained building that likely hasn’t seen much change in the nearly 250 years of its existence. The structure sat on a solemn hill amongst lush greenery with the colorful hues of the massive Berkshire Mountain Range as a dramatic backdrop. The description of the inn promised exactly what the photo depicted, which was peace and quiet. We invited another couple to join us for a relaxing getaway weekend in the mountains, and booked it.

It was within the last 10 miles or so of the scenic drive up that we realized just how remote this destination was. While cruising through the narrow bendy mountain roads, our GPS lost its signal. There was no cell service and all communication was shut down. The area was so desolate that we couldn’t even find a nearby town or a wandering person to ask directions. That last 10 miles took well over an hour, but we finally arrived—a car full of people with shot nerves.

I offered to go inside the inn solo, so I could check us in and get us settled and give my frazzled friends a chance to defuse. As soon as I was within a few feet of the giant inn, I realized that it wasn’t as meticulously cared for as it seemed. I opened the rickety screen door to enter and it slammed so hard behind me, it produced a clapping sound that echoed loudly throughout the house with an aftershock of falling pebbles within the walls. It was dark, lonely, and had an almost eerie atmosphere. I believe I even spotted cobwebs in some of the ceiling’s corners. The St. Regis this was not, and I was afraid to go back to the car for fear of being ridiculed for booking them into such a dump.

When the rest of my party finally entered the inn, they didn’t waste any time in scorning me. It wasn’t the type of place that you’d expect to see spoiled Brooklynites patron-
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ize. Things only went from bad to worse when we learned about the lack of amenities. Topping the list was no WiFi, or even cell service for that matter. There were no TV’s, the sinks had separate hot and cold faucets, and there was zero soundproofing. The death stares I received after the discovery of our new primitive surroundings were chilling. It was going to be a long, long weekend.

We finally settled in and decided that we’d try the inn’s restaurant for our first dinner there. The restaurant was simply the inn’s dining room and resembled somebody’s home more than it did an eating establishment. While waiting for a table, I realized that there were several awards hanging on the wall. The James Beard Award and Michelin Stars that proudly graced the wall are only reserved for the finest restaurants. I was impressed. The meal turned out to be nothing short of incredible and the cozy dining room only added to the laid back atmosphere. It was during that meal that I realized what was happening. The website’s promise of rest and relaxation was underway, and this old home was the conduit that would provide it.

Cell phones are part of the lay of the land today. We never keep them out of reach unless they’re charging, and that’s only so we can never keep them out of reach. We’re all addicted and dependent on them, but something magical happens in their absence. We connect with the people around us. Through this forced abstinence we enjoyed each other’s company without any outside distractions, and by disconnecting, we became connected.

Among the laughs and good times we were experiencing, we all had a realization that we didn’t think we would just 24 hours prior. We realized that this old inn, with the chipping paint, the squeaky floors, and the inadequate lighting, was actually perfect just the way it was. There was a certain charm with the inn showing its age. It had a character and feel of a time centuries ago that even the finest new hotel could never capture.

On the night before we left, after dinner, the four of us sat on one of the porches and had wine and cigars. It was a perfect summer evening with an even more perfect setting. That night, after a memorable and relaxing weekend, I was actually thanked for finding us the inn and introducing everyone to something unique. Sometimes the nicest places are just around the corner from your comfort zone.

Brian Marcus is a community member and a contributing writer.
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Dancing with Cancer

Judy Erel

I recently wrote the book “Dancing with Cancer,” this is my story: “Give up your return ticket and stay,” said a voice from my heart as I walked through the magical streets of Jerusalem. I had received a free ticket as a counselor on a teen tour in 1969 after graduating from university. Two weeks later I wrote home asking for warm clothes and my life changed forever. That was the first time I consciously listened to the voice in my heart.

The next time I heard this voice, my mother was looking trustingly at her doctor as he relayed the protocol for her newly diagnosed aggressive bladder cancer. I sensed her doctor didn’t believe the chemo would work, but worse, I knew that Mom unconsciously accepted his expectations. My heart voice spoke fiercely, “So you decided already that you are going to be an exemplary patient, go through all the chemo without complaining because you are very brave, but you will not be 100% cancer free, so you’ll have your bladder removed and live. Make another decision. Decide one series of chemo will be enough!”

I began to lead my mother in guided imagery meditations and we worked together on conscious intentions, expectations and much more. I was back in Israel from my visit home to America when my mom called saying “Guess what, I finished the first chemo series and my bladder is 100% cancer free. Can you believe it? My doctor doesn’t.” We both knew what happened, and I felt the enormous power that one’s mind and mindset can have on the body.

Little did I know then, that this understanding would save my life. Flat on my back in a hospital bed with a totally collapsed vertebra, I listened as my new hematologist said, “You have multiple myeloma. There is no cure, but this kind of cancer is treatable.” The words incurable, treatable cancer exploded in my mind and I burst out crying.

When the tears dried up, I heard myself say, “If I could guide Mom, I can guide me. If she could do it, so can I.” The next thing I knew I was guiding myself using journaling, non-verbal creative exercises, guided imagery meditations, and much more to bring me to remission and full back function, along with the medical treatment I was receiving. My creative thought-work helped empower me through this seemingly powerless time, when everything feels scary and beyond our control.

It seems I’ve been guiding and reassuring myself and others ever since. After reaching remission, I’ve helped cancer patients privately and led guided imagery sessions and coloring activities in hematology and oncology waiting rooms and outpatient treatment rooms supported by Roche Pharmaceuticals in Israel.

I’ve worked with hundreds of patients and their companions from all walks of life. One example I’ll never forget occurred when a brusque, ultra religious man asked me curtly if I could help him release his anger. He said he was angry at everything, everyone, at himself and even angry at G-d. “I forgot how it feels to smile,” he said.

“Put all your anger inside the circle,” I said, giving him a piece of paper with a large circle in the center, watercolors, and paintbrushes. Slowly, and with deep concentration, he filled the entire circle with darkness, leaving no breathing space at all. When I told him to tear up the anger filled drawing and throw it away, he did so ceremoniously. When he left he had a huge smile on his face.

In my debut book, “Dancing with Cancer,” I share my story and provide techniques to help anyone facing cancer, or any other challenges or illnesses, along their own personal journey. I’ve collected practical exercises using verbal and non-verbal actions like setting healing intentions, journaling, creatively expressing emotions and intentions, mindful breathing, guided imagery meditations and more to influence the body. “Dancing with Cancer” doesn’t work overnight, there is work to be done—and it should be done with focus, intention, authenticity and even enjoyment.

Judy Erel is a painter, a poet, an art teacher, a meditation guide, and a health coach. Her book “Dancing with Cancer” will be published on February 6, 2018.
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You’re Ready for Marriage

It has far less to do with age than it does with being emotionally ready for a lifelong commitment.

When I was in college one of my friends insisted that no one can possibly be ready for marriage before age 30. Ironically, this friend ended up getting married a year after I did, at age 23. Being ready for marriage has actually far less to do with age than it does with knowing the signs that we are emotionally ready for a lifelong commitment. Here are ten signs that you are ready for marriage.

1. **You know why you want to be married.** There are many external factors that can pressure singles to want to get married, like parental pressure or watching many of their friends pair off and settle down. However, before you commit, you should know why you want to get married and discuss your vision of marriage with your partner to make sure you are on the same page.

2. **You are aware of and accept the flaws of the person you are dating.** It’s crucial for us to see and understand our partner’s weaknesses as well as his or her strengths. Make sure you can live with those imperfections instead of white-washing over them or rationalizing that they will somehow disappear after the wedding. Most importantly, make sure you have no intention to change your partner.

3. **You’re focused on the marriage you want to create together, not the wedding.** We all have a vision of what our weddings should look like and who should be there. But as special as a wedding is, becoming lost in the details of planning it may sometimes indicate that we want a wedding more than we actually want to be married. Focus on planning the marriage more than the wedding.

4. **Your relationship has depth.** You and the person you are dating often have serious conversations about your values and have determined that you share compatible life goals.

Continued on page 64
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5. You can’t imagine life without your partner. He is the first person you want to share good news with. She is the one you want to call right away when your boss criticizes your work. When you’re not with your partner, your life feels strange and incomplete. You can’t imagine a future without him in it.

6. You are focused on your partner’s character. Life is inherently unpredictable. A wealthy partner may lose all of his wealth. An attractive partner may gain weight. A dream of having two perfect children and a golden retriever may not come true or may change. You are ready to get married when you are truly committed in richness and in poverty, in sickness and in health, in peaceful times and in stressful times. You can envision sticking by your partner no matter what life brings.

7. You understand that love requires a lot of hard work. You are at the point when dating for fun is no longer fun, and you realize that real love requires consistent effort and grows from what you put into it.

8. You know how to put your needs aside sometimes. You and your partner can resolve conflicts together and each of you knows how to sometimes put aside your own needs in order to help each other. You are ready to take yourself out of the spotlight of your life and make room for another person’s feelings and needs.

9. You have learned the basics of emotional regulation. You have enough self-awareness to understand your own strengths and weaknesses and how to cope with them in your life. You know how to calm yourself down, how to accept other people’s bad moods without personalizing them and how to be responsible for your own moods.

10. You have so much more you want to give. You have a life that you are happy with, but you have so much more that you want to give. Being single feels like you are missing the opportunity to express a crucial part of who you are. You feel like you want to build and create something that goes far beyond anything that you can create on your own.

Sara Debbie Gutfreund received her BA in English from the University of Pennsylvania and her MA in Family Therapy from the University of North Texas. She has taught parenting classes and self-development seminars and provided adolescent counseling.
ENGAGEMENT RING TRENDS
2018 WEDDING GOWNS
BEAUTIFUL BRIDAL ACCESSORIES
TRENDY WEDDING CAKES
From long sleeves to capes with delicate embellishments, high neckline and ruffles, this year’s wedding dresses prove that they don’t have to be slinky to be chic. While demure styles have been a theme of 2018 fashions in general, it’s not surprising that designers continued this modest motif when creating their bridal gowns.

Wearing any of these stylish dresses will make you look gorgeous on your wedding day. Here are some beautiful gowns by talented designers.
From blindingly opulent crystals to refined pearls and runway-friendly sequins to intricate beading and sometimes all of the above—2018 wedding dresses are all about the embellishments.

Continued on page 70
Gary Zindel
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Creating memories that will last forever.
917 548 4279
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Gorgeous Gowns...

Continued from page 68

Long, short and mid-length capes were all over the wedding runways this year.

Continued on page 72
introducing a new venue
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Accommodates from 150 to 600 comfortably
High necks were another theme of the bridal shows. Low necklines may be sexy, but high necklines are sophisticated.
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We invite you to have your next event in our newly renovated social hall & lobby.

Ohel David and Shlomo Congregation
710 Shore Blvd., Manhattan Beach, NY
718-648-0100 - info@ohelds.com
Sleeves are back in style. Lace sleeves, or illusion sleeves with lace detail, are everywhere right now. If you don’t want a long sleeve, you can find beautiful dresses with mid-length sleeves.
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Once you've found your perfect wedding gown, it’s time to start thinking about what you’re going to wear with it. Do you want a long veil or a short one? Maybe a tiara is just right, and perhaps a simple sash will look lovely on your gown. Are you going to wear gloves? They’re sophisticated, very in style right now, and there are dozens to choose from—long, short, with fingers and without—there’s a pair for every bride. Here are some examples of the incredible accessories available to complete your wedding attire.
Veils

Think how different the gorgeous picture to the right would be if the bride was wearing a different veil. The veil she’s wearing is beautiful, with just a little bit of embellishment. There are several types of veils, including the cathedral, birdcage, blusher and mantilla.

The long, gorgeous veil that you see in movies trailing the bride, is called a cathedral veil. It’s classic and a touch regal. With more than 100 inches of fabric extending from the comb, it will trail gracefully beyond your dress’ train as you move.

If a cathedral veil is too long for you, perhaps a mid-length veil is just right. Mid-length veils include elbow-length, fingertip, and walking veils. They outline the upper body for a flattering silhouette. This option also provides a traditional look.

Birdcage veils are another option. They cover only part of your face and are attached to either a headband or a comb. Often made with fishnet-patterned tulle, this style gives off a vintage vibe that juxtaposes perfectly with modern wedding dresses.
Blusher veils are short, and conceal your face. This is the kind of veil that the groom has to lift to see the bride. You can pair a blusher veil with a longer veil worn down the back.

Also available is the mantilla veil. It has a thicker lace trim along its edge. The embellished border frames the face for a beautiful effect.

All of these veils are gorgeous and come in a range of shades including white, ivory, champagne, and whisper pink. Single-tier and multi-tier options allow you to select the level of volume that’s right for your look. You can also double up on veils to create a completely custom two-tier effect with exactly the look you desire.
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Headbands, Combs & Tiaras

Many brides choose to adorn their hair, after the ceremony, when the veil is removed, with a different beautiful accessory, such as a crown, tiara, comb, flower, or clips.

Crowns & Tiara-You can wear these alone or with a veil or headband. Choose a dainty understated look for a more traditional style or a glamorous look if you’re dreaming of a fairytale wedding.

Hair Combs-Hair combs vary in size and shape, and look stunning in hair that has been styled in an updo. Believe it or not, hair combs are the most popular choice among brides.

Flowers—Flowers have been in fashion in the past, they’ve gone out of fashion, and now they are back! The key is to keep your hair loose and tousled. The flowers are almost all the styling you need. You can use larger blooms for a simple style and smaller ones for intricate looks. Be sure to use the same flower in your bouquet for consistency!
Weddings, Engagements, Showers, Swanees, Bar Mitzvahs & Brits. From simple and elegant to the most extravagant.

FLOWERS BY MARZAN 462 AVENUE P  718.645.0123
By Appointment only.
marzandecorandevent@gmail.com
**Hair Vines**—Vines are perfect for a romantic look. They can be bent and manipulated into different shapes to accent any hairstyle. Twist a hair vine in the back of a soft braided updo, around a bridal bun, or wear it on the top of your head like a headband.

**Hair Clips**—Hair clips work best in an updo, or when your hair is half up and half down.
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Belts & Sashes

If your dress doesn’t have a belt or sash attached, that doesn’t mean you can’t wear one. Sometimes a thin sash or an embellished belt are the perfect accent to a gorgeous bridal gown. They are a simple way to add unique style to your wedding day look.

Here are a few tips to help you choose the belt for you.
- Enhance a creamy ivory gown with champagne or gold embellishments.
- For bright ivory (almost white) gowns, play up cool tones with silver, opal, or clear crystal.
- Pair flowy or lace gowns with a sash featuring organic details and soft lines.
- Pair clean or modern silhouettes with a more structured, geometric sash.
- For a cohesive look, add a sash to tie the top and bottom together.
- Place the sash between your navel and the bottom of your rib cage for the most flattering silhouette.
- Ask an expert tailor to tack it into place for your big day.

Floral Organza Sash with Crystals

Champagne Crystal Sash

Black Accessories Are Very In Style

Sash with White Flowers
Party Planning & Swanee Decorating
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Susan Sorscher: 718-375-4796
Catering: 917-693-3034
email: kosherfoodbysue@aol.com
Accessories...

Continued from page 84

Silver and Rhinestone Belt

Rhinestone Beaded Belt

Silver and Rhinestone Belt

Peach Flower Sash with Rhinestones

Continued on page 88
Expert Make-up Application
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Weddings - Engagements - Bar Mitzvahs - Portraits - Commercial
Bridal Gloves

There was a time when women wore gloves to every dressy affair they attended. They always looked sophisticated and beautifully put together. Today, they are available in many lengths, multiple fabrics, and designs. Short gloves cover the hands and wrist, medium length gloves reach to the elbow, and long gloves go above the elbow and up to the shoulder. The most popular fabrics for bridal gloves are satin, silk, and lace. Some gloves are fingerless and fit snugly around the wrist while some fingerless gloves are held on by a loop hooked around one finger. Embellishments could include beads, pearls, crystals, flowers, bows, and ribbons. Some gloves just slip on and fit snugly while others have closures like laces and buttons. Choose a pair that fit your personality.
Wedding Accessories...
Continued from page 88

- Long, Lacy Gloves
- Short Lace Gloves with Bows
- Classic Lace Gloves with Fingers
- Short Satin Gloves with Lace
- Classic Lace and Rhinestone Gloves
- Lacy Medium Length Gloves with Flowers

WEDDING
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Way before most girls meet the man of their dreams, they've envisioned the engagement ring they'd love to receive one day. And like the men that each woman chooses, everyone's idea of the most beautiful ring is different. Some women love the striking diamond solitaire, while others dream of a round diamond and still others picture an engagement ring with multiple diamonds.

Today the options are way larger than they have been in years past, especially for women who want something a little out of the ordinary. Following are the newest engagement ring trends.

**Floral**

Engagement rings resembling flowers are one of the biggest trends right now. They often are made of multiple stones and look very feminine which may explain their allure.

**Colorful Diamonds**

Most of the time, diamonds are valued for their lack of color. “Colorless” diamonds receive the highest grades on the scale used to classify diamond color. Yet, diamonds come in a wide range of bright and beautiful hues—from red and pink, to green, violet and blue, to yellow, brown and black. Girls who like to stand out in the crowd and love unusual accessories, may adore a colorful diamond.

**Double Shanks**

Double shank engagement rings, also known as split-shank rings, feature one band that parts as it reaches the center setting. Typically, these designs have a visible gap between the band and the center diamond or halo. They're unusual looking, very trendy and definitely for a woman who doesn't want a traditional ring.

*Continued on page 94*
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SUPER SPECIAL Skin Tightening 5 Sessions $299
For a new customer only, not to be combined with any other offers. With this ad only. Expires 2/28/18.

Call for a free consultation
By Appointment 347.587.7304 5906 18th Avenue, Brooklyn NY
info@silkylaser.com www.SilkyLaser.com
Engagement Rings...
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Rose Gold
Rose gold engagement rings are made with a warm metal that adds an extra special pink hue and a modern, feminine look. It makes diamonds of every shape look even more beautiful.

Square Bands
Square stones are nothing new when it comes to engagement rings, however square bands are definitely trendy. Oddly, women say they’re very comfortable.

Elaborate Side Views
A plain engagement band with a diamond on top is classic and pretty, but it’s not enough for a modern woman with exotic taste. Intricate details on the sides of the band mean the ring will look amazing from all angles.

Mixed Metals
If you love yellow gold, rose gold and platinum, and can’t decide which to choose, just tell the jeweler you want them all. A yellow gold halo gives a white gold engagement ring a very modern flair. Plus, halos make your center stone look even bigger!
Tasting is believing with Miele MasterCool™.

The best cooking starts with the best refrigeration. Open the door to a culinary adventure with MasterCool™ quality you can see, feel and taste.

Explore More:
mastercool.mieleusa.com
Twisted Bands
A twisted band looks very modern, beautiful and sophisticated. If you like the twisted band, but don’t want one on your engagement ring, you can get a twisted band wedding ring, instead.

Bows
From the time girls are little, they love bows. This trend is very feminine, modern and lovely. This is one bow she can wear forever.

East-West Setting
An east-west setting is an oval-cut diamond, which is already unique, positioned horizontally on the band. This is an engagement ring that everyone is going to notice.

Pear Shaped and Marquise Cut Diamonds
Round diamonds are pretty, and the most popular stone, but today, it’s the pear shaped and marquise stones that young women want. They’re back in style and trending at the moment. Multiple bands are another trend of the season, so you really can’t go wrong with a marquise diamond on multiple bands.
When FIRE, WATER, WIND, & SMOKE DAMAGES
Occur to your HOME, FURNITURE, OFFICE BUILDING,
WAREHOUSE, STOCK, STORE or OFFICE

Let SERVMAX

The Emergency Property Restoration Company’s
Team of Highly Skilled Technicians and Advanced Equipment help you to

"MANAGE YOUR DAMAGE"

Dehumidifying, Air-Scrubbing, Drying, Cleaning, Mold Mitigation
Furniture Encapsulation done at your home.

Call 1-844-GO-SERVMAX

And now SERVMAX is an

IMMEDIATE EMERGENCY RESPONSE
EQUIPMENT RENTAL COMPANY

We will deliver, right to your door, the most highly effective and advanced drying & dehumidifying,
air cleaning equipment at the lowest prices in the Insurance Industry.

RENT THEM FOR A DAY, A WEEK OR A MONTH
As we now take credit cards right at your home

Don’t want to make an Insurance Claim? Have a high deductible?
Little or no insurance? Use SERVMAX

and your PROBLEMS ARE ALL GONE!

For IMMEDIATE RESPONSE, RECOVERY, RESTORATION, REPAIRS & RESULTS

Call 1-844-GO-SERVMAX

For MAXIMUM SERVICE

WORKMAN’S COMP INSURANCE
LIABILITY INSURANCE
FULLY INSURED

WAREHOUSES IN:
NEW YORK, BROOKLYN, LONG
ISLAND, NEW JERSEY

1-844-GO-SERVMAX
service@servmax.co
EFax: 1-866-247-0158
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Community Weddings

[Series of wedding photos]
Thank you for sending us your exquisite wedding photos. The newer ones are beautiful and the older ones brought huge smiles to our faces, because we recognized so many brides and grooms and it was wonderful to see them again. We hope you enjoy looking at them as much as we have.

Continued on page 100
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NEW
POWER BEDS
with wireless remotes.

Call for pricing.

Call for our specials
Too low to advertise

SANDRA MANSOUR
718-382-8419 • 1-800-SLEEP56
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• Fine Art
• Custom Framing
• Mirrors

2624 Avenue U
Brooklyn, NY 11229
Tel: 718-332-5583
www.jacobsonsartandframeny.com

BAY DECORATORS INC.

Up to 70% Off Selected Items • Free Home Consultation
Draperies Reupholstery New Furniture Slip Covers
Vertical Blinds • Pleated Shades • Silhouette Shades • Wood Blinds • Balloons • Romans
Austrian Shades • Custom Headboards & Bedding • Wallpaper • Carpeting • Table Pads

2618 Ave. U, Brooklyn, NY 11229
Tel: 877.577.7BAY (229) • 718.769.7772 • 212.432.5522
email: baydecorators@optonline.net • www.baydecorators.com • www.baydecoratorsNY.com
Mon, Wed, Fri 9 - 5 Tue 9 - 6 Thurs 9 - 7

WE SERVICE THE TRI-STATE AREA
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Get your home tested by an Indoor Air Quality Environmentalist specializing in TOXIC MOLD

The well known Mike / Moishe Liebhard will perform each inspection himself. Using the latest technology combined with Mike’s expertise, you will be confident he will guide you the proper way to accomplish the premium air quality you need to keep you & your family healthy.

Call Mike to inspect your home today at 347-234-7712

Call Us For Your Mold Testing

EAST COAST MOLD SPECIALIST

PERFORMANCE UNLIMITED PEST CONTROL

TERMITIE SPECIALISTS

Complete Pest Control

Now offering K-9 Bed Bug Inspections
New to the Tri-State area

Carpenter Ants • Silverfish • Bees
Fleas • Ants • Wasps • Rodents
Nuisance Wildlife

Bed Bug Specialist

Termite Inspections • FHA/VA • Refinance •
Residential / Commercial

Free Estimates • Licensed & Insured
Emergency Service 24Hrs. 7 Days

Email: bugslady@aol.com

Family Owned & Operated

718.633.4466

DLM construction

Over 30 Years of Experience
License & Insured

quality Service
Home Repair
Extensions & Renovations
Finished Basements, Painting
Interior and Exterior
Plumbing and Electrical
New Windows and Doors
Bathrooms

Special Prices for Spring 2018

FREE ESTIMATES

Call Marc today: 917-968-6809
BESTWORKDLM@GMAIL.COM

PROTECTION STYLE

Custom Made TABLE PADS & GLASS TABLETOPS

PLACE YOUR PESACH ORDER TODAY

For Easy Shop at Home Service Call

Ushi Steinmetz
(917) 776-7371

Complete Pest Control
Bed Bug Specialist
Family Owned & Operated

Now offering K-9 Bed Bug Inspections
New to the Tri-State area
Carpenter Ants • Silverfish • Bees
Fleas • Ants • Wasps • Rodents
Nuisance Wildlife

Termite Inspections • FHA/VA • Refinance •
Residential / Commercial
Free Estimates • Licensed & Insured
Emergency Service 24Hrs. 7 Days
Email: bugslady@aol.com
Family Owned & Operated
718.633.4466

Get your home tested by an Indoor Air Quality Environmentalist specializing in TOXIC MOLD

The well known Mike / Moishe Liebhard will perform each inspection himself. Using the latest technology combined with Mike’s expertise, you will be confident he will guide you the proper way to accomplish the premium air quality you need to keep you & your family healthy.

Call Mike to inspect your home today at 347-234-7712

EAST COAST MOLD SPECIALIST

Get your home tested by an Indoor Air Quality Environmentalist specializing in TOXIC MOLD

The well known Mike / Moishe Liebhard will perform each inspection himself. Using the latest technology combined with Mike’s expertise, you will be confident he will guide you the proper way to accomplish the premium air quality you need to keep you & your family healthy.

Call Mike to inspect your home today at 347-234-7712

EAST COAST MOLD SPECIALIST
David S. Cohen
OUTDOOR FURNITURE
40% OFF WINTER SALE
New 2018 Collections
48 Hour Delivery
RATED - BEST CUSTOMER SERVICE!
732-996-5776
Showroom/Office
82 Norwood Ave.
Deal, NJ
“Fritz” Style Folding Chairs & Tables
WE SHIP ANYWHERE

Get Ready For Purim
WE HAVE A FULL LINE OF BEAUTIFUL... ELEGANT...
AND...VERY PRACTICAL GIFTS
CLEAR ACRYLIC
HOLDERS AND ORGANIZERS

SPECIAL ATTENTION
FOR KALLAHS AND LARGE ORDERS
GET ORGANIZED WITH
ORGANIZER
The largest variety of quality solutions, and home organization for every room, every space, and every need.

4717 NEW UTRECHT AVENUE
BROOKLYN NY 11219
TEL. 718.676.4717
HOURS: SUN-THURS: 11-6:30, FRI: 11-
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**NEW YORK CITY’S FLOOD RISK IS CHANGING.**
**MANY NEW YORKERS WILL BE REQUIRED TO BUY FLOOD INSURANCE JUST AS FLOOD RATES ARE SKYROCKETING.**

**THE RISK IS REAL**
**LOCK IN LOW RATES NOW!!!**

- Why do I need flood insurance!
- Homeowners insurance does not cover damage from floods!
- Federal disaster assistance is not guaranteed!

**IF YOU LIVE IN THE FOLLOWING ZIP CODES YOU MAY BE REQUIRED TO BUY FLOOD INSURANCE:**

11223, 11229, 11235, 11224, 11234, 11236

**CALL TODAY TO VERIFY YOUR STATUS.**

**Jim Bandelli**
For All your Insurance Needs: Auto • Home • Business • Life

And many other Life and Long Term Care insurers

---

**Bandelli Agency**
339 Avenue U Bklyn, NY 11223 (718) 934 4600
jim.bandelli@gmail.com
www.bandelliagency.com

Serving the Community for over 44 Years
COMMUNITY MEMBERS
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OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FROM
MON - THUR 9:00 - 7:00
FRI 9:00 - 3:00 | SUN 10:00 - 5:00
SATURDAY CLOSED

EURO HOUSE
TILE & MARBLE
1743 MCDONALD AVE BROOKLYN NY 11223
718-339-9469 | WWW.EUROHOUSETILE.COM

Window Treats Inc.
80 Broad St Ste 16
732-219-0303
www.customdraperyandshades.com

©2017 Hunter Douglas. All rights reserved. All trademarks
used herein are the property of Hunter Douglas or their
respective owners. 1600MA0003

CERAMIC TILE ∙ PORCELAIN TILE
NATURAL STONE TILE ∙ GLASS TILE
MOSAICS ∙ MARBLE FLOORING
GRANITE FLOORING ∙ COUNTER TOPS

HunterDouglas

Her curiosity: limitless.
Your window fashions: cordless.
Discover innovative window fashions from Hunter Douglas that enhance safety at
the window. Ask today about a wide array of cordless operating systems
including the ultimate in operating convenience. PowerView® Motorization.

Duet® Honeycomb shades
Trendy Wedding Cakes

From Drip and Marble to Black and Hand Painted,
They’re Unconventional & Delicious

Like every other aspect of a wedding, cake trends come and go. While naked cakes (cakes without icing) and cupcakes were very in style not too long ago, they are not among 2018’s trends. Drip cakes have made the top of the trendiest cake lists. They are exactly what they sound like, cakes with icing that looks like it’s dripping. Here’s a look at all of the most current cake trends.

**Drip Cakes**
Drip cakes are a dream come true for frosting lovers, and there’s no bigger or sweeter wedding cake trend at the moment. This trend is a nontraditional alternative to the classic white tiered cake. It’s a fun way to add a splash of color. Think of a traditional white wedding cake with red icing, caramel or chocolate dripping down the sides. They are especially beautiful when decorated with fresh fruit, berries and flowers.

**Marble Cakes**
This is not the chocolate-and-vanilla swirl type of marble cake that has been around forever. It’s a cake that looks like actual marble.

**Black Cakes**
Black is actually very popular with all wedding accessories this year. Black earrings, belts, and apparently wedding cakes are very in style. Black pairs beautifully with metallic accents and white embellishments. At first thought, a black cake doesn’t seem perfect for a wedding, however, once you see one, you understand why people love them. They look very sophisticated.

Elegant, clean, and modern, a marble wedding cake has been around for a couple of years, but is still one of the top trends of 2018.
While putting photographs on wedding cakes was all the rage a couple of years ago, now it's hand-painted cakes that are very in fashion. Most have beautiful flowers painted on them.

**Hand-Painted Cakes**

Naked cakes are no longer trendy, however nearly naked cakes are. With just a little bit of icing covering the inside of the cake, it goes from untrendy to trendy.

**Nearly Naked Cakes**

Continued on page 114
Geode Cakes
Covered in stunning edible crystals, these rocky confections have become the ultimate bridal must-have this season. The inside actually looks like a colorful gem. Geodes are gorgeous and so are geode cakes. It takes incredible talent to make a gorgeous and delicious geode cakes. They’re almost too pretty to eat.

Cakes with Words
Cakes with words are similar to hand-painted cakes, but instead of pretty pictures, words are painted on the cake. They can be anything from the couple’s names, to a favorite quote, or song lyric about love. Using words as a cake decoration is a simple, beautiful way to make a big impact on your guests.

Continued on page 116
While choosing trendy cake flavors like apple cider or orange liqueur may sound like a good idea, it’s not. Guests like to eat wedding cake and most don’t like special flavors. Stick with a vanilla or chocolate cake and dress it up on the outside.
HERE’S TO NEW ADVENTURES

MOUNTAINS THRILLS
Luxury Accommodations
Kosher Gourmet Food
Live, explore, and enjoy an action-packed Arlington experience.

SPECIAL OFFER
3 night stay for 2 including all meals
Mid week $799
Extended weekend $999

PLAN YOUR NEXT EVENT WITH US
Shabbaton
Sheva Brisches
Bar & Bat Mitzvah
Family Reunions
Business Meetings
Group Getaways
Yeshiva & School
Overnight Trips

INQUIRE ABOUT OUR GROUP RATES

Open 365 Days a Year!
Shul and Mikve On Premises

Got this with my miles.
WHAT WILL YOU GET?

250,000 MILES
MILES FOR CASH

Trade in your miles for cash to get all those luxuries you’ve been dreaming of!
Sell My Miles Now offers fast payout, customer service and a reliable network.

SellMyMilesNow
845.517.1233 • SellMyMilesNow.com
info@sellmymilesnow.com
A unique and significant discovery was made during archaeological work in the Western Wall Plaza, on behalf of the Israel Antiquities Authority (IAA) and in association with the Western Wall Heritage Foundation. It’s a stamped piece of clay, which belonged to the “governor of the city” of Jerusalem—the most prominent local position in Jerusalem, 2,700 years ago, which was during the First Temple period.

This extraordinary find is a lump of clay, stamped and pre-fired. It measures 13 X 15 mm and is 2–3 mm thick. The upper part of the sealing depicts two figures facing each other, and the lower part holds an inscription in ancient Hebrew script. The sealing was presented to the Mayor of Jerusalem, Nir Barkat, during his visit to Davidson’s Center, near the Western Wall, recently. After the completion of the scientific research, the sealing will be on temporary exhibit in the mayor’s office.

The sealing, its use unknown, was retrieved by Shimon Cohen while wet-sieving the soil from a late First Temple-period building (seventh-sixth centuries BCE).

Dr. Shlomit Weksler-Bdolah, believes that “the sealing had been attached to an important transport and served as some sort of logo, or as a tiny souvenir, which was sent on behalf of the governor of the city.” He further suggests that “it is likely that one of the buildings in our excavation was the destination of this transport sent by the city governor. The finding of the sealing with this high-rank title, in addition to the large assemblage of actual seals found in the building in the past, supports the assumption that this area, located on the western slopes of the western hill of ancient Jerusalem, some 100 m west of the Temple Mount, was inhabited by highly ranking officials during the First Temple period.”

This is the first time that such a sealing was found in an authorized excavation. It supports the biblical rendering of the existence of a governor of the city in Jerusalem 2,700 years ago.”

Professor Tallay Ornan of the Hebrew University, and Professor Benjamin Sass of Tel Aviv University, studied the sealing and described it thus: “above a double line are two standing men, facing each other in a mirror-like manner. Their heads are depicted as large dots, lacking any details. Their hands facing outward are dropped down, and the hands facing inward are raised. Each of the figures is wearing a striped, knee-length garment. In the register Beneath the double line is an inscription in ancient Hebrew, with no spacing between the words and no definite article. It says: “belonging to the governor of the city.”

The governor of the city’ refers to an official appointed by the king. Governors of Jerusalem are mentioned twice in the Bible: in 2 Kings, Joshua is the governor of the city in the days of Hezekiah, and in 2 Chronicles, Maaseiah is the governor of the city in the days of Josiah.

When the find was presented to him, Mayor Barkat said,”it is very overwhelming to receive greetings from First Temple-period Jerusalem. This shows that already 2,700 years ago, Jerusalem, the capital of Israel, was a strong and central city. Jerusalem is one of the most ancient capitals of the world, continually populated by the Jewish people for more than 3,000 years. "Today, we have the privilege to encounter another one of the long chain of persons and leaders that built and developed the city. We are grateful to be living in a city with such a magnificent past, and are obligated to ensure its strength for generations to come, as we daily do.”

According to Dr. Yuval Baruch, archaeologist of the Jerusalem District in the IAA, “the outstanding significance of the finds brought upon the decision to conserve the First Temple-period building exposed in the Western Wall plaza excavations and open it to visitors”.

Conservation work at the site was carried out by Yossi Vaknin and Haim Makuriya.
They had an Allstate Agency they trusted to help them get it right.

An Allstate Agent like me. Let’s sit down and talk about your life insurance needs today. I’m happy to answer questions, explain the details and help you choose the right policy for your family and budget. Call me today.
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On January 6, two of Apple’s biggest investors published an open letter calling on Apple and other high tech firms to do much more to protect the health of their youngest users. Citing studies showing that smartphones can have a grave impact on kids’ physical and mental well-being, the investors—California State Teachers’ Retirement System and JANA Partners LLC—have opened a major debate, asking tech companies to develop more controls on their products for their youngest users.

What is so bad about kids using smartphones? With more researchers look into the impact of smartphones and other technology on children, here are some recent results, as well as suggestions for what we can do when it comes to protecting kids from smartphone abuse.

### Stunting Babies’ Brain Development

The harm that smartphones and other screens do to kids is particularly acute in babies whose brains are still developing. Psychologists call the first three years of a child’s life “the critical period” in brain development because the way that brains grow during these years becomes the permanent base upon which all future learning relies. Receiving information and cues from the real world around them helps babies form neural pathways that make their brains strong and healthy. Stimuli from screens, including tablets and smartphones, get in the way of their brains’ normal development, overwhelming their still-developing minds with stimuli.

The damage from too much screen time can be permanent. “The ability to focus, to concentrate, to pay attention, to sense other people’s attitudes and communicate with them, to build a large vocabulary—all those abilities are harmed,” warns Dr. Aric Sigman, an associate fellow at the British Psychological Society and a Fellow of Britain’s Royal Society of Medicine.

The ability to interact with other people, and to empathize and read people’s feelings all have their foundations in babyhood. Spending time interacting with screens instead of human beings can permanently alter our children’s brain structures, making tasks like forming friendships and understanding the world around them much harder.

### Harming Teens’ Brains

While older kids don’t experience the same sort of intense brain development as babies, kids’...
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and adolescents’ brains continue to develop and can be harmed by too much smartphone use.

The problem is that teenagers’ brains are very adaptable. The experience of using a smartphone, switching rapidly between many activities such as texting and using social media, is associated with lower levels of brain matter in teens’ anterior cingulate cortex, the region in our brains that is responsible for emotional processing and decision-making. Less brain matter in this area is associated with higher rates of depression and addiction.

Another part of our brains, the prefrontal cortex, is necessary for interpreting emotions and for focusing on tasks, and is also harmed by smartphone use. This part of our brain doesn’t fully develop until our mid-20s, and excessive smartphone use can get in the way of that. “During our teenage years,” explains Paul Atchley, a Psychology Professor at the University of Kansas, “it’s important to train that prefrontal cortex not to be easily distracted. What we’re seeing in our work is that young people are constantly distracted, and also less sensitive to the emotions of others.”

**Harder to Make Friends**

Given the changes smartphones make to a developing brain’s ability to empathize with others, it’s no surprise that smartphone use is associated with difficulty in making friends.

For many teens, smartphones can become a crutch in difficult social situations. “When you’re with people you don’t know well or there’s nothing to talk about, phones are out more because it’s awkward,” one Connecticut high school senior explained to researchers.

Yet this “new normal” where smartphones are such a part of social interaction is dangerous, warns Brian Primack, Director of the Center for Research on Media, Technology and Health at the University of Pittsburgh. “There’s strong research linking isolation to depression, and time spent socializing with improved mood and well-being,” he explains. “If smartphones are getting between an adolescent and her ability to engage in—and enjoy face-to-face interaction—and some studies suggest that’s happening—that’s a big deal.”

**Smartphones and Depression In Kids**

Indeed, heavy smartphone use is associated with higher rates of stress and depression in kids. One study conducted by the Center on Media and Child Health at the University of Alberta found that over the past three to five years, as smartphone use has skyrocketed, 90% of teachers report that the number of students with emotional challenges has increased; 86% of teachers report that the number of students with social challenges has gone up as well.

Many teachers blame smartphone use for these jumps. Kids used to go outside during lunch break and engage in physical activity and socialization. “Today, many of them sit all lunch hour and play on their personal devices,” one junior high teacher said.

Between 2010 and 2016, the number of adolescents who experienced major depression grew by 60%, according to the US Department of Health and Human Services. Suicides have also increased significantly among kids ages 10 to 19 during that time. “These increases are huge—possibly unprecedented,” explains Professor Jean Twenge of San Diego State University. She has found that since 2010, teens who spend more time using smartphones and other technology are more likely to report having mental health problems than teens who spend less time with their devices.

Professor Twenge surveyed over half a million adolescents across the United States; her findings paint a troubling portrait of a generation both addicted to and harmed by smartphone use. Kids who spend three hours a day or more on smartphones or other devices are over a third more likely to suffer at least one suicide-related symptom such as feeling hopeless or thinking about suicide, than kids who limit their smartphone and other device use to two hours a day or less. Among kids who used devices for five or more hours each day, nearly half reported experiencing at least one suicide related outcome.

Even moderate smartphone and other high tech use can harm our...
Gesher Yehuda Yeshiva offers you the formula for success! From Kindergarten through 8th grade, we strive to help your child succeed, with small structured classrooms and special attention given to each student by our staff of experienced master teachers.

What a Gesher education offers your child:

• Over 25 Years of Success
• Certified Special Education Teachers
• Dual Curriculum
• Individualized Attention
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• Flexible Payment Plans Available
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Call for more information:
Dr. Eugene Miller
Executive Director
718.714.7400
49 Ave T, Brooklyn, NY 11223
www.gesheryehuda.org
Kids & Smartphones...
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Kids' mental health. Kids who use social media every day are 13% more likely to have high levels of depressive symptoms than those who don’t. In her research, teens who ditched their smartphones some of the time and who spent the most time interacting face-to-face seemed to be the healthiest emotionally.

Breaking the Smartphone Addiction

Despite the drawbacks of excessive smartphone use, limiting tech time can be difficult. In fact, many psychologists now view smartphone use as an addiction.

This is partly due to the nature of teenagers’ developing brains. The anterior cingulate cortex, mentioned earlier in its connection to helping teens develop the characteristic of human empathy, is also a factor in decision-making and addiction. “We know for a fact teens have very underdeveloped impulse control and empathy and judgment compared to adults,” explains Dr. Frances Jensen, a professor at the University of Pennsylvania and co-author of The Teenage Brain. As kids brains continue to develop, adolescents and teens are more prone to addiction.

Researchers have also found that the speedy interactions teens enjoy on their smartphones floods their brains with neurochemicals like dopamine, which induces a feeling of euphoria. It also can contribute to addiction, as kids learn to rely on the gratification they feel when they use their phones. Once an addiction develops, teens (and others) can experience feelings of anger, depression, fatigue and distraction when they’re not using their phones.

One rehab center near Seattle now offers therapy for smartphone and technology addiction, and has treated children as young as 13. Hilarie Cash, the Center’s founder, has explained that smartphones and other mobile devices can be so stimulating and all-consuming that they “override all those natural instincts that children actually have for movement and exploration and social interaction.”

Strategies for Change

Limiting smartphone and other tech use isn’t easy. In fact, in one recent study, teenagers were given a choice: would they rather break a bone in their bodies, or break their phones? It might not come as a surprise to teens and their parents that fully 46% of teenagers said they’d prefer to break a bone than their smartphone.

Yet change is possible. Here are three suggestions for starting to change: both for teens and their families.

• Lead by example. It’s hard to tell your kids to limit their smartphone use if you are glued to your devices. Try setting aside time for the entire family to come together, phone-free. That’s the advice of child psychologist Yalda Uhls: specify a set amount of time for your family to interact with no devices in sight. This can help foster the face-to-face interaction and emotional empathy that is lacking from smartphone-based communication.

• Consider Shabbat as an antidote to too much smartphone use. In my own family, we also struggle with too much technology time. Shabbat is the one day a week when we don’t have to worry about smartphones and other devices. For 25 hours each week we’re completely phone free. The results are amazing: a whole day without distractions, when we’re able to focus on each other and ourselves. While it can seem daunting to go a whole 25 hours without a smartphone, doing so is a welcome weekly respite from the tyranny of technology for us all.

Dr. Yvette Alt Miller earned her B.A. at Harvard University. She completed a Postgraduate Diploma in Jewish Studies at Oxford University, and has a Ph.D. in International Relations from the London School of Economics.
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Community members Michael Harary, Steven Matsas (Managing Editor of IMAGE Magazine) and Stephen Shamosh share a passion for cycling. Stephen has been riding for 36 years.

The men recently went to Israel to blend their love of cycling with hesed in a bike ride called The Next Ride from Jerusalem to The Dead Sea Through the Judean Desert. All three were inspired by the physically challenged men and women, some victims of terrorist attacks, who rode along with them. The ride forever changed their views of life.

Steven met Chaya, a teenager with no legs due to a congenital disease, on the ride. Michael and his father-in-law Stephen Shamosh, met Ziv during the same trip.

The Next Ride, established by the Israel Medical Fund (IMF) in 2015, is an Israeli non-profit organization that raises awareness of limb-loss and prosthetics, provides access to high-end prosthetics not provided by the Ministry of Health, offers technical and emotional support to amputees, and has estab-
lished walking and running clinic groups across the country.

Community members Elliot and Annie Daniel, Vered Shamosh, Sharon Dayan, and Isaac Bergman also took part in the ride, which raised over $400,000 for prosthetics.

**Steven Matsas’ Experience**

Riding up from the Dead Sea was a rough climb. Even experienced cyclist who came with us found it impossible to get up the hill, and around the switchbacks (a 180° bend in a road or path, especially one leading up the side of a mountain) to get out of the valley.

Chaya was riding a hand-bike, when she came up next to me and told me I was going too slow. She had a congenital issue and had tiny feet, that were useless, yet she blew me away. I am able bodied, and I gave up after 40 miles.

After the ride, I found out that she was on a borrowed bike. Hand-bikes cost between $5,000 and $7,000. My goal was to raise the funds to buy her one of her own—which we did. When we surprised her with it, she went crazy. She was so excited, because she never had her own bike. It was a big deal and I felt awesome because I had given her freedom with that small gift. She thanked me for fulfilling her dream.

I was impressed by her spunkiness and her positive attitude toward life. Some of us complain about little things. Chaya is a beacon of light and inspiration.

Tehila was on a school bus when it was hit by a roadside bomb in a terrorist attack. The bombing caused her to lose both her legs.

After recuperating and surgery, she was fitted with two prosthetic legs. Last year, she came to Next Step and wanted to participate in The Next Ride. Steven met her and saw that she too was on a borrowed tandem bike. A new bike was about $500, so he bought it for her.

These girls had tragic things happen to them. Still, they don’t give up. I was inspired by how they smiled, and by their determination. I have their photos in my office and when I look at them, it puts everything into perspective. I realize how incredibly blessed I am. Nothing stops these girls.

**Michael’s Experience**

My father-in-law, Stephen Shamosh, and I were just interested in a good ride. We liked the Next Step organization’s cause, so we decided to enter. Little did I know how this ride would change my life forever. I had access to Olympians and so many privileged people, but it was Ziv who truly changed my outlook on life.

Ziv was a combat soldier in an elite unit operating in Lebanon, ...
when Hezbollah opened fire. He had severe shrapnel wounds in his legs; they had to be amputated from the knee down. Due to the extent of his injury, he needed high-end prosthetics. He was in constant pain and needed $100,000 for new legs. We really wanted to help him.

I posted his photo on Instagram and received 18 donations in an hour. My father-in-law did the same by e-mail, and we hit the goal raising $100,000. This was before the ride, so I hadn’t even met Ziv yet.

We flew to Israel and went on the ride. It was amazing to meet people from different cultures and those who benefitted from the organization. On the second day, I saw Ziv at the starting line. He hadn’t ridden a bike since he lost his legs. My father-in-law stayed with him the whole day, riding 45 miles with him. The experience changed us. It made us understand that no matter what the situation is, you can go further if you have confidence and determination. Ziv was so thankful.

Stephen’s Experience

As a result of a terrorist attack or defending their country, some of the people that Next Step helps were injured and now have a physical challenge.

Once I really understood what it takes to have them walk around comfortably and have mobility, I became involved in the cause and that drove me to raise funds. It was awkward for me to fundraise, and I am thankful to all my friends and relatives around the world for their generosity. I got a lot more out of it that Ziv, who is now walking. It was an honor riding with him and it was a memorable ride.

It was challenging for him to ride comfortably due to the pain caused by the nerve damage from the loss of limb. Fortunately, due to the prosthetics that Next Step provides he will be able to function more comfortably and with greater mobility.

The new prosthesis we were able to fund is tailor-made for him and it helps reduce the nerve problems. He also must undergo a rare and risky operation because the nerves are compressing, and the operation will correct that.

In our community, we all give charity, but there is a difference when you can actually see the impact you are making on someone’s life. I saw the entire process from beginning to end and now a person I know is functioning better. It was all about these people. It was extremely emotional for me.

The mindset of these folks was so impressive, they don’t let a “little thing” like not having a limb affect their outlooks. It was the top week of my life. I have been blessed; and I had fun at the same time.

The IMF & Next Step

The Israel Medical Fund and its flagship project The Next Step, have improved the quality of life for many people. In 2017, the organization helped 17 amputees get state-of-the-art prosthetics that promise functional independence. These devices were unavailable under their health plans. Each situation is unique, but the whole process of customizing, fitting and learning to use a prosthesis can cost anywhere between $50,000 to $90,000. The Next Step brings amputees with complex amputations to the United States for the most advanced fittings.

Shoshana Dessler, the co-founder of IMF, said, “Israel is a hub for cutting edge innovation in the field of medicine. However, there are cracks in the healthcare delivery system. The Ministry of Health does not cover certain costs that would unquestionably make a significant difference in the lives of many Israelis. Our main focus is providing the essentials, not covered by the Ministry of Health.”

For more information or to sponsor an amputee, please call (216) 245-2306 or email sdj@israelmedicalfund.org.

Adi and Moshe
Israel Medical Fund Presents

UNMASKED

Exposing the trials and tribulations of those suffering limb loss in Israel

A Chinese Auction, Bake Sale and Dose of Inspiration
to benefit The Next Step.

In loving memory of Mr. Sam Sassoon A”H

At the home of Sharon and Eddie Dayan

1129 East 8th st, Bklyn, NY 11230

Wednesday • February 21

8 pm - Mazza, Whiskey and wine tasting
9 pm - Words of inspiration

Thursday • February 22 • 10am-6pm

FEATURING:

11 am - Mommy and Me with Raquel Laniado
12 pm - “Change your mind change your body” with Laura Shammah MS, RDN
1 pm - “Cooking for my people” Four interactive Purim cooking demos with Sylvia Fallas

The Next Step is the only organization in Israel supporting and rehabilitating children and adults suffering from limb-loss.

ISRAEL MEDICAL FUND

הקרן לטרפאות בישראל
I still remember watching the premier of the movie *Grease* in 1978, starring John Travolta and Olivia Newton-John, when I was nine years old. My peers and I sang the songs all summer, mimicked every scene from “Summer Nights” to “You’re the One that I Want,” in the finale. I still know all the lyrics to songs like “Summer Nights” and “We Go Together” verbatim. It was the craze of my generation.

When my mother told me she had been a teen during the movie’s era, and attested to the poodle skirts that adored these girls, I was mesmerized. I had thought the movie was fictional. As a *Grease* junkie, learning that my mother’s crowd had a “Pink Ladies” group of their own, down to the jackets, was electrifying. With further inquiries, I learned that the guys had their own clubs and wore club jackets and jeans like the “Thunderbirds,” as well. Imagine a Syrian version of “Greased Lightning.” The concept of how Syrian American Jewish teens fraternized in the 50’s intrigued me; hence began my research.

Both Sandy Yedid A”H and Marilyn Chabbott A”H were Del Microns. They told me about

*Continued on page 132*
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life as Syrian teens growing up in Bensonhurst in the 50s. When Sandy died tragically, then Marilyn soon after, it behooved me to share a slice of their lives, a segment of our Syrian American history.

My mother’s club, the Del Microns, was comprised of inseparable first cousins and close friends: Muriel (Blanco) Shamula (my mother), Marilyn Chabbot, Sandy (Laniado) Yedid, Sylvia (Blanco) Hamowy, Paulette (Ashkenazi) Bailey, Marie Harari, Renee (Kassin) Bijou, Gina (Bijou) Levy, Frieda (Dweck) Benun, Brenda (Battat Hazan) Hidary, Sally Asher, Marilyn Kassin, Florence (Sasson) Dweck and Anita (Klein) Suede.

Seth Low Junior High School’s 7th through 9th graders had many different clubs but unlike others, this group of women met to have ‘round robins.’

“We’d go around and tell each other what we hated about the other and leave insulted and crying,” Sandy reminisced laughingly with the girls (as they refer to themselves), when I interviewed them in 2008.

The Del Microns cut class to eat ice cream sundaes at Sweet Box, Meyer’s, or Jack & Irv’s, on Bay Parkway between West Ninth and Tenth Streets. They paid 25 cents a week towards buying a Del Micron jacket until they discovered their treasurer had been putting their money towards ice cream sundaes. That forced them to turn to their parents for the money. It was worth it. They were having a blast.

“We used to dial up randomly and ask people to ‘Name that Tune’ and win a prize,” My mother said. While other students did homework and watched game shows, they went to Coney Island to go on the rides, the Paramount to hear rock-n-roll, or the Marboro theatre on Bay Parkway to watch a movie.

Ezra Ashkenazi, Paulette’s brother, will never forget when his brother, Sammy A’H, wanted to know what Paulette and her friends thought about him and his buddies. He told Ezra to throw a ball under Paulette’s bed during a meeting and sneak a tape recorder. The girls saw, and began to circulate the flattery Sammy hoped to hear.

Our community leaders residing in Bensonhurst circa 1951 decided to purchase land on Avenue P, the site of Magen David Elementary School, and raise a building to serve the community’s needs. The Magen David Community Center was built to function as a yeshivah and social center for the youth, adults and elderly to meet. The center had a
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bowling alley, a popular sport then, and was a prominent place for singles to fraternize. The room had a jukebox and a dance floor. Meetings were held on the main floor. There was even a shul there through the mid-60’s with Cantor Isaac Cabasso leading services at the start.

My mother recalled the days they played stoopball and listened to oldies. “We used to wait in the schoolyard with our boom box listening to rock-n-roll until the bell rang,” she said. “You have to understand, rock-n-roll just came out. We’d bring our macaroons to the Paramount on Fulton Street during Passover, to hear rhythm and blues,” she continued. They enjoyed Stevie Wonder, James Brown, Buddy Holly, Eddie Cochran, and Ray Charles.

Their boy counterparts, Club 69, would hang out at the mailbox on 69th Street. They rented a basement as a clubhouse. Their members included Jimmy Ashkenazi, Morris Bailey, Joe Bijou, Dennis Dweck A”H, Murray Dweck, Abie Tawil, Mersh (Morris) Kassin (son of then Chief Rabbi Jacob Kassin), Abe Hanono, Dave Azar and Billy Mizrahi. The mailbox was their hot spot for socializing.

During my interview with Murray Dweck, I learned there were not only marriages made—he married Florence; Morris Bailey married Paulette; and Joey married Renee—but there was even an older group of guys who called themselves, The Silver Knights.

With further inquiry, I learned about Rabbi Moses Shamah’s group, The Marquees, and he told me about The Top Hats. They also had club jackets and rented basements where they congregated, on 72nd Street between 20th and 21st Avenues. There were also The Twisters, and the Eight Bulls.

At the time, Moe Gindi A”H wrote lyrics to an Arabic melody (of the song Adunia) describing social life then. It went like this:

```
O n 65th Street that’s where I met her,
I had a feeling that I was out to get her.
For her eyes they shine like uranium,
That’s when I knew that she was Arabian.
```

I said watch out boys she’s S.Y.

```
(chorus)
Her hair was blonde like the moon up above,
That’s when I knew that I was in love.
I took her out for a glass of lemonade,
Took out my oud and began to serenade.
```

The more I spoke with members of this generation, the more enamored I became. I wondered about the origin of the Del Microns’ name. Sally Asher recalled, “Delta had a Greek sound to it and we wanted to sound like a sorority.”
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One in six hundred babies in Israel are born with a cleft lip and palate. From early infancy, the long journey begins to properly repair the cleft and tackle all the complications that accompany a cleft lip and palate.

One of Sfat Halev’s many programs is the Rebuilding Smiles Program - Distributing special kits containing specialty feeding gear, accessories, and an educational resource guide to new mothers of babies born with a cleft lip and/or palate.

Sadly, children born with cleft lip and palate are hospitalized and fed by a gastric feeding tube because the correct feeding equipment is not available to them. Aside from the emotional and physical stress that the mother endures with this new challenge, she faces additional stress and needless hospitalization of her new born due to lack of proper equipment.

Sfat Halev, a project dedicated to help mothers and their children suffering from cleft lip and palate, has been providing such feeding equipment free of charge.

Sfat Halev is committed to provide each baby born with a cleft lip and palate with the proper feeding equipment so that they too can have the opportunity to develop as any other child.
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They had boy clubs, too. The Cavaliers, Monterays and Club Morocco. After they would play ball, they would frequent Nat’s candy store for Coca-Cola, an egg cream, and toasted marble cake with ice cream on top.

Joe Betesh, a member of Club Morocco, said, “We all played ball together and still see each other 70 years later.” He feels badly that some of his friends passed on, “but I am still with them,” he said. He continued, “It was a great world in those days. We weren’t condemned by the stupidity we have now. So many cars, everybody’s running, you can’t understand unless you were there.”

He wasn’t the first person from his generation to share that sentiment. “Times were much simpler then,” Sandy had told me, referring to other aspects of the community. Its boundaries were between 63rd and 75th Streets and 18th Avenue and 20th Avenue, an area that includes Bay Parkway.

Subsequent generations extended to Manhattan Beach, Great Neck, Manhattan, Lakewood and Israel. In the summer, they vacationed in Bradley. Today, the community has also grown to other Jersey Shore towns, including Allenhurst, Deal, Elberon and Longbranch. The new generation mingles in private residences all over the shore and further inland. It’s more complicated to meet. We need organizations like The Sephardic Link or matchmakers to make matches.

The amazing part is that no matter where we move, there’s a conscious effort to live near each other, and to be in touch with family members back home. Amazingly, these childhood friends for the most part live in Brooklyn and still fraternize. Most spend winters in Florida and summers in Jersey. They pray together, celebrate simchas, and are there for each other in times of sorrow. For fun they play cards, bridge, Mahjong—whatever they want—together.

Florence put it perfectly when she said, “The years slipped by, but we’re all still connected.” In 2008, Sandy wanted to have a Del Micron and Club 69 reunion. She lamented, “The mailbox was removed three years ago, the Marlboro was closed down, and our Center has been torn down. Our whole youth is gone.” The one landmark that still stands is Stillwell Park—but even if it didn’t—the glue that holds this group together is way stronger than any piece of property. Some members may have passed on, but their memories are with us. It is time for one huge reunion including all our Greasers. Though, it may not be necessary, because they are all together, all the time.

Information in this article is based on oral histories and is therefore subject to vagueness of memories and partial information.

Carole Shamula, M.S., M.A. is a freelance writer and Jewish educator.
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Laura’s Lessons

Health & Nutrition Myths

Laura Shammah

If you Google health or nutrition, you’ll find an abundance of information. Unfortunately, you can’t believe everything you read on the Internet. There’s a lot of information, some of it is right, some of it is wrong and some of it is merely opinion. So, I’d like to clear up some of the myths you may have read.

**Myth:** The number on the scale is the best marker of health.

**Truth:** Weight may be one way your doctor lets you know if you’re at risk for certain lifestyle-associated diseases, however, even then it’s not always the most reliable indicator. Someone who’s technically outside of the “normal” range weight-wise, but has healthy habits, may be less at risk for heart disease than someone in the “normal” weight range who doesn’t eat well or exercise.

Habits are a better determiner of health than body size. Stop relying on the number on the scale! Eat right, exercise, and be happy.

**Myth:** You can eat whatever you like, as long as you exercise?

**Truth:** It’s all about balance. You can’t out-exercise an unhealthy diet, and you can’t out-diet a lack of exercise. Maintaining a healthy body is about leading a healthy lifestyle that is nourished by real, unadulterated food and taking part in some sort of physical activity.

Have you found your balance?

**Myth:** Salads are always the healthiest option on the menu.

**Truth:** Most people believe that ordering a salad is safe. If your salad is composed of just veggies and lean protein, then yes, the salad is the best option. However, if your salad is topped with croutons, cheese and creamy salad dressing, it can have more sugar, fat and calories than the burger or slice of pizza that you’re trying to resist.

Be aware of salad toppings: glazed nuts, fried chicken, crunchy noodles, and dried fruit can also add way too much fat and calories to your salad. Stick to leafy greens, lean protein, a small serving of healthy fat (avocado, nuts), and an oil-based dressing on the side. Don’t be afraid of healthy fats. They help you absorb the fat-soluble nutrients you’re eating.

**Myth:** Eggs are bad for you.

**Truth:** If you wish to shed flab fast, have an egg for breakfast. It’s the best way to start the day. It has been proven that having eggs for breakfast can reduce the calories you eat at lunch and dinner!

Eggs are high in quality protein, and contain essential amino acids. Whole eggs are among the most nutritious foods on the planet, containing a little bit of almost every nutrient we need. Eggs are high in cholesterol, but they don’t adversely affect blood cholesterol, because they raise HDL (good) cholesterol; organic eggs are best.

In short, forget the number on your scale, eat healthy, whole foods, exercise, stay away from unhealthy toppings when you order a salad and have an egg for breakfast! Stay healthy and stay happy.

Laura Shammah MS, RD, CDN is a nutritionist in Brooklyn.
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FEVER
100.4°F OR GREATER

TIREDNESS
SUDDEN, EXTREME

SUDDEN SYMPTOMS
SEVERE, COME ON
WITHOUT WARNING

CHILLS
UNEXPLAINED

ACHES
SUDDEN, UNEXPLAINED
The Flu Is Officially An Epidemic In the US

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has officially declared this year’s flu season an epidemic. The entire continental United States is experiencing one of the worst flu seasons in recent years. The main flu strain that’s wreaking havoc on our country is the H3N2 virus, and it is even more deadly than the swine flu. H3N2 is known for its severity and ability to evade the protection provided by vaccinations that are typically more effective against other types of flu.

It is already the most widespread outbreak since public health authorities began keeping track more than a dozen years ago. Now, with the threat of more strains emerging, it might get even worse.

As of the first week of January, the virus had sickened and sent more patients to the doctor than any time in recent memory. Now, the question for the rest of the flu season is whether levels will drop off precipitously, as they do most years, or if the return to school and work following the holidays accelerates the spread.

Most years, we have an active flu season; this year it’s severe. The difference is: an active flu season is when a large number of people get sick. A severe season is when the numbers of people hospitalized for flu, or who die from the infection, are unusually high.

Deadly cases of the flu often hit the ends of the age spectrum more than the middle, and that’s the case this year as well. People over the age of 65 are being hospitalized more than any other population. Even people aged 50 to 64 are being hospitalized in high numbers and tragically, 20 children have died.

It’s eerily ironic that this year marks the 100th anniversary of the 1918 global influenza pandemic, when the worldwide outbreak infected an estimated 500 million people, nearly a third of the planet’s population (then). More than 25% of the US population was sickened, and about 675,000 Americans died.

To make matters worse, some hospitals are going through a shortage of IV bags, due to the hurricane in Puerto Rico, where a factory was closed. Many hospitals have been so overwhelmed that they’ve had to send patients to other ERs.

If you think you have the flu, health officials request that you stay home so you don’t infect others.

FLU SYMPTOMS
- Fever or feeling feverish/chills
- Cough
- Sore throat
- Runny or stuffy nose
- Muscle or body aches
- Headaches
- Fatigue

Some people may experience vomiting and diarrhea. This is more common in children than adults.

If your child has the flu, make sure he/she gets plenty of rest and plenty of liquids. For a fever and to ease aches, you can give him acetaminophen or ibuprofen—you can get both in children’s versions. Do not give aspirin.

Talk to your pediatrician as soon as you know your child is sick, especially if he’s younger than 5 or has an ongoing (chronic) health condition like asthma.

Go to the emergency room or call 911 if he has trouble breathing, his skin turns bluish or gray, he seems sicker than in any previous illness, he’s listless or lethargic, or if he is dehydrated.
Guided by the principles of confidence building, students in Ilan High School are learning that individuality and self-expression are cornerstones of growth. They’re learning that respect fuels great students, sisters, and friends, and they’re learning that inner-confidence paves the way to discovering the joys of the Torah.

“We promote an atmosphere in which girls are encouraged to explore their individuality and be their own people, proud of who they are, their ideas and accomplishments,” said Ilan’s Principal, Mrs. Hena Diamond. “We help promote inner confidence to help them grow in the direction they choose.”

The school’s defining mantra, “A Place To Grow,” outlines its commitment to helping each girl shine. At Ilan, girls are inspired to become leaders and to find their own voice.

Six times a year, twice a semester, Ilan’s principals, Mrs. Diamond and Mrs. Molly Hazen host lunch “roundtable” meetings that give each student, from every grade, the opportunity to be heard.

“We go around the room and listen to each student. The roundtable discussions provide an open forum where girls express their thoughts and feelings, what they’re enjoying
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At Ilan High School, instilling confidence is more than an idea. It’s part of the curriculum.

1200 Roseld Avenue • Ocean, NJ 07712 • 732.517.1111 • www.ilanhigh.org
in the school and areas they feel can be improved. During this time, the stage is theirs and we encourage them to embrace, develop and share their ideas."

Topics can include everything from academics and social pressures to extracurricular programs and lunch menus.

"These meetings are taken to heart, and we make sure the girls know that. Over the past few years, we’ve implemented many impressive propositions from students, including a school band, newspaper and midot program."

These inspiring monthly workshops spotlight Ilan’s important code of conduct: respect, responsibility and integrity. Led by Director of Student Services and renowned psychologist, Mrs. Mindy Rosenthal, the discussion groups analyze ideals that build strong character and successful women, presenting topics such as, “What does respect look like?” and “What does it mean to be true to yourself?” By engaging in stimulating dialogue, students learn important lessons for personal growth.

“Their personal insights, and the ideals we teach, remain with our girls long after their time in the classroom,” said Mrs. Rosenthal. “Seeing our alumni shine in their midot and watching the respect they have for one another reinforces our commitment to providing students with values that help them succeed in life.”

To learn more about Ilan High School, visit Ilanhigh.org.
The best walk-in tub just got better with breakthrough technology! **Presenting the all new Safe Step Walk-In Tub featuring MicroSoothe.** An air system so revolutionary, it oxygenates, softens and exfoliates skin, turning your bath into a spa-like experience. Constructed and built right here in America for safety and durability from the ground up, and with more standard features than any other tub.

- Heated seat providing warmth from beginning to end
- Carefully engineered hydro-massage jets strategically placed to target sore muscles and joints
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This is your photo album! Every picture came from a community member just like you. Some people send 10 photos each month and we include them as soon as we can. Wouldn’t your kids love to see themselves and their friends in IMAGE? Send your favorite pictures to editor@imageusa.com.
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Sudden cardiac arrest can happen to anyone at anytime. Almost 80% of sudden cardiac arrests happen in the home. 92% of victims don’t survive, often because people around them don’t take action and begin CPR. It is estimated 1 in 3 adults have some type of Cardiovascular related problems.

Every 44 seconds someone in the United States has a heart attack.

DO YOU KNOW HOW TO SAVE A LIFE?
LEARN CPR!

YOU CAN HELP CHANGE THIS STATISTIC BY LEARNING THE SIMPLE SKILLS OF CPR.

LEARN SKILLS TO SAVE A LIFE
Adult CPR & AED Adult Choking Child CPR & AED Infant CPR Child and Infant Choking.

Private group lessons for 3-6 people.
CALL STEVEN:
347-881-3367
teachmecpr26@gmail.com
American Heart Association Certified CPR Instructor.
NY And NJ Certified EMT.
Credit cards accepted.

Need a Doctor?
CALL 718-787-1800
Toby and Ronny Hersh Medical Referral Line
Over 20 years of experience helping the community with all their medical needs.
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Last year we helped over 4,000 people lose weight.

Now it's your turn!

Tanya Rosen M.S. CPT, CAI
844-TANYA-DIET (826-9234)
info@nutritionbytanya.com
www.nutritionbytanya.com

Defend Your Child’s Right to an Education

Does Your Child Need Special Education Services? Are You Trying to Be Reimbursed from the Government for Expenses You’ve Already Incurred?

Our law office can help you:

- Obtain tuition reimbursement
- Reach settlements with the New York City Department of Education, and deal with the Committee on Special Education or the Committee on Preschool Special Education
- Navigate the legal process to secure the needed programs and services for your child including early intervention services, ABA therapy, speech therapy, PT, OT, and “resource room” support

Call or email for a consultation to discuss your specific needs and circumstances.

Law Offices of Adam Dayan PLLC
100 Church Street 8th Floor
New York, NY 10007
P: (646) 845-7462 • F: (646) 845-7472
adayan@dayanlawfirm.com
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If you have photos that you would like to see in IMAGE, email them to editor@imageusa.com, subject: community photos. Send us baby pictures, wedding photos, pictures from yesterday or yesteryear.
Do you have questions about your Medicare Supplemental Health Insurance? Assisting the Medicare Care Eligible Population with Understanding Their Options

Robert Remin | 914 629-1753 robertremininsurance@gmail.com www.robertremininsurance.com

Come For An Extreme

Cosmetic Makeover

Joseph Lichter, DDS
Laser and Comprehensive Dentistry

- Computerized work stations
- Friendly Staff • Digital X-rays
- Implants • Whitening
- Invisalign
- Digital Impressions
- Consultation conference room

A state-of-the-art facility, you’ll feel like you’re at a salon. After relaxing in the exquisite reception area and enjoying the luxurious massage chairs; you may just come in for extra cleanings. Never dread going to the dentist again. This is a new age of dentistry and comfort is the goal. You’ll love the beautiful atmosphere and Park Avenue service at affordable prices.

OFFICIAL DENTIST OF:

1420 Avenue P Brooklyn, NY 11229

718-339-7878

“Community partners with Brooklyn Cyclones and Aviator Sports”

Pain Management

Interventional procedures and rehabilitation.

WE TREAT ALL TYPES OF PAIN
LOWER BACK PAIN • NECK PAIN
KNEE PAIN • HIP PAIN
HEADACHES • SHOULDER PAIN

ALSO PROVIDING SPEECH THERAPY,
CARDIAC REHAB AND PHYSICAL THERAPY

- Dr Isaac Kreizman, MD
  Board certified in pain management and physical medicine and rehabilitation

- Dr Charles Suede, MD
  Board certified in anesthesiology and specialty trained in pain management.

- Michael Garbulsky, RPA-C
  Pain management specialist.

PARS MEDICAL
5223 9th Ave, Brooklyn NY 11220
Tel: 718-431-2959 Fax: 718 431 2974

All major medical insurances are accepted.
In office sedation if needed.
Early intervention research has shown that intensive behavioral therapy during the toddler or preschool years can significantly improve cognitive and language skills in young children with ASD.

There is no single best treatment for all children with ASD, but the American Academy of Pediatrics recently noted common features of effective early intervention programs, which include starting as soon as a child has been diagnosed, providing focused and challenging learning activities at the proper developmental level for the child, small classes to allow each child to have one-on-one time with the therapist or teacher and small group learning activities. Also, special training for parents and family is encouraged, and providing activities that meet a specific learning goal, measuring and recording each child’s progress and adjusting the intervention program as needed.

Providing a high degree of structure, routine, and visual cues, such as posted activity schedules and clearly defined boundaries, to reduce distractions, will be extremely beneficial.

Children with ASD require guidance in learning, adapting, and maintaining new skills as well as applying them to new situations and settings. It is wise to use a curriculum that focuses on language and communication, social skills, self-help and daily living skills, research-based methods to reduce challenging behaviors, pretend play, and typical school-readiness skills.

One type of a widely accepted treatment is applied behavior analysis (ABA). The goals of ABA are to shape and reinforce new behaviors, such as learning to speak and play, and reducing undesirable ones. ABA can involve intensive, one-on-one child-teacher interaction—this will help children reach their full potential.

When your child is diagnosed with ASD, it is never easy to hear or comprehend. Just some words of wisdom: Take a deep breath and focus on obtaining the proper care for your child. The earlier treatment begins, the more beneficial it will be for your child. Early and consistent treatment results in the best possible outcome.
Dr. Aline S. Benjamin, MD
Board Certified
INTERNAL MEDICINE
• P•REVENTIVE MEDICINE
• PRIMARY CARE
• WOMEN’S / MEN’S HEALTH ISSUES
• HEART & KIDNEY DISEASE
• HYPERTENSION
• DIABETES

Now Providing
Weight Loss Management
and Laser Services
624 Kings Highway
(718) 336-5025

Dr. Arikorenblit
212-721-4608
Dr. Arikorenblit@gmail.com
N.Y.S. Licensed Psychotherapist

Bring Relief To Your Life!
Get confidential and experienced help dealing with:
• Stress and Anxiety • Parenting Matters
• Marriage Counseling • Trauma and Loss
• Assertiveness Training • Separation/Divorce Issues
• Crisis Management • Difficulty in Getting Married
• Dating Guidance

Individual, Couples and Family Counseling
BROOKLYN AND MANHATTAN OFFICES
Phone Consultations and Home Visits Available

Randi Matsas
BCBA, LBA
917-560-1602
rmatsas@hotmail.com
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• TREATMENT PLANNING
• CONSULTING
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Dr. Aline S. Benjamin, MD
BOARD CERTIFIED
INTERNAL MEDICINE

A Warm Caring Female Physician Providing:

• PREVENTIVE MEDICINE
• PRIMARY CARE
• WOMEN’S / MEN’S HEALTH ISSUES
• HEART & KIDNEY DISEASE
• HYPERTENSION
• DIABETES

624 Kings Highway
(718) 336-5025

Dr. Maurice Benjamin, DDS
DENTIST
Continues To Provide Gentle Quality Dentistry

GENERAL COSMETIC & IMPLANTS DENTISTRY
INVISALIGN
OFFICE BLEACHING

Our Instruments Are Sterilized
By The Strictest Methods

Sun & Eve. Appt. Available • Call for Appt. Today
Brooklyn Office
624 Kings Highway
(718) 336-1109
Manhattan Office
161 Madison Ave. Suite 1E
(212) 252-8893
Since 1949, the Israel Youth Village has been a residential middle and upper school which provides an academic education for both Israeli children from deprived backgrounds and new immigrant youth without parents in Israel.

The Village has been a warm and supportive home to thousands of youth over the years. Today’s student-body of over 300 students includes a large contingent of new immigrants from Russia, France, Morocco, and Ethiopia whose parents did not join them in Israel, as well as Israeli-born youth from deprived socioeconomic circumstances.

The Village provides a full academic education for 7th through 12th grades, preparing its students for matriculation. In addition, a vast and varied program of extra-curricular clubs and courses are held in the afternoons and evenings, including dance, music, theatre, sports, arts and volunteer work.

The overall aims of the Village are to instill Jewish and human values in all its students and to enable them to develop and achieve to their fullest—academically, culturally and socially—while guiding their growth as creative and independent individuals, as proud Jews and contributing members of Israeli society.

Each year, approximately 50 young men and women graduate from the Israel Youth Village residential school. The Village is extremely proud of the fact that,
New York Smile Group offers a wide range of services. We have **on site specialists** to take care of all your dental needs.

**Comprehensive oral consultation:** a way to diagnose and prevent future problems. This includes a cancer screen.

**Composite fillings:** tooth colored fillings, so no one has to know you had a cavity!

**Porcelain veneers or dental bonding** you can make your smile natural and beautiful looking again! Make your broken or discolored teeth look like new again!

**Crowns** go over the tooth you already have to restore its natural shape and strength.

**Dental bridge:** porcelain crowns are used to make a bridge and they go over the teeth you already have, filling in the space with a false tooth.

**Dental Implants:** An implant is a great alternative to a bridge. It is a single replacement, rather than working on multiple teeth!

**Teeth Whitening:** Take care of your yellow or discolored teeth. There are many options available; in office or take home!

**Aligner therapy:** Aligner therapy is a clear alternative to braces. Using clear aligners to fix problems that ordinary braces would correct, without the look of having braces!

Don’t wait until it’s too late. Let us make your smile beautiful again! Call us today for an appointment!

---

**ON SITE SPECIALIST PERFORMING DENTAL IMPLANTS**

**FAMILY AND GENERAL DENTISTRY**

Dr. Saadia sees patients of all ages!

Follow us on Instagram @Newyorksmilegroup for special patient rewards

**NEW YORK SMILE GROUP**

Dr. Sammy M. Saadia, D.D.S.
309 Avenue U
Brooklyn NY, 11223
718-769-6700
NewYorkSmileGroup@gmail.com
Upon graduation, almost 100% of its graduates are inducted into the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) where they serve their country for two (women) or three (men) years—sadly, these students become lone soldiers. This year there are over 6,300 lone soldiers in the IDF.

Israel is a small, family-oriented society and army service is often extremely difficult, dangerous and stressful. The IDF tries to allow its soldiers to have home leave as often as possible—usually every other weekend.

This creates a problem for many of the Israel Village graduates—they have nowhere to go during this time off, because either they don’t have parents in Israel, or due to unfortunate circumstances, the ones who do have family there cannot return to their homes.

These soldiers, having lived in the Israel Youth Village are now faced with life in the “real world.” In addition to adjusting to army life, they need to deal with the problems and challenges of renting an apartment, paying utility bills, buying and preparing their own food, while their counterparts who do have families in Israel are home being spoiled by their parents.

It’s sad, after living in a warm, supportive atmosphere surrounded by their friends, they are suddenly on their own when they most need the warmth and peer support.

In order to solve this problem, the Village has plans to build a residence for its lone soldier graduates, which will provide them with all the comforts which they enjoyed as students. Plans are underway to construct an additional floor on an existing dormitory with a separate entrance. This addition will include 10 to 12 living units with adjoining bathroom, a lobby/lounge, staff room/sealed security room, kitchenette and laundry room.

In essence they will be returning to the only home they’ve known for the past several years. And without the worry of where they will go and what they will do during their breaks, they will be able to concentrate their energies on dealing with army life. Army leave will be a time of relaxation and unwinding—which it is meant to be.

The American Friends of Lone Soldiers is working with the Israel Youth Village to raise donations to help fund this wonderful project. Visit af-lonesoldiers.org to make a donation or to find out more about the project.
“American Friends of Lone Soldiers” supports the Israeli soldiers before, during and after their military service.

5K Charity Run/Walk
Supporting Israel’s Lone Soldiers
Sunday April 29th 2018 • 9:00 Am
Prospect Park • Brooklyn NY

The soldiers are doing their part keeping Israel safe - let's do our part and support American Friends of Lone Soldiers.

Donate online Now!

www.AF-LoneSoldiers.org/donate
Hillel Yeshiva High School recently hosted its 9th Annual Follow Your Dreams program for its students and their parents. Follow Your Dreams, as its name suggests, empowers young women and men to discover their career passions and pursue them to success. This year, the school hosted keynote speaker Dean Michael Strauss of Yeshiva University’s Sy Sims School of Business, as well as four career panelists, to speak to the students about the personal journeys they undertook to follow their own dreams.

Three hundred attendees listened with interest as Dr. Gayle Krost, founder of the program, introduced the speakers and spoke about the new educational buzzword, “grit.” As Dr. Krost explained, “grit, which denotes tenacity, courage, passion, firmness of character and indomitable spirit, is something each one of the program’s speakers have in common.”

Dean Michael Strauss enlightened students about the twists and turns he took in his illustrious career. Born in Israel, and fluent in both Hebrew and German, he emigrated to the United States at age 14 with a strong work ethic and a passion to succeed. He received a BA from the City University of New York and an MBA from Baruch College. Before joining Yeshiva University, Dean Strauss was chairman of Sherwood Consulting Group, Inc. and served as CEO of multiple companies, delivering expertise in turn-around management. He also served in financial and managerial capacities at American Airlines, The Bank of New York and Citigroup. Much of his expertise was crafted during his 12 years at American Express where...
Hillel Yeshiva Main Entrance

Place Matters

Studies show that good architectural design for schools has a positive effect on performance, confidence and mood. Hillel continues to invest in our children’s future with a 4 year total facility renovation.

Schedule a tour. Experience it today.

Hillel Yeshiva | 1025 Deal Road, Ocean, NJ | 732-493-9300 | www.hillelyeshiva.org/restoration
he was the executive VP of Travel Services. The lesson Dean Strauss took from his journey, and which he impressed upon the audience, was that it is important to use every opportunity to your advantage, as you never know where a particular path may lead.

Following Dean Strauss, each of the speakers spoke about their professions and the paths that led to their success. The speakers, who were alumni and school parents chosen based on the professions elected by the student body as the ones they were most interested in, were Mrs. Lisa Kepets, LSW, social worker; Dr. Jason Nehmad, physician; Professor Eric Stern, real estate professional and NYU professor; and Mrs. Elana Tawil, Esq., attorney.

Each speaker encouraged the students to attend a college that suits their professional and religious needs, choose a career that they love, and persevere through the challenges they will face.

Follow Your Dreams is just one of Hillel Yeshiva High School’s programs designed to encourage students to believe in themselves, realize and fulfill their own dreams and pursue rewarding careers.

Hillel strives to teach its students that much like the panelists they must pursue higher education and seize opportunities so they can grow into leaders of the community and beyond. ☐
"Love yourself enough to live a healthy lifestyle"

Therapeutic grade quality, naturally safe, purely effective

Total dōTERRA SPA Kit
Pamper yourself from head to toe with the Total dōTERRA SPA Kit.

Enjoy everything in the doTERRA SPA line with great savings.

- Skin care
- Weight management products
- Customized supplements
- Therapeutic essential oils
- Home/personal care

Wellness Advocate
Leslie Matsas
personal consultant/home parties

(718) 288-7117 • lesliematsas@gmail.com
www.mydoterra.com/lesliematsas
Our annual conference is extremely unique, because it is the only one in the world that brings together Sephardic rabbis. This year, at our three day conference, we held a gala dinner and the graduation of 15 new rabbis. They received their semicha after passing our rigorous training program.

Thirty-five SSC rabbis, from 17 countries around the globe including Germany, Spain, Madeira, Costa Rica, US, Brazil, Peru, Croatia, Turkey, Bulgaria, Prague, England, Greece, Italy, Russia, and the Far East traveled to attend the 10 sessions. Following are some of the highlights.

The Chief Rabbi of Jerusalem, Rabbi Shlomo Amar, who was the former Chief Rabbi of Israel, opened the conference. Rabbi Yaakov Peretz motivated our rabbis to have patience and understanding, which in turn will build Jewish communities.

Rabbi Yachiel Wasserman, the Head of the Jewish Agency, said that the Agency has greater success when working with existing communities. They can provide programming as a community endeavor much easier than they can working with individual Jews. A strong com-

Continued on page 166
Do you want a bigger tax refund?
Do you have a problem with the IRS?
Do you want an experienced CPA?

Mitchell S. Holsborg
Certified Public Accountant

631-752-7078 ext. 11
Servicing Brooklyn and Long Island
COMMUNITY REFERENCES AVAILABLE

Puah is here to help you!
We provide expert guidance for all your fertility questions with care and sensitivity.

GUIDANCE
EDUCATION
SUPERVISION
SUPPORT

718.336.0603 • www.puahonline.org

Steven’s Bus Service
• MOTOR COACHES
• SCHOOL BUSES

Steven Sorscher
Phone: (646) 629-1118
Cell: (917) 682-1039
E-mail: 1stopmarketinggroup@gmail.com

Now booking for spring/summer, camp, school, synagogues, events, corporate.
The Head of the World Mizrachi Movement, Rabbi Doron Peretz, is a former SSC student and rabbi in South Africa for 15 years. He spoke about how the loved rabbi is the most effective at building a community, because he is so revered. Therefore, the loved rabbi must always work to improve his own character and be an example to others.

Rabbi Yair Didi, the Chief Rabbi of Livorno, Italy, was also at the conference. As a result of his work, his synagogue is the only shul in Europe that does not need police protection. People can safely come and go as they please. Rabbi Didi explained that he deals not only with his congregants, but with the surrounding community, as well. He illustrated to the rabbis the importance of working with the neighborhood to build a stronger community.

Professor Dr. Yonathan Ellis, a Ramat Gan attorney, told us how to deal with diversified problems in a community. He explained that if a community has unity, there is no end to the great things that can be accomplished. Communal life is an essential tool that leads to Jewish continuity. It brings Jewish people together.

We held the graduation of our 15 rabbis at our Gala Dinner banquet. With their new rabbinical degrees, they will go out and work in Diaspora communities.

The dinner was a beautiful affair, with the blessing of Chief Rabbi Yitzhak Yosef. (It was Rabbi Yosef’s birthday, so the yeshivah presented him with a beautiful picture for his home.)

There were many rabbis and dignitaries at the banquet, including Hertzl Ari, the Mayor of the Old City; Rabbi Zvadia Cohen, the Head of all Jewish courts; Avraham Duvdevani, the Head of the Jewish Agency; Rabbi Eliyahu Bar-Shalom, the Chief Rabbi of Batyam; Rabbi Tuvia Kiel, Professor in Lifshitz’ Teacher’s College; and Chief Rabbi Wabshah, the Chief Ethiopian Rabbi. Each dignitary presented one student with a graduation certificate. After all 15 graduates received their certificates, the whole audience joined in for an hour of spontaneous dancing.

Other dignitaries in attendance, included Rabbi Sam Kassin’s grandson Shlomo Kassin, and the son-in-law of Rabbi Eliyahu Bar-Shalom, who received his rabbinical ordination and two other certificates. Rabbi Shlomo Kassin is now in Myrtle Beach, SC, working as assistant rabbi to Rabbi Shlomo Elharar (a former SSC student).

The dinner was sponsored by the Krupp Family of New York and Boston. Their grandson, Rabbi David Yosef Krupp received his semicha and will be a rabbi in a Tel Aviv synagogue. His grandmother, Mrs. Bernice Krupp and mother Mrs. Yona Krupp said that this was one of the most spiritual and blessed days of their lives, and that they want David to be a blessing for the Jewish people.

Rabbi Sam Kassin is founder and president of Shehebar Sephardic Center, a rabbinical school in the Old City.
In the year 2016

606 babies were lost

Can you stand by and let this happen?

In 2015 EFRAT saved 4,289 children
In 2016 EFRAT saved 3,683 children

If Am Yisrael has the means why couldn’t EFRAT acquire the funds necessary to save 600 babies??

Rambam: “There is no Mitzva greater than redeeming someone from captivity”
(Milchot Matanot La’aniyim 8,10)

Shulchan Aruch: “Any moment that is delayed is considered as if one sheds blood”
(Yore Deah 252.3)

EFRAT saves captives babies - definite Pikuach Nefesh

“A donation towards saving lives precedes giving money to writing a Sefer Torah in a dear one’s memory”
Hagaon Chaim Kanievsky Shlita

“Everyone has an obligation to help EFRAT to the best of his ability”
Maran Harav Ovadia Yosef Zatzal

100 children’s lives are lost daily in Israel
With your donation of $1200 Efrat saves a captive baby

EFRAT
1274 49th St. Suite 569 Brooklyn, NY 11219
Tel: 718-697-7022
www.efrat.org.il/english efrat@efrat.org.il

Tax exemption number: 22-3431457
The Great Balancing Act

Achieving Balance Through Healthy Habits & Natural Supplements

But what’s the ultimate goal of working these healthy habits into your daily routine? Why choose this route over, say, indulging in a few glasses of wine after a tough day or taking out your frustration on a punching bag? The answer: balance.

By creating balance in your body, you can improve natural functions, optimize healing, and focus your energy on positive thoughts and actions that lead to long-term wellness.

How To Start

To achieve balance, the best place to begin is your body’s five major systems. When you combine healthy habits with the right natural supplements, you can create synergy between these systems and help you maximize function.

The Immune System

Your immune system helps detoxify the body, fighting against illness, parasites, and more. By integrating natural Chinese herbs into your diet, you can reduce the risk of viral and bacterial infections. Quinary® supplement helps maintain health rather than waiting for the body to malfunction. It addresses the body’s systems collectively as well as individually.

The Digestive System

Improve your digestive tract function to alleviate abdominal discomfort. Organic products can normalize enzyme production and acid secretion, helping to reduce indigestion, constipation, heartburn, and more. VitaDophilus® supplement supplies a minimum of 20 million live culture bacteria to the body. This beneficial bacteria embeds itself in the walls of the intestines.

The Respiratory System

If you suffer from allergies or are susceptible to colds, the right supplements can protect you from chest and sinus infections. They can relieve everything from congestion to migraines, and keep your lungs healthy. Conco® supplement is designed to address the body’s respiratory system with “metal element” herbs that help balance the body with a combination of “warm-
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466 Avenue P, 2nd Fl.
Brooklyn, NY 11223
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4815 12th Avenue
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When nothing less than the best will do.
ing” (cleansing, Yang energy) and “cooling” (nourishing, Yin energy) herbs.

The Circulatory System
By introducing natural supplements to your circulatory system, you can optimize oxygenation throughout your body—providing cells with the nutrients they need to produce energy. The benefits include lowering cholesterol, regulating your blood pressure, and strengthening your nervous system. Lifestream® supplement is designed to address the circulatory system with “water element” herbs that help promote balance and fluidity throughout the body. This formula enhances adequate movement of blood through the body, which is crucial to good health. Lifestream® is formulated based on a unique combination of Eastern herbal tradition and Western science.

The Endocrine System
Your endocrine system affects how quickly you recover from injury and illness. Certain supplements can enhance your natural healing ability, increase energy levels, and regenerate adrenal, thyroid, and reproductive glands. With the right combination of meditation and nutrition, you can also improve your ability to handle stress. Prime Again® a supplement is designed to address the body’s endocrine system with “fire element” herbs that work in harmony with the body’s hormone-producing glands.

The Benefits of Synergy
When all of your body’s major systems are at the top of their game, you’ve reached peak wellness. You’ll feel better, smile more, and notice that you have more energy throughout the day.

As the founding Angel of Health, I offer recommendations based on the way I live my life—so every habit or product I suggest comes with a foundation of personal experience. My best tip for achieving balance is to fill your body with organic supplements and herbs. Eastern medicine seems to have the best handle on balance, with the goal of creating stability in our Chi, the universal life force energy that flows through everything.

While this energy binds us together, it’s important to remember that everybody is different. Nobody’s perfect, and we can all build a better version of ourselves. By trying something new, you may find the products and daily practices that achieve balance in your body and life. Once you find what works for you, there’s no limit to what you can do.

Norman Balassiano’s company Angels of Debt helps people resolve massive business debt. Angels of Health will try to accomplish the same with weight loss and stress control.
At HCTNY, we know the journey is as important as the handshake. That’s why we take care of every detail so that you can stay focus on securing every deal.

Find out how you can pay with your amex points!

Special rates to Europe, Hong Kong, & Tel Aviv

212.933.9336
If there’s one thing that drives a job applicant crazy, it’s waiting to find out if he/she got the job. While you’ll probably never be able to tell with certainty which way a recruiter is leaning, there are a few signs you can look for to indicate you may have nailed the interview. Here are a few “good” signs:

**You Hear When, Not If**
Most interviewers try not to get a candidate’s hopes up, so they will often speak in generalities such as “the person hired for this position would do XY and Z,” or “if hired, you would start on this date.” If they strongly believe that you are the right person for the job, they may slip and say, “This is where you will be working,” or “When you start, we’ll discuss...” These are strong indications that they are leaning towards hiring you.

**His/Her Body Language Gives It Away**
Even if an interviewer is trying to play it cool, her body language may hint at her enthusiasm for you as a candidate. Head nodding in agreement with what you’re saying is a sure sign she wants to hire you.

**The Conversation Turns Casual**
If the serious interview question stops and the conversation gets relaxed, it’s a very good sign. It shows that the interviewer is already satisfied you are qualified to perform the required duties and now has a genuine interest in getting to know you better.

**You Keep Meeting More Members of the Company**
If might be exhausting to be introduced to other team members during a marathon interview session, but rest assured this is a great sign, since the hiring manager wants everyone to meet you and be as impressed as he/she is.

**They Start Talking Perks**
If an interviewer goes from making you prove you are a good fit for the job to highlighting all the great things the company has to offer, you know that you are in his good graces. If he’s not interested, he’s not going to bother selling the company to you.

**You Get Details on Next Steps**
If the interviewer says “We’ll reach out next week with an offer,” you’ve got it in the bag. If she says, “We’ll be in touch soon,” it’s also a good sign. And if you’re told the hiring manager wants you to come back to meet your future boss,” it’s good too.

**Your Follow-Up Email Gets An Immediate, Positive Response**
Interviewers generally meet with a number of people most of whom will send them a thank-you follow up email right after the interview. Generally, interviewers don’t have the time to reply to all the emails. If they respond quickly and thank you in turn for coming in, it shows a genuine interest.

Barry Cohen has been named to “The Top 101 Career Counselors in New York City” and is credited for placing over 10,000 job seekers while at The City University of New York.
When its time to find a new house, you may feel overwhelmed by the sheer number of homes on the market. You may start your search intending to find a house that is just right; but like Goldilocks and her porridge—one house is too small—another house is too big—and still another needs too much work. No matter how diligently you research, you are left with the impression that “the” house is somewhere out there, if you could only find it.

You may be Internet-savvy and able to find just the right coffee maker or pair of slacks in a short amount of time, online; but navigating the real estate market to hone in on what may be the most serious investment you ever make, is very different from shopping for pants, and more difficult than you might think. That dilemma, in a nutshell, is the reason you need the help of an experienced and professional realtor. Three reasons in particular highlight this need.

One, a good realtor knows the neighborhood better than you—even if you already live there. You might be able to tell from photos in an ad whether a house has been recently remodeled; but an agent will know that the house has had several upgrades, and has twice been on the market, after being in escrow.

A realtor will also know how prices are trending in a particular neighborhood, whether the area is seen as up and coming, and whether comparable sales in the area reflect a property’s asking price. A good realtor justly earns his/her reputation by careful research, and knowledge of the market, and they put that knowledge to work for you.

Two, a realtor can help you answer the most important question you ask, namely, “How much house do I actually want?” For some people this question is a no-brainer. The answer for them is, “I want the biggest house I can afford.” This answer, however, is not true for everyone.
While the bigger-is-better principle may be true in other areas, it does not always apply to home buying. Are you anticipating adding to your family in the next few years? If so, then bigger is better, however if you are going to be empty nesters, a smaller home is probably the way you’ll want to go.

Do you entertain out of town guests often, or would you (secretly) prefer not to have a guest room for your in-laws? Is a huge, newly remodeled kitchen a must-have on your list, dictating a larger home? Realtors are familiar with this quandary, and regularly deal with clients who realize halfway through their home search that what they want and what they need is very different. They may want a large home, but they really only need three bedrooms.

Also, if your heart’s desire is a house with a one-of-a-kind enclosed porch or two luxury baths, it may take you months to find it, but a realtor probably knows exactly where it is.

Three, realtors know how to negotiate a price. They have a vested interest in seeing a sale close, but are detached and disinterested in the emotional aspect of the transaction. You may be willing to pay way more than the going market rate for the house of your dreams, but your realtor will make sure you have all of the information you truly need, to make that decision. They are professionals who negotiate on behalf of their clients, and get the best price possible.

Whether it is this house, or one down the street, they know they will eventually find the house you want and need, and will ensure your voice is heard during the sale.

So, when you’re ready to buy a home, by all means start your search online and get a feel for what is out there; then find a trusted realtor who can help you navigate the sometimes difficult process of finding just the right home for you.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AVENTURA</strong></td>
<td>Acqua Restaurant</td>
<td>Waterway Shopping Center</td>
<td>(305) 690-7103</td>
<td>Dairy, KM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B&amp;B Bistro</td>
<td>Waterway Shopping Center</td>
<td>(305) 705-2998</td>
<td>Dairy, KM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>China Bistro</td>
<td>Waterway Shopping Center</td>
<td>(305) 936-0755</td>
<td>Meat, KM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fresko</td>
<td>19048 NE 29 Ave</td>
<td>(786) 272-3737</td>
<td>Dairy, KM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fuego</td>
<td>Waterway Shopping Center</td>
<td>(786) 520-4082</td>
<td>Meat, KM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grill Time Restaurant</td>
<td>16145 Biscayne Blvd</td>
<td>(786) 274-8935</td>
<td>Meat, ORB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shalom Haifa Restaurant</td>
<td>18533 W. Dixie Hwy</td>
<td>(305) 945-2884</td>
<td>Meat, ORB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soho Asian Bar and Grill</td>
<td>19004 NE 29th Ave</td>
<td>(305) 466-5656</td>
<td>Meat, KM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soho Deli</td>
<td>19010 NE 29th Ave</td>
<td>(347) 957-0774</td>
<td>Meat, KM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BAL HARBOUR/SURFSIDE</strong></td>
<td>B &amp; H Pizza</td>
<td>233 95th Street</td>
<td>(786) 245-5557</td>
<td>Dairy, KM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Harbour Grill Steak and Sushi</td>
<td>9414 Harding Ave</td>
<td>(305) 861-0787</td>
<td>Meat, KM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BOCA RATON</strong></td>
<td>Cine Citta Caffe</td>
<td>9544 Harding Ave</td>
<td>(305) 866-8688</td>
<td>Dairy, OK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cine Citta Grill</td>
<td>9472 Harding Avenue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kosh</td>
<td>9477 Harding Ave</td>
<td>(305) 763-8601</td>
<td>Meat, KM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sushi and Tapas</td>
<td>9487 Harding Ave</td>
<td>(305) 570-2626</td>
<td>KM of Miami-Dade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Backyard BBQ &amp; Brew</td>
<td>9460 Harding Ave</td>
<td>(305) 763-8818</td>
<td>Meat, KM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FORT LAUDERDALE</strong></td>
<td>Cafe Emunah</td>
<td>3558 North Ocean Blvd</td>
<td>(954) 561-6411</td>
<td>Dairy, ORB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yogurt Rendezvous</td>
<td>7150 A-Beracasa Way</td>
<td>(561) 392-8384</td>
<td>Dairy, ORB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HALLANDALE</strong></td>
<td>Tani Guchi</td>
<td>1111 E. Hallandale Beach Blvd</td>
<td>(954) 455-9200</td>
<td>Sushi, ORB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOLLYWOOD</strong></td>
<td>Daniel’s Dairy Gourmet</td>
<td>2445 Stirling Road</td>
<td>(754) 209-7099</td>
<td>ORB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grand Cafe</td>
<td>2905 Stirling Road</td>
<td>(954) 986-6860</td>
<td>Dairy, ORB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hollywood Deli</td>
<td>6100 Hollywood Blvd</td>
<td>(954) 986-7570</td>
<td>Meat, ORB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Levy’s Kosher of Hollywood</td>
<td>3369 Sheridan Street</td>
<td>954-983-2825</td>
<td>Meat, ORB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mozart Cafe</td>
<td>4433 Stirling Road</td>
<td>(954) 584-5171</td>
<td>Dairy, ORB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Stirling Grill</td>
<td>5800 Stirling Road</td>
<td>(954) 981-7710</td>
<td>Meat, ORB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pita Plus</td>
<td>2145 Stirling Road</td>
<td>(954) 241-2011</td>
<td>Meat, KM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pita Star</td>
<td>5800 Sterling Road</td>
<td>(954) 981-7710</td>
<td>Meat, ORB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Yum Berry Cafe  
4009 Oakwood Blvd  
(954) 922-7876, Dairy, ORB

MIAMI BEACH  
Ana Paz Cakes Unlimited  
1460 NW 107 Ave Unit D  
(305) 471-5850, Cakes, KM

Asi’s Grill and Sushi Bar  
4020 Royal Palm Ave  
(305) 604-0555, Meat, KM

China Beach  
3919 Alton Road  
(305) 534-3034, Meat, KM

Grill House  
976 Arthur Godfrey Road  
(305) 674-9005, Meat, KM

Kikar Tel Aviv  
5005 Collins Ave  
(305) 866-3316, Meat, OK

Moaz Vegetarian  
1657 Washington Ave  
(305) 534-6269, Parve, National Orthodox Rabbinical Org

Original Pita Hut  
530 41st Street  
(305) 531-6090, Meat, ORB

Pita Hut  
530 W 41st Street

(305) 531-6090, Meat, ORB

Pita Loca of South Beach  
601 Collins Ave.  
(305) 673-3388, Meat, KM

Seventeen Restaurant  
& Sushi Bar  
1205 17th Street  
(305) 672-0565, Dairy, KM

Shem Tov’s Pizza  
514 42nd Street  
538-2123 Dairy, KM

Tasti Beach Café  
4041 Royal Palm Ave  
673-5483 Meat, KM

N. MIAMI BEACH  
Bourekas, Etc.  
18671 W. Dixie Highway  
(305) 503-3838, Meat, KM

Chai Wok  
1688 NE 164th Street  
(305) 705-2110, Meat, KM

Elsie’s Café  
18900 NE 25th Avenue  
(305) 778-5946, Dairy, KM

Jerusalem Pizza  
761 NE 167th Street  
(305) 653-6662, Dairy, KM

New Time Moroccan  
& Spanish Take Out  
2126 NE 123rd Street  
(305) 891-6336, Meat, ORB

Thai Treat and Sushi  
2176 NE 123rd Street  
(305) 892-1118, Meat, KM

The Famous Pita Burger Bar  
18798 W. Dixie Hwy  
(305) 682-9692, Meat, KM

ORLANDO  
Lower East Side Restaurant  
8548 Palm Parkway  
(407) 465-0565, Meat, Rabbi Menish Spitz

SUNNY ISLES  
Mexico Bravo Cantina Bar and Grill  
170-82 Collins Ave  
305-948-1158, Meat, KM

Mozart Cafe  
11810 Collins Ave  
(305) 974-0103, Dairy, Ok

Mozart Grill Bistro Express  
18120 Collins Ave  
(305) 974-0098, Meat, OK

Not responsible for accuracy of information. Please call the restaurant to verify kashrut and for hours of operation.
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Claim Your Portion in the Torah of Kollel Chatzos Eretz Yisrael

Seventeen years ago, Rav Yehoshua Meir Deutsch and five friends decided to undertake the age-old custom of waking up at midnight to recite Tikun Chatzot, followed by an intense learning session until neitz. This group has since expanded into Kollel Chatzos Eretz Yisrael, with more than 100 outstanding avreichim, who, with their unique avodas Hashem, provide special protection for all of Am Yisrael.

The kollel members are a mix of all ages and backgrounds — young yungeleit alongside great-grandfathers; chassidim and yeshivahleit, Sephardim and Ashkenazim, engendering a warm feeling of achdus.
**Why Chatzos?**

*Why open a kollel devoted to prayer and Torah study specifically in the middle of the night?*

Rosh Kollel Rav Yehoshua Mein Deutsch explains: “Chatzos is a tremendous Eis Ratzon. The holy Zohar states that whoever wakes up to say Tikun Chatzos at night has nothing to fear during the day. He is accompanied by two angels, one for spiritual protection and the other for physical protection.

Rebbie Nachman of Breslov advised his chassidim to take upon themselves this age-old avoda, and it has since been rediscovered by many.

“There are so many segulot today, with various auspicious times and places to daven. Yet Hashem has given us the opportunity to draw closer to Him, mitigate evil decrees, and reach elevated spiritual heights every single night!”

This sentiment was echoed by the tzadik Rav Levi Yitzchak Bender, a Breslover chassid, who almost never missed a night reciting Tikun Chatzos. Seeing people in need of yeshuos, he would say, “Why are you running after all kinds of different segulot? You have chatzos every night!”

“The night hours,” says Rav Deutsch, “are a time of great clarity and serenity. The world comes to a standstill; there are no distractions, resulting in learning that is pure and unblemished.”

*Special Individuals*

In truth, not everyone is in a position to learn in such a kollel. Waking up each night for an intensive prayer-and-learning seder demands a commitment. It means not only rescheduling your entire life, but also ensuring you’re physically able to keep it up, which necessitates going to bed at a time when most people are busy with family, simchas, meetings, or other pursuits.

Kollel Chatzos Eretz Yisrael is made up of a select group of individuals who have committed themselves to this challenging schedule, with their family’s enthusiastic consent.

“At first it wasn’t easy,” T.K., the wife of a member of Kollel Chatzos Eretz Yisrael, admits.

“But we see such amazing yisroel d’shemoye in every aspect of our lives. Once we had a family simcha, and wanting to make me happy, my husband said he would stay late, but that would mean he’d have to miss Kollel Chatzos that night. I told him, ‘There’s no way I want to lose this zechus, even for one night.’

“The avreichim arrive each weeknight, locally, from Betar Illit, from Jerusalem, Beit Shemesh, and Modi’in Illit. Each member of the group is handpicked, having proved seriousness and consistency, both in the ability to adhere to the schedule as well as overall learning capabilities.”

**The Yissachars and the Zevuluns**

Rav Chaim Palagi writes that one who is unable to wake up at midnight to say Tikun Chatzos and learn Torah should strive to support a talmid chacham who is able to do so. Moreover, one who provides this support merits the same protection, brachah, and yeshuah as the learner himself. He has the same power to bring the Geulah for all of Klal Yisrael as well as personal yeshuos — above and beyond the laws of nature.

The most powerful manifestation of this segulah is the Yissacher-Zevulan contract of Kollel Chatzos Eretz Yisrael, which has the approval of top rabbanim, including Rav Yaakov Meir Shechter and Rav Yitzchak Zilberstein, who wrote up the contract and who himself is an enthusiastic supporter.

The donor and learner sign a binding halachic contract, each receiving an equal portion in the learning, while the donor provides monthly support for the learner. The learner endeavors never to miss a night of learning and to daven for the donor and his family.

“Our Zevulun are seen amazing, miraculous yeshuos in all areas — parnassah, health, shidduchim, nachas from children, shalom bayis, and more,” says Rav Deutsch. “And that’s in addition to the knowledge that they’re bringing special protection and blessing for all of Klal Yisrael!”

Rav Deutsch is in personal contact with all donors, and regularly keeps in touch with them. “I’ve received emergency calls for yeshuos on behalf of someone who needed a yeshuah for someone seriously ill, to okelos. I asked everyone to stop for a moment, and we dedicated the learning and davening to the zechus of that person in need.

Rav Deutsch adds that the donors of Kollel Chatzos Eretz Yisrael are also exceptional individuals. “Being part of this holy endeavor makes them aware and sensitive to the greatness of chatzos. Many of our donors also try to rise for Tikun Chatzos whenever they can. The Baal HaShem, Harav Yehuda Halevi Ashlag, wrote that those who have a strong affinity for chatzos have high reshemos — and I say that applies equally to the Zevulun as well as the Yissachars.”
Kol HaTorah Kulah
Rav Deutsch relates: “We have several avreichim in Kollel Chatzos who are knowledgeable in all areas of Torah — both niggul and nistar. One of our donors has a relative, a talmid chacham and a dayan, who was once visiting Eretz Yisrael. He told the relative that he should visit our kollel in Beitar. This relative saw me learning the sefer Otzaros Chaim with one of our extraordinary avreichim, Reb Z.C.

“What, you’re learning this sefer? I’ve had questions on Otzaros Chaim for 15 years!” he exclaimed. “I’ve asked many mekubalim but no one knew what to answer.” Reb Z.C. was able to answer all his questions with clarity and simplicity. “These are the kind of avreichim you have in your kollel,” he asked with amazement. “You have gedolei hador!” he said and went on to sign a Yissachar-Zevulun contract.”

The Power of Chatzos
“Many people have told me that as soon as they take part in a Yissachar-Zevulun partnership, they see a change for the better almost immediately,” says Rav Deutsch. “A 40-year-old single woman from Europe made a Yissachar-Zevulun partnership as a zechus to find her beshert. Baruch Hashem, she became engaged a short time afterward, but what’s interesting is that her fiancée was also one of our donors for whom we’d davened for a shiduch! Baruch Hashem, they were recently blessed with a baby girl.

“There was a businessman with a Yissachar-Zevulun contract who was being sued in court for a huge amount of money, and even his own lawyer didn’t give him much of a chance of winning the case. He donated an extra sum for a week and gave a piyum nishmat for each averich in the kollel. At the hearing, which took place at the end of that week, the judge miraculously ruled in his favor, clearing him of all charges.”

A Miracle Every Month
Rav Deutsch shares what it’s like to shoulder such a major responsibility, “I don’t have an elaborate fundraising system; I don’t do telemarketing. Every month I feel like it’s a miracle when I can provide the stipends for so many families.

“I was once approached by a young man, a serious oved Hashem and masmid, but I simply didn’t have the budget for another stipend. He asked permission to come and learn without a stipend, and I thought, ‘These are the kind of avreichim I need in the kollel!’ In the end, I decided to accept him, and asked him to daven that I find him a sponsor. ‘Rav Deutsch,’ he said. ‘It says in the Zohar that one who rises for chatzos has his blessings and decrees fulfilled. I hereby decree that the Rav find me a partner this very day! Not an hour passed, and a Yid from London called, asking about a Yissachar-Zevulun contract with an averich who learns Gemara, Rash, and Tosafos from chatzos until nitzotze. I told him I had a very special averich. Then I asked him, ‘How did you reach me?’ He said that he was in Yerushalayim with a very great mekubal, who told him that if he wanted salvation for all his problems, he should sign a Yissachar-Zevulun contract with an averich who learns Gemara at chatzos.”

The Building and Mikveh Fund
Rav Deutsch dreams big. There’s no other way to explain how kollel grew in such a short time from a tiny group to an entire community. “Baruch Hashem, the kollel is bursting at the seams, and we really are desperate for a bigger place.”

Rav Deutsch has plans in the pipeline for a magnificent mikvah that will accommodate many more Torah scholars. The grandiose project includes 300 seats in the bais medrash alone, as well as study rooms, conference rooms, and a state-of-the-art mikve. In addition, there will be a spacious area nishmat with shirim for women several times a week, which one woman has already sponsored.

Donors can gain the eternal zechus of contributing to the construction of this holy building.

To reserve Yissachar-Zevulun partnerships, sponsor a night of Torah V’Diblah by the entire kollel, partner with an averich for one month or more, donate, send biskhoz, sponsor weekly learning or just one night for a special occasion, yeshiva, arrange a private meeting or schedule a shivrut, please contact:

Rav Yehoshua Meir Deutsch, Rosh Kollel Chatzos
Israeli telephone: 972-2-5805123
American telephone: 646-4033750
Email: chatzot18@gmail.com
Fax: 972-2-5805123
For details about the kollel, videos, or to make a donation, please look for us online:
www.kollelchatzoz.com

Credit card donations can be made by phone.
Checks can be sent to: Friedman Family 1840 40th St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218 Or to: P.O. Box 30067
Belleville, Ill. 61001
Donations by credit card can be done over the phone or through our website. All donations are US tax-deductible.
Donors can make a monthly contribution and the kollel will daven for a request each night, by agreement with the Rosh Kollel.

To reserve Yissachar-Zevulun partnerships, sponsor a night of Torah V’Diblah by the entire kollel, partner with an averich for one month or more, donate, send biskhoz, sponsor weekly learning or just one night for a special occasion, yeshiva, arrange a private meeting or schedule a shivrut, please contact:

Rav Yehoshua Meir Deutsch, Rosh Kollel Chatzos
Israeli telephone: 972-2-5805123
American telephone: 646-4033750
Email: chatzot18@gmail.com
Fax: 972-2-5805123
For details about the kollel, videos, or to make a donation, please look for us online:
www.kollelchatzoz.com

Credit card donations can be made by phone.
Checks can be sent to: Friedman Family 1840 40th St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218 Or to: P.O. Box 30067
Belleville, Ill. 61001
Donations by credit card can be done over the phone or through our website. All donations are US tax-deductible.
Donors can make a monthly contribution and the kollel will daven for a request each night, by agreement with the Rosh Kollel.
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When I am in a hurry, I tend to eliminate certain steps when putting on my makeup. Maybe I will skip applying my foundation, or my eyeliner. However, there are certain steps I will never eliminate—no matter how little time I have. I may use only one eye shadow when I am in a rush. I can put on a moisturizer, concealer on my eyelids and under my eyes lightly, in a minute. I always add my blush so as not to look pale, I love to wear mascara, and I never skip lipstick applied with a lip pencil.

These are the minimum steps that I will take when I am in a rush. There are also certain habits that I try to maintain no matter how little makeup I apply, or how little time I have.

I like to lay out a layer of tissues before I begin and arrange the brushes I will be using on them. I also put out the makeup I will need, so I don't have to go searching through all of my makeup for one item. It's a great time saver, very organized. This method works best for me, because I only have the makeup I will be using at hand.

I always check my face, before finishing, in my magnifying mirror. My magnifying mirror is my #1 tool. I would never be without it. That is my insurance that my makeup is neat when I leave. Although I am blessed with good eyesight, no matter how perfectly or carefully I think I have applied my makeup, when I look in my mirror, I see that there are always a few specks of mascara to remove, and sometimes my eyeliner is not as straight or even as I would like it to be.

There are always a few imperfections. This happens to all of us, no matter how slowly or carefully we are while applying our makeup.

To remove specks of mascara, my best tip is to lightly roll a clean Q-tip lightly over it. Do it slowly so it won't erase your concealer, making it more noticeable. The most delicate to remove is a speck of mascara on eye shadow. So, when applying my mascara, I lift my eyelid and slowly apply the mascara. I wipe off the brush on a tissue if the mascara is new because sometimes big clumps arrive on my lashes. I also use a metal eye lash comb with a long handle to separate the clumps. If I find a dot of mascara on my eyeshadow, I very delicately roll a very slightly dampened Q-tip over it. Afterwards, I touch up the shadow with the brush I used to apply it, making sure not to use any extra eye shadow, or the shadow will mess up my eyeliner.

I use many Q-tips to neaten my face. If my eyeliner is a little heavier than I want it to be, I carefully roll a slightly dampened Q-tip under my bottom lashes. I like to use gel eyeliner on my eyes, because I find it goes on neater. I apply it in short strokes. I don't clean the brush until I check in the magnifying mirror. If a little needs to be added, it is already on the brush and I can add a small amount. Naturally, don't forget to blend your makeup very well.

Tip: when applying lipstick, check the corners to see if they meet.

Tip: Using long handled brushes gives better leverage when applying makeup.

These makeup tips make putting on your makeup easier, so you can do it more quickly, in a more organized manner, and with fewer mistakes. So, you will have makeup that stays neat all day.
REFLECTIONS COSMETICS

BROW TINT
ENHANCE YOUR BROWS
INSTANT TOUCH-UP
CAMOUFLAGE YOUR GREY ROOTS
B4UDYE™
BROW TINT
ENHANCE YOUR BROWS

REFLECTIONS MAKEUP ACADEMY
Sylvia Hamowy
Learn to become a professional makeup artist. Call now and start earning money immediately. Learn from the best.

Call for new hours
718.338.5884  718.757.1777
www.reflectionscosmetics.com

Follow us on Instagram @reflectionscosmetics
Sudoku

Sudoku is a logic-based number placement puzzle that has existed in various forms for hundreds of years. The game is played over a 9x9 grid that is divided into 3x3 sub grids called regions. The game begins with some of the grid cells already filled with numbers. The object of Sudoku is to fill all empty cells with numbers between 1 and 9, with one number only in each cell. A number can only appear once in each region, row, and column.

1. Difficulty: EASY

2. Difficulty: HARD

Some tips to help you solve the puzzle:

There’s no right or wrong place to start, but we do have to start somewhere, so let’s look at the three boxes at the top of the sample puzzle to the right.

There’s a 1 in the middle box, and 1 in the box on the right, but the box on the left still needs a 1. At first it seems that the 1 can go in any of the empty cells. However, the 1 cannot go in the top row of the box, because the top row of the grid already has a 1. A grid-row has room for only one of each number. Nor can the 1 go in the second row of the box because the second row of the grid already has a 1. There is only one place for the 1 to go. Look for similar patterns throughout.

You can’t change the digits already provided in the grid; you have to work around them. Also, every puzzle has just one correct solution. Try and approach the puzzle below in this manner, and see if you can complete it in under an hour.

Answer on page 219
Purim Word Search

A word search is a classic puzzle game wherein you have a grid of letters. Within the grid are hidden words. These words are placed within the grid horizontally, vertically and diagonally. The aim is to find and circle all the words as quickly as possible. The words you’re looking for are beneath the grid.

**Tips to Help You Solve the Puzzle**

The best way to solve the puzzle is to scan the grid row by row, from left to right. Then do the same vertically, move left to right scanning top to bottom. This will leave you words placed diagonally, which can sometimes be the harder ones to spot. Good luck and have fun.

Answer on page 219
Kalman Yeger and Corey Johnson Take Office

Political offices were officially filled in January. Kalman Yeger became the new city councilman representing Boro Park and parts of Midwood. Reflecting his Orthodox upbringing, Yeger did not take an “oath” of office but an “affirmation,” afterwards he wrote an email, saying, “It was a humbling and moving moment to take the official affirmation of office. The people of our community have entrusted me to be their voice at City Hall for the next four years, which is an extraordinary responsibility. I will spend my term in office fighting for our community, as I pledged to do during my campaign.”

Corey Johnson took office as the newly elected New York City Council Speaker. Jewish community leaders joined Councilman Chaim Deutsch as he introduced Johnson at a meeting in the home of Flatbush Jewish Community Coalition Chairman Josh Mehlman.

Speaking to more than a dozen leaders including Rabbi Chaim Dovid Zwiebel of Agudath Israel and Malcolm Hoenlein of the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations, Councilman Deutsch spoke about the long-standing friendship he has shared with Speaker Johnson, and the many opportunities they have had to work together. During his first term, Johnson served as Health Committee Chairman, a role that aided him in assisting private summer camps, food establishments, and other institutions in the Jewish community.

Mehlman also spoke to the group about his experiences working with Deutsch and Johnson, citing many examples of Johnson’s support and assistance in matters related to Jewish advocacy.

Beit Edmond Safra Events

Congregation Beit Edmond Safra recently had two insightful events. One was held at the synagogue in Aventura, and the other at the synagogue in Manhattan.

The first, which took place in Florida, was just for women. Featuring speaker Raquel Kirszenbaum, it was titled “Happiness: Some Pursue It, Others Create It.” The women were engaged from her first word, and remained enchanted by Raquel’s humor, enthusiasm and intellect.

The New York event was for young professionals in their 20’s and 30’s in celebration of Tu B’Shvat. It began with an inspiring class about the holiday, given by Rabbi Asher Vaknin and was followed by some mingling while sampling wines from Israel! It was a wonderful way to celebrate.
Recently the JNF held their first Shuk Shack: Tu B’S’vat Festival, inviting young adults to enjoy the holiday by experiencing Israel in New York. The promotion for the event said, “Savor Israeli street food, dance to the rhythms of Jerusalem, and experience the culture of the homeland close to home!”

The evening began with a VIP cocktail party, followed by the festival, and then, for those who hadn’t had enough, there was an exciting after party.

Tu B’S’vat Festival In New York

Syrian Cooking At The JCC with Jennifer Abadi

Chef Jennifer Abadi, author of “A Fistful of Lentils: Syrian-Jewish Recipes From Grandma Fritzie’s Kitchen,” recently taught a class at the JCC of Manhattan, where she gave away some secrets of her family’s delicious recipes. Utilizing such ingredients as tamarind, bulgur wheat, sour cherries, allspice, and cinnamon, students left the class understanding why Syrian cooking is considered among the best Middle Eastern cooking in the world.

Diabetes Management Event

Pharmacy students from the Long Island University College of Pharmacy in Brooklyn recently turned an ordinary day into an extraordinary one. The Jewish Pharmaceutical Society (JPS), a student-run organization at the school, organized a diabetes management awareness event at Dear Drugs on Avenue P, where they educated community members.

Leah Moradi, President of JPS, said, “I have been working in the pharmacy field for a while, and I have met many people afflicted with diabetes. They are often unsure about the appropriate use of their medications, and many are unsure how to properly measure their blood sugar levels. Therefore, I felt that it was important to host an event to bring some clarity to the people in our community living with this disease.”

Often, when patients leave their physician’s office they have no idea what medicines were prescribed for them, or how to take them properly. Pharmacists play a crucial role in educating them about their medication. If doctors don’t tell them about important lifestyle changes that need to be implemented, or how to check their blood, it’s up to the pharmacist.

Mrs. K, a community member at the event, said, “My doctor never told me to rotate sites when injecting insulin. Thank you, JPS, for teaching me!”

Another woman noted, “I always have a hard time using the glucose strips and needles, but JPS demonstrated the correct way to do it, and now I feel more confident.”

The event was a success, thanks to the wonderful JPS members who volunteered their time.
COMMUNITY ANNOUNCEMENTS

ENGAGEMENTS

Aimee Sidoui to Natanel Benist
Hannah Horowitz to Albert Riditi
Francine Elo to Jack Setton
Rosy Ballas to Solomon Garda
Rosie Souid to David Harary
Molly Franco to Shimon Nahum
Racheli Friedman to Ikey Chrem
Adele Rishty to Joey Kubie
Helen Menashe to Butchie Betesh
Deborah Haber to Ariel Sasson
Paulina Dahan to Isaac Ashkenazi
Jeanne Shalom to Maurice Massry

BIRTHS

Liat and Jack Yedid...Boy
Mary and Michael Abadi...Boy

BAR/BAT MITZVAHS

Susan and Teddy Salame...Marc
Brooke and Lenny Salama...Isaac

Congratulations
Mabrouk - Mazal Tov

Megillah Reading Times
Edmond J. Safra Synagogue, Aventura

Wednesday February 28
Ta’anit Starts 5:36 am
Ta’anit Ends 6:46 pm

Megillah Readings:
Various Minyanim at 6:40 pm
Additional Reading 8:00 pm

Thursday March 1
Megillah Reading 7:00 am
Megillah Reading 8:15 am
Megillah Reading 9:00 am
Megillah Reading 10:30 am
Megillah Reading 12:00 pm
Megillah Reading 4:00 pm

Edmond J. Safra Synagogue
19275 Mystic Pointe Drive, Aventura

12th Annual Kosher Food & Wine Experience
Monday, February 5, 6:30 - 9:30 pm

This is an unusual chance to not only taste some of the finest wines and spirits (more than 400) from Israel, France and California, but also to sample the amazing cuisine from the kitchens of today’s top kosher chefs and caterers.

The 12th Annual Kosher Food & Wine Experience will take place at Pier 60, Chelsea Piers—Hudson River and 21st Street, NYC.
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Call (718) 627-4624,
fax (718) 627-4284 or
e-mail editor@imageusa.com to submit your announcement.

You can also view an updated social announcement list and submit your own at www.ImageUsa.com.
COMMUNITY ANNOUNCEMENTS

Join the new upcoming FREE 6 Week Weight Loss Challenge, a community service, open for registration with classes starting NOW. The Weight Loss Challenge is a group meeting designed to motivate and challenge anyone looking to lose weight in a fun and supportive environment with weekly weigh-ins for accountability and weekly interactive weight loss & nutrition meetings. There will be prizes to celebrate your success and the Weight Loss Challenge includes a money jackpot. The winner or “biggest loser” at the end of the Challenge will receive the cash. Our last Challenge paid out $600 in cash prizes to the “biggest losers”, with thousands of dollars already given away. The Weight Loss Challenge also includes personal coaching. We encourage participants to join with friends and family.

Date: Mondays & Wednesdays  Time: 7:15pm
Place: NY Nutrition Center 1648 East 14th Street, Suite 4 Brooklyn, New York 11229
Cost of Registration: $40 (To cover jackpot and materials)
Places are limited. Register Now! Call (718) 339-5200

NEW CLASS STARTING NOW! I ASK ABOUT OUR NEW BORO PARK LOCATION

Israel Medical Fund Presents Unmasked
February 21 and 22
The Israel Medical Fund and The Next Step Organization are having a Chinese Auction, bake sale and a dose of inspiration. The event is at the home of Sharon and Eddie Dayan and will raise money for Next Step, the only organization in Israel supporting and rehabilitating children and adults suffering from limb loss.

Events
February 21
8 pm: Mazza, Whiskey and Wine Tasting
9 pm: Words of Inspiration

February 22, 10 am to 6 pm
11 am: Mommy and Me with Raquel Laniado
12 pm: Change Your Mind, Change Your Body with IMAGE contributor Laura Shammah
1 pm: Cooking for My People: 4 interactive Purim cooking demos with Sylvia Fallass

This is an extremely worthwhile cause. 1229 E. 8th Street.

FREE SHORT TERM LOAN
OF BEAUTIFUL
BRIT MILAH PILLOW/BABY GOWN
David Masri 347-359-8945

FURNITUREGEMACH.COM
Visit Furnituregemach.com to give or receive furniture, appliances, construction supplies. Text your name to join new what’s App chat group
Email Furnituregemachbk@gmail.com
Sarah Sasson 917-361-8268

COMMUNITY MIKVEH, LTD.
THE FRIEDA KASSIN MIKVEH THE GRACE CAYRE BUILDING
583 KINGS HIGHWAY, BROOKLYN, NY 11223

Mikveh Information • Bride Appointments
Tel: 718-375-6660
Personalized Hattan & Kallah Classes
Tel: 718-998-8171

Engaged?

TO REGISTER FOR OR TO RECEIVE INFORMATION REGARDING THE MARRIAGE CLASSES REQUIRED FOR EVERY BRIDE AND GROOM
CALL FRIEDA KASSIN (718) 998-3291
A LEGACY of DESIGN

Private oceanfront residences with unparalleled views of the Atlantic Ocean and the Miami skyline come together in a groundbreaking design with 70,000 square feet dedicated solely to amenities. Turnberry has been developing upscale residential communities for six decades and will offer the ultimate in luxury living, premier service and elegant lifestyle at Turnberry Ocean Club Residences.

Oceanfront residences from three to six bedrooms available from $4 million. Exclusive Membership to Turnberry Isle Resort & Country Club Included.

VISIT OUR SALES GALLERY AND BRAND NEW FULLY-FURNISHED MODEL RESIDENCE

215 1851st Street
Sunny Isles Beach, Florida 33180

APPOINTMENTS RECOMMENDED
(888) 467-0133
INFO@TURNBERRYOCEANCLUB.COM
TURNBERRYOCEANCLUB.COM
Residential • pre-construction • commercial
BUY  SELL  LEASE
SHORT SALES - REO - FORECLOSURES

Armani • Muse • Fendi • Four seasons • Porche Design

AVENTURA
Porta Vita $950.00
3 Bed 3.5 Bath

SUNNY ISLES
Jade Beach $3,600,000
Stunning 4 Bed 5 and 1/2 bath

SUNNY ISLES
Estates at Acqualina
LIVE LIKE NO OTHER
6 Bed 8 and 2 half baths

AVENTURA
THE PENINSULA
Amazing view
3 bed 3 bath
sqft  $949,500
3300

TURNBERRY VILLAGE
Heart of Aventura 2 bed 2 bath
$479,000

EASTERN SHORES
Modern luxury in this 6500 sq.ft waterfront
Eastern Shores home. Boaters Dream, 85'
DEADED dock, no fixed bridges...walk
to houses of worship

BAY HARBOR
$978,602

UNDER CONSTRUCTION  STUNNING 3 BED 2.5 Bath NEW CONSTRUCTION WITH SABBATH ELEVATOR ...CLOSE TO BAL HARBOR SHOPS, WALK TO PLACES OF WORSHIP

Aventura • Sunny Isles • Bal Harbor • Downtown Miami
Brickell • Hallandale • Hollywood • Ft. Lauderdale

Evan J. Feig PA | Realtor Associate
P: 786.873.8106
evanmiamirealty@gmail.com
evanf.optimarrealty.com

Jackie Matsas
917.385.9247
Jackiematsas@gmail.com

OPTIMAR REALTY
18246 Collins Ave, Sunny Isles Beach, FL 33160
1000 Brickell Ave, Suite 100, Miami FL 33131
60 EAST 42nd Street #1502 NY, NY 10165
SALE
24-E MT Beyond
1912 PARC 3 BR Luxe Comfort
20-J ST Extraordinary!!
8-D ST Move in Ready!
16-K ST Space, Light, Airy
24-J Turnberry Way
14-E Turnberry Way
27-K Turnberry Way

Rentals
Hamptons South 2 bed plus den & maid’s quarter - NEW
Hamptons South 3 bed, 3.5 bath - Design furnished - NEW
Mystic 400 2 bed 2 bath plus den - AVAILABLE MAY
Mystic North 2/2 - Remodeled - NEW
Mystic North 1 bed + den/1.5 bath - Completely remodeled - NEW
Mystic 200 2 bed/2 bath, seasonal - PREMIERE IN DEC
Costa Hollywood 5 star Condo Hotel soon to be completed - RENTED
Chateau Beach 2 plus Den all new construction - PREMIERE IN DEC

Rentals
Porto Vita 3 Bed | 4.5 Baths | 2860 Sq Ft. huge terrace $1,500,000
Aventura Marina II 2 Bed + Den | 2.5 Baths | 1846 Sq Ft
Water views $ 480,000
Turnberry Towers 3 Bed | 3 Baths | Corner completely remodeled $649,000
Turnberry Village 3 Bed | 3 Baths | 1688 Sq Ft | Corner Unit $451,000
Turnberry Village 2 Bed | 2 Baths | 1320 Sq Ft | High Floor $425,000
Spiaggia Surfside 2 Bed | 2 Baths | 1266 Sq Ft + 3 balconies
Ocean and city views $739,000
Spiaggia 1 Bed + Den | 2 Baths | Surfside Best Location $425,000
Marina Tower Corner unit 2360 Sq Ft overlooking the marina
2 Beds | 2.5 Baths plus den. Great opportunity $499,000
For many more listings visit jaimealfie.com

Get a Free and Immediate Market Analysis of your Property by visiting:  www.onesir.findbuyers.com/jalfie

Featured Listings:

SALE
St Regis 7 bed/ 7 bath flow thru direct Ocean and Bay view
Chateau Beach Sunny Isles 2 plus Den, ocean view
Hamptons South 3 bed 3.5 bath ocean intracoastal
Hamptons South 2 bed 3.5 bath plus den & maid’s quarter - NEW
Turnberry North 2/2 ocean view remodeled - NEW
Turnberry Towers 2/2 ocean view, completely remodeled - NEW
Venture 3/2 furnished $370K
Enchanted Lake Aventura 4 bed, 3.5 bath, completely remodeled - NEW
Allison Island 3 bed, 3.5 bath best price in bldg - NEW

Robert & Alberto Esquenazi
Marina Realty Group
30 YEARS OF LUXURY REAL ESTATE AT YOUR SERVICE

(305) 332-4440 RobertaRealty@aol.com
(305) 934-7111 AlbertoRealty@aol.com

Buy – Sell – Rent
Aventura - Bal Harbour - Sunny Isles - Miami Beach

Emma Kamagi
305-741-3399
917-743-2020
realtoremma@yahoo.com

Albert Kamagi
305-771-3838
917-509-6566
okamagi@hotmail.com

Invest in Paradise
FINVARB Realty

Mobile: 305-336-6725
jalifie@onesothebysrealty.com
www.jaimealfie.com

Get a Free and Immediate Market Analysis of your Property by visiting:  www.onesir.findbuyers.com/jalfie

Featured Listings:

PORTO VITA 3 Bed | 4.5 Baths | 2860 Sq Ft. huge terrace $1,500,000
AVENTURA MARINA II 2 Bed + Den | 2.5 Baths | 1846 Sq Ft
Water views $ 480,000
TURNBERRY TOWERS 3 Bed | 3 Baths | Corner completely remodeled $649,000
TURNBERRY VILLAGE 3 Bed | 3 Baths | 1688 Sq Ft | Corner Unit $451,000
TURNBERRY VILLAGE 2 Bed | 2 Baths | 1320 Sq Ft | High Floor $425,000
SPIAGGIA SURFSIDE 2 Bed | 2 Baths | 1266 Sq Ft + 3 balconies
Ocean and city views $739,000
SPIAGGIA 1 Bed + Den | 2 Baths | Surfside Best Location $425,000
MARINA TOWER Corner unit 2360 Sq Ft overlooking the marina
2 Beds | 2.5 Baths plus den. Great opportunity $499,000
For many more listings visit jaimealfie.com

One Sotheby’s International Realty
CATHY “CATHERINE” ADES
BROKER OF RECORD
OFFICE: 732-413-0040 • CELL: 732-996-5619
Moving to Deal? Let our team CARE for you—your satisfaction is our top priority!

ELBERON
- OFF PARK AVENUE
  - 9 BEDROOMS
  - 8.5 BATHS
  - TENNIS COURT
  - 1.66 ACRE
  - 1 BLOCK TO BEACH
  - ROOM FOR LARGE POOL

WEST ALLENHURST
- GOURMET KITCHEN
- NEW POOL
- LARGE LOT: 186X168

EATONTOWN
- GOURMET KITCHEN
- NEW FINISHED BASEMENT
- BEAUTIFUL POOL
- CABANA W/ FULL BATH

WEST LONG BRANCH
- CLOSE TO LARCHWOOD
- IN GROUND POOL
- LARGE KITCHEN
- 4 BEDROOMS

ELBERON
- PRIVATE CUL-DE-SAC
  - 8 BEDROOMS
  - 5.5 BATHS
  - GOURMET KITCHEN
  - POOL & CABANA W/ FULL BATHROOM

ALLENHURST
- NEWLY RENOVATED
- GOURMET KITCHEN
- NEAR HATHAWAY
- SHORT WALK TO BEACH
Beba Realty, LLC
274 Norwood Avenue, Deal, NJ 07723

Ask for Barbara Gheriani
Licensed Real Estate Broker

DEAL, NEW JERSEY

Office: 732-663-1000
Cell: 732-996-4575

**Oakhurst**
Colonial House near Magen David Shul.

**Deal Harbor**
In the Heart of Deal. Great location. This Ranch features 4 bedrooms and 2.5 bathrooms. Large lot (150 x 125). A sunken livingroom, den, ELK, laundry room. Low taxes. Near Houses of Worship.

**Shadow Lawn Area**
Asking Only $890,000

**Deal Park**

**West End**
Beautiful Ranch features 3 bedrooms and 1.5 bathrooms. Hardwood floors throughout, granite counter top, updated kitchen and bathrooms. Large garage, basement and private backyard.

**Hollywood Area**
Asking $649,000

**Oakhurst**
Expanded Ranch features 7 bedrooms and 3.5 bathrooms. Completely remodeled. Near shopping, parks and Houses of Worship.

**Elberon**
Custom Colonial features 6 large bedrooms, 3 full bathrooms. Large lot size 60 x 120. Near Houses of Worship, shopping and beaches.

**Elberon**
In the Heart of Elberon. Features 3 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms, dining room and living room. New kitchen and windows. Large lot to add a pool or expand the home. Near shopping, beaches and Houses of Worship.

**Elberon**
Asking $425,000

**Elberon**
Expanded Cape features 4 bedrooms and 2 baths. Large livingroom, granite kitchen counters. Two miles from the ocean. Near Houses of Worship.

**Elberon**
Asking Only $425,000

---

***SUMMER RENTALS***

- Elberon - 4 bed/2 bath - Pool - $33,000
- Deal - 4 bed/2.5 bath - $30,000
- Elberon - 5 bed/3 bath - $31,000
- Eatontown - 6 bed/4.5 bath - Pool - $45,000
- Elberon - 4 bed/2 bath - $25,000
- Eatontown - 6 bed/4.5 bath - Pool w/Cabana - $50,000
- West Long Branch - 6 bed/3 bath - Pool - $55,000
- Oakhurst - 4 bed/2 bath - Pool - $25,000
- West End - 5 bed/3 bath - Pool - $35,000
- West Long Branch - 4 bed/2 bath - Pool - $30,000

Make an appointment NOW to pick the house YOU WANT for the summer!

REDEFINING REAL ESTATE BUYING, SELLING AND RENTING

Great Investment & Commercial Properties (Strip Malls, Office Bldg) Call Andy
We have Short Sales also
G & G Realtors
Norwood Ave, Deal NJ 07723
Between Roosevelt & Jerome Ave
732-531-2000

Owners:
Irwin D. Gerechoff
Nancy Gerechoff

Broker of
Record:
Abby Scheer

Our Agents:
Barbara Bahary
Martin J. Guberman
Janet Harary
Diana Hoffstein

Cindy Levi
Marcelle Sasson
Samantha Scheer
Sandy Shalom

$775,000
Deal Park
6 Bed, 3 Bath, 120 x 136 lot

$999,000
Long Branch
7 Bed, 7.5 Bath, 1.73 acres

$980,000
Deal Park
4 Bed, 2.5 Bath, full basement, room for pool

“Serving the community Generation after Generation”

$2,500,000
Oakhurst
5 bed, 4.5 bath, tennis court, room for pool

$1,350,000
Oakhurst
6 bed, 3.5 bath, pool, 138 x 162

$999,000
West Long Branch
6 bed, 2.5 bath, in-ground pool, move in ready
Elana Edery
Licensed Real Estate Broker

Is it the right time to sell?? YES
call me for expert advice on how to get
the most money for your home!!!!!

Cell 908-309-6665
Eedery@option1shorerealty.com
www.elanaedery.com

Buy • Sell • Lease • Short Sales
Seasonal Rentals • Commercial

109 Park Ave Long Branch
Restored custom three story Victorian
Seven bedrooms • 7 1/2 baths
meticulously maintained
call Elana or Michael Danziger 732-245-1011

877 Norwood Long Branch
Prime location • 7 bedrooms • 4.5 baths
gorgeous newer home • full basement • private yard
call Elana or Michael Danziger 732-245-1011

300 Bridlemere Ave, Interlaken
Landmark Home • Double Lot Lake Front
Luxurious Pool Area

FOR RENT
Your Summer Home Team!
we know the Shore and stay up to date
with the latest available rentals
Elana Edery Linda Buzzeroo Dawn R. Smith-Altit
908-309-6665 732-822-0132 848-667-6152
Call Us!

OPTION 1 SHORE REALTY
Equal Housing Opportunity.

Office located at the corner of
West Park & Hwy 35 in the
Town Shopping Center
2005 NJ-35, Oakhurst, NJ

159 W. Palmer
West Long Branch
UNDER CONTRACT

215 Hollywood Ave
Long Branch
UNDER CONTRACT

7 Woods Rd
West Long Branch
CLOSED
Own A Lifestyle

Deal 3 blocks from the beach, 7BR/3.5b Carefully updated Victorian, newer Elk. & baths, original details, newer hardwd. fl, 2 fpls, det. 2-car gar; room for a pool

Oakhurst (Ocean Township) Cul-de-sac 6BR/4b, 4,300+sf. MBR retreat w/balcony, lovely .55 acre lot; adjacent lot (.46 acre) also for sale

Oakhurst (Ocean Township) Near train, new 7BR/4.5b, skylights, porcelain/hdw. fl, granite/SS, large yard

Ocean More than an acre, in-ground pool + room for tennis; 4BR/3.5b ranch, wet bar, fireplace, fin. bsmt, newer roof

I have qualified buyers for your home! Call today!

Call for 2018 Summer Rentals

Esther Silvera
Realtor® Associate
Esther@DavisRealtors.Net
Office: 732-695-6060
Mobile: 347-697-0010
@esthersilvera1

810 Deal Road
Ocean Township, NJ
www.DavisRealtors.Net

A Respected Name In Real Estate

Jacob Bramy
Phone: 786-200-9090
e-mail
yb9090@gmail.com

For Sale by Owner

Great opportunity to own your own apartment in Jerusalem in the heart of the City Center minutes from the City Entrance and walking distance to every location desired. Open space with stunning view. Call Today

1350 sqft, 4 bedrooms, 3 full bathrooms, walk-in closet, Kosher Kitchen, sukkah terrace, 2 parking access, fully furnished. Ready to move in.
**EXCLUSIVE**

125 x 271 property
In ground pool
18 minute walk to new
Larchwood Shul
(9 minutes via shortcut)

**GRACE MARCUS**
Licensed Real Estate Agent

SONYA GRILL
REAL ESTATE, INC.

If you or someone you know are thinking about
selling or buying, contact me Sunday thru Friday.
732-245-1756

**WINTER RENTALS AVAILABLE**

**FOR SALE**

**SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE**

**OCCUPANCY SEPTEMBER 2018**

DEAL, Allenhurst, Long Branch, and more!

**LUXURY HOMES WITH POOLS AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER RENTAL**

**SOLD**

DEAL NJ
Charming Colonial home near Hathaway.

**UNDER CONTRACT**

DEAL NJ

**Your Ad Could Have Been Here. Don’t Miss The Next Issue of IMAGE.**

Call To Advertise 718-627-4624

**Simone Ebani**
Phone: 732.233.9087
Email: sebani@ppmoves.com

401 Spier Avenue
Allenhurst NJ 07711
732.531.5900

Summer is around the corner! Looking for a summer rental?
Have a home you are looking to rent?
*Looking to BUY or SELL?
We should be talking.
Give me a call for all your real estate needs.

**ELBERON**

Annual rentals available.
One and two bdrm apartments available. Located a block from Elberon Train Station, close to everything. Starting at $1,250 a month.

**ELBERON**

Winter rental located between Lawrence Ave Shul and Park Avenue Shul, 3 bdrms, two baths, open floor plan, asking $1650M.

**OAKHURST**

Pristine condition. On a cul-de-sac street, beautiful center hall bay 4/5 bedrooms 2½ baths, beautiful finished bsmt. Move right in, just in time for summer. Asking $1.1M.
Call 1-800-634-0528 and enter code 1789763 to hear additional information about this home and receive a virtual tour. 
SPECTACULAR 5 BDRM COLONIAL ENHANCED BY A TWO STORY ENTRY FOYER LEADS TO GENEROUS SIZED OPEN FLOWING LIVING SPACE WITH RESORT LIKE YARD. FINISHED BASEMENT PLUS 2 CAR GARAGE.

AMAZING OPPORTUNITY TO ENJOY THE CHARACTER CHARM AND WARMTH THIS HOME HAS TO OFFER. OPEN FLOWING LIVING ROOM WITH DINING ROOM LEADS TO A SPACIOUS FAMILY ROOM W SLIDERS TO PRIVATE PATIO. KITCHEN HAS NEWER APPLIANCES WITH PLENTY OF ROOM FOR THE GOURMET CHEF. THIS LOCATION IS IN CENTER OF ALL ACTIVITIES, HOUSES OF WORSHIP, WALK TO DSN, BEACHES SHOPPING HIGHWAYS PARKS AND MUCH MORE.

4 BEDS 3600 SQFT 2 CAR GARAGE CATHEDRAL CEILING, POOL ETC $850,000

SPRAWLING EXPANDED RANCH OFFERS BRIGHT WIDE OPEN GENEROUS SIZED LIVING SPACE, HUGE DINING RM, FIVE BDRMS,BASEMENT & 2 CAR GARAGE IN A FABULOUS LOCATION.

4 BEDS NEWER HOME CONSTRUCTED 2013 $795,000

4 BED 2 BATHS BEAUTIFULLY REMODELED $629,000
Contact Mary Tawil For All Your Real Estate Needs!!
Cell: 732-693-8210
Office: 732-531-1600
Email: MaryTawil@Weichert.com
Address: 1900 Hwy 35, Oakhurst, NJ 07755
Follow on Instagram @MARYTAWILWEICHERT

SUMMER 2018 RENTALS
DEAL
Prime Location 3 Bedrooms with large backyard $47,000
ELBERON
4 Bedroom Luxury Rental on Beach Block With Private Access to Beach!
3 Bedrooms 2.5 baths townhouse on Cedar Ave walk to beach! $20,000
3 Bedroom Ranch in pristine condition walk to Park Ave & Lawrence Ave Shuls $30,000
OAKHURST
4 Bedrooms 2 Baths, large backyard $20,000
WEST LONG BRANCH
Larchwood Avenue 3 Bedrooms 2 Baths Fully finished basement POOL and large backyard $47,000
Renovated 5 bedroom & housekeeper Luxury Rental w/POOL West Long Branch $48,000
4 Bedroom 3.5 Baths, Tennis Court & Deck $36,000
OCEAN
2 homes on Dwight Drive both with POOLS! Rentals continuing to become available. Let me know if you have a house you would like to rent.

JEWISH IMAGE
CELEBRATES

#1 Publication in Sephardic Community

TO ADVERTISE CALL 718-627-4624
Here we GROW AGAIN!

MK Realty Town & Country
204 Monmouth Road,
Oakhurst, NJ
732-531-1114

We’re proud to announce our newest venture in
New Jersey with Esther Ashkenazi
and the Town & Country Team
SARDELL REALTY LLC
718-946-0600

HOUSES FOR SALE

Spectacular one family 4 bedrooms, 4.5 baths. The atrium styled kitchen and dinette look out to a lovely scenic view. There is a finished basement with a full bath. Multi zoned HVAC, and environmentally friendly water filtration system are some of the features that make this a unique house. In addition there is a legal carriage house with a full bath and kitchen. Asking $3M

Det 1 fam, 4 bedrooms, 3.5 baths, prv one car garage, radiant heat throughout, move-in condition. Asking $1,390M

First time sale - Det Legal 2 fam, 38.17' X 121', full basement, wide private driveway, vacant. Price reduced to $1.7M

Det center hall one fam, formal living room, dining room, beautiful modern kitchen, 4 + 1 bedrooms, 3.5 baths, fin bsmt, prv drv, move-in condition. Asking $1,750M.

Just listed. 4 bdrm, one fam with a full basement with a separate entrance. Close to shopping and all modes of transportation. Keys with us.

Det brick one fam, 3 +1 bdrms, 3 baths, fin bsmt, wide share drive, 1 car garage and carport zone R7A. Asking $1.250M

STORE FOR RENT

Boutique location great frontage on Ave U approx 1400 Sf. Available immediately.

BUY AND SELL WITH SARDELL

SARDELL REALTY 368 Ave U, BROOKLYN, NY 11223 KARENSARDELL@GMAIL.COM

Subject to errors and omissions sale and/or withdrawal without prior notice.
We have many more homes rentals available. Call for so we can show you.
HOUSE FOR SALE

Exclusive!! Beautiful one fam in the Heart of our Community. 50/100 lot, hard to find Move-in Lg Lr, Lg Dr, Kit/Dinette, Den, 1/2 Bath, Lg back patio, 4 Lg Bdms, 3 full Baths on 2nd Floor, fin bsmt with playroom, appliance Rm, Passover kit, cedar closet bedroom, and full bath. For the luxury buyer!! Call for more info.

Move in 1 fam! 30 x 100 lot house built 24 x 75 built, newly renovated, living room dining room, kit, dinette, den, 4 bdms, 2 full baths, 3rd floor, large loft with carpeting, fin bsmt, bdrm and full bath prv drv, $2.6 million neg. Also available for rent. Call Robyn

Lovely one fam home Madison, Ir dr kit, din, Den., 4 bdms 3.5 baths, move in!! Private drive, asking $1,750M

RENTAL DEPARTMENT:
Robyn Sutton 917.825.7138

APARTMENTS FOR RENT:
Ave S/Teens - Beautiful 2 bdrm, 1.5 bath, large living space, large kitchen $3200
Ave Y/low Easts - 3 bdrm, 1.5 bath, $2800
Ave X/low Easts - large one bdrm walk-in $1400
Ave X area - 3 bdrm, 2 bath, $2600
Ave V/low Easts - 2nd flr, 2 bdrm, $2000
Ave V/low Easts - 2nd flr, 2 bdrm, living/dining rm, $2750
Ave V/low Easts - 1st flr, 2 bdrm, plus bsmt w/bdrm and bath, $3000
Ave V/low Easts - 1 bdrm walk-downs $14-1600
Ave U/East 3rd St - 3 bdrm, 2 bath, large kit, pkg, $4500
O.P./Ave S - 2nd flr, 3 bdrm, 1.5 bath, bsmt, $6000
O.P./Ave S - 1st flr, 3 bdrm, 2 bath, plus bsmt, newly renovated, $6000
Ave O/East 17th St - 2 bdrm, 2 bath, condo, $2600
O.P./Ave N - first flr, 3 bdrm, 1.5 bath, bsmt w/playroom, bdrm, bath, laundry, pkg, $5000
O.P./Ave M - 6 bdrm duplex, 2.5 bath, den, balcony, pkg, $5600
Ave M/East 7th St - first flr, 3 bdrm, 1.5 bath, plus full bsmt $4000

APARTMENTS FOR RENT:
Ave M/East 7th St - 2nd flr, one bdrm, move-in, $1800
O.P./Ave L - 3 bdrm, 2 bath, balcony, $3000
Ave L/East 7th St - 2 bdrm condo $2300
Ave J/East 10th St - 2 bdrm, 2 bath, plus bsmt, pkg, all new $5000
Ave J/East 10th St - 3 bdrm, 2 bath, all new, pkg, $4600
Ave J/East 10th St - 4 bdrm duplex, 3.5 baths, pkg, all newly renov, $8000
Ave J/East 10th St - 1st flr, 2 bdrm, plus finished bsmt, pkg, $5200
Ave J/East 9th St - 3 bdrm, 2 bath, all brand new, $3500
Ave J/East 9th St - First floor, 2 bdrm, brand new, $3500

HOUSES FOR RENT:
Ave R/East 8th St - 3 bdrm, 2.5 bath, private drive, $5500
Ave S/teens - 3 bdrm, 3 bath, fin bsmt, pkg, $3750
Ave R - Luxury 5 bdrm, 4.5 bath, center hall, bsmt w/kitchen, porch, backyard, private drive
Ave O - Luxury 6 bdrm, spacious
Ave M/East 9th St - 3 bdrm, 2 bath, parking, $4500
For Sale Exclusives of the Month

HOUSE FOR SALE

Ave I/East 9th St - Dead end 1 fam, 30/100 lot, move-in, lr, dr, kit, den, 4 bdrms, 3½ baths, loft on 3rd fl, asking $2.5M
Ave I/Dead East 7th St - Dead end, semi att, 20/120, great length, 3 bdrms, new kit. Great starter.
Ave I - 1 fam, 28/100, move-in, 4 bdrms, asking $2.5M
Ave J & K/ East 7th St - 40/120, m needs work
East 10th St/J & K - 3 fam, 30/100 lot, newly renovated
Ave I/East 7th St - Dead end, large 50/120, extra large home, needs work
Ave I East 3rd St - 1 fam, stunning home, newly built. Call for info, luxury buyer
Ave J/East 5th St - 1 fam, lovely home, 5 bdrms
O.P. / Ave J - Ig 2 fam, 40/120 with duplex. Many more homes in Midwood manor. Please call
O.P. L & M - 30/140, newly built, 1 fam, move-in, luxury buyer
O.P. M & N - Ig 2 fam, 40/150 lot, interesting piece. Call for info
Ave N/East 4th St - 1 fam, 27/100, 6 bdrm, 4½ bths, den, driveway, move-in $2.2M
Ave N/East 4th St - Irg 3 fam, 40/100 lot, needs work, asking $2M

East 3rd/N & O - 20/100, semi att, 2 fam, needs work asking $1.3M
East 7th St/N & O - 1fam 40/100 asking $3.5M
Ave R/btwn 7th & 8th St - 1 fam, 40/100
O.P./R & S - 2 fam, semi att, 28/100, driveway, needs work, asking $3,250
O.P./T & U - 2 fam, 26/150, R5, 3 bed over 3 bed
O.P./U & V - Lovely, 1 fam, newly built, large driveway, 6 beds, move-in
O.P./Ave W - 1 fam, 80/150, great piece!!
East 3rd St/R & S - Best block, 1 fam, 50/100, luxury buyer
Ave T/luxury - 1 fam, luxury buyer!!! Must see
East 8th St/T & U - 1 fam, 20/100, 3 beds, needs T.L.C., asking $1.4M
East 13th St St/R & S - 30/100, 4 beds, 3½ baths, move-in, asking $2.3M
Bedford Ave/M & N - 2 lots for sale, 80/100 and a 40/100. Can be bought together or separately. Call for price
East 22nd St/K & L - 38/100, 5 beds, move-in, asking $1.9M
Ave K/East 22nd St - Corner mag, move-in!! Call for price
Ave V/low Easts - Move-in home, 4 beds, new kit, den lg yard

SPECIALS FOR SALE

O.P./AVE J - LG 2 FAM
Legal 2 fam home on 40 x 120 lot, 1st floor living room, dining room, kit, 2 bed, 1 full bath, 2nd floor duplex liv, din, kit, dinette, 3 large bdrms, 2 full baths, 2 car garage, great spot on Ocean Pkwy. Call Audrey for appointment.

BAY PKWY/EAST 5TH ST
Charming 1 fam home, 38.5 x 100 lot, living room, dining room, kitchen, dinette, den, 2nd floor 4 bed 2 bahts 3rd floor 1 bedroom, fin bsmt, move-in!

CONDO FOR SALE
BRISTOL!!!
For sale 3 bdrms, luxury apartment, parking, decorated, just move in!! Call for price!!

MIDWOOD MANOR/AVE I
One family home, 35/100 lot, newly built!! Stunning!! Move in!! Third floor Den, a home to suit all your needs. Call for more info.

EAST 10TH ST/J & K
New on market!! Three family, newly renovated on East 10th St/J & K, 30/100 lot. Great Block!! Call for price.

CONDO FOR SALE
AVE N/OCEAN PKWY
Beautiful new building!! All floor to ceiling windows. Synagogue on premises, 2 social halls, italian kitchens. Call to view. 1,2,3 bdrms available. Only 12 units.

We have so many more homes it’s hard to list them all. Please call us. We will service all your needs. Audrey and Robyn.
Shirley Hanan
Established 1995

Shirley Hanan
R.E. Broker
917-771-7447

Nancee Hedaya
R.E. Sales Agent
917-293-3212

Houses for Sale

Ave I-J/K/Low E (Midwood Manor)
* Office exclusive - 30 x 100, lot for sale, prv drv, floor plans, great opportunity
* 1 fam, 4 bed, driveway, 30 x 100, $1,150
* New listing - 1 fam, 40 x 100, 3 stories, luxury buyer, prv drv
* 1 fam, 30 x 100, detached, prv drv, 5 bed, mstr bth, den, 3 stories, $2,660
* 1 fam, 40 x 100, C/H, Den, 5 bed, mstr bth, 3 stories, luxury
* 1 fam, 40 x 120, 8 bed, prv drv, $2,150
* 1 fam, 83 x 104, 5 bed, mstr bth, prv drv, luxury buyer

AVE L/M/N/O/P/ LOW E
* New Listing - 4 fam, 26 x 100, shared drv, great block, $1,750
* New listing - 1 fam, 26 x 100, 4 bed, 4 bth, den, private driveway, MIC, $2,250
* Brand New listing - 2 fam, 30 x 100, 3 over 3 bed, private parking, finished bsmt w/kitchen, playroom, bth $1,250
* Brand new listing - 1 fam, 25 x 100, 4 bed, 2 bth + 3 bed 1 bth on 3rd fl, den, full bsmt MIC, prv drv, wants to hear all offers
* New listing - 2 Fam, 30 x 100, R5, Asking $1,350
* New listing - Ave P - 30 x 100, 4 bed over 3 bed, prv drv, detached, $2,660
* New Listing - Ave P - 1 fam, 24 x 100, detached, prv drv, 4 bed, mstr bth, Den, $1,850
* 1 fam, 30 x 120, 5 bed, center hallway, MIC, must see, $3,300
* 1 fam, 50 x 100, detached, prv drv, 6 bed, mstr bth $2,750
* 1 fam, 42 x 110, C/H, den, 4 bed, mstr bth, prv drv, 1st fl 5 bed, bsmt 3 bed

Ocean Pky
* New listing - Ave T & U - 2 fam, 26 x 150, R5, 3 bed over 3 bed
* New listing - Ave N - 1 fam C/H, 5 bed, mstr bth, prv drv, $3,250

New houses daily, will negotiate best prices for buyer and seller

Apts For Rent

Ave I/O/P. - 3 bed, very large, 2 bth, balcony, parking, $2850
Ave K/Low E - 2 bed, walk-in apt, newly renov, $2000
Ave L/Low E - 1st fl + 1/2 bsmt, luxury apt, 3 bed, bed bth playroom in bsmt, parking $5000
Ave M/O/P. - Duplex, 7 bed 2.5 bth, Renovated, parking, $5800
Ave M/Low E - 1 bed, 1 bth, MIC, $1,800
Ave N/O/P. - 1st fl + bsmt, 3 bed, 1 bth + 2 bed,1bth, playroom in bsmt, $4000
Ave N/Low E - 1st fl + bsmt, 3 bed, 1 bth + 2 bed, parking in bsmt, $3500 incl gas & Heat
Ave O/Low E - 2 bed 1 bth MIC, $2200 optional parking
Ave S/O/P. - 1st fl 3 bed, 2 bth + 1/2 bsmt parking, $6000
- 2nd fl, 3 bed, 1.5 bth + 1/2 bsmt, $6500

Quentin Rd/Ave R/S/T/U/V Low E
* New listing - Ave S - 4 fam, 26 x 120, drv, great block $2M
* New listing - 1 fam, 20 x 100, detached, parking $2,150
* Brand new listing - 1 fam, 25 x 110, 3 bed, 2.5 bth, driveway, $2,250
* 1 fam, 40 x 100, prime block, $3,300
* 1 fam, C/H, 6 bed, den 60 x 100, palatial house, luxury
* 2 fam, 30 x 100, prv drv, 1st fl - 1rg mstr suite, L/R, D/R, 2nd fl-3 bed, $2,250
* Ave T 40 x 100, prv drv, 4 bed, ready to sell, luxury buyer

Ave L/M/N/O/P/ Low E
* New Listing - 4 fam, 26 x 100, shared drv, great block, $1,750
* New listing - 1 fam, 26 x 100, 4 bed, 4 bth, den, private driveway, MIC, $2,250

New houses daily, will negotiate best prices for buyer and seller

Apts For Rent

Ave I/O/P. - 4 bed, mstr bth, newly renov, 40 x 125, den, bsmt w/playroom bth & bed, prv drv, luxury
Ave N/Low E - new to market, 4 bed, 1 bth, EIK, bsmt w/maid's rm bth & playroom, MIC, prime block, prv drv $5,000
Ave P/Low E - 3 bed, 2.5 bth, prv drv, new bath, $5,000
Ave R/Low E - 3 bed, 2.5 bth, completely renov, drvwy, front porch, $6,000
Ave R/Low E - 4 bed, 3.5 bth, 3 stories, brand new construction, finished bsmt maids room bth, luxury renter
Ave S/teens - 3 bed, 3 bth, finished bsmt, driveway, $3,750

NEW HOUSES DAILY

Shirley Haddad
Rental Dept • 917-664-4431
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Houses for Sale

**Ave J Low E**
Two Office exclusives
* 30 x 100, prv drv, floor plans provided.
  Great opportunity!
*1 fam, 4 bed, drv, 30 x 100, $1.5M

**Ave J/low E**
*1 fam, 40 x 120, 8 bed, prv drv, detached, Asking $2.2M

**Ave S/Low Teens**
*1 fam, 22 x 100, completely renov, 3 bed + fin bsmt that can be used as walk-in, prv drv

**Ave N/Low E**
*2 fam, 20 x 113, R5 zoning, $1.3M

**Beautiful New Listing**
**Ave U/V Teens**
*1 fam, 40 x 100, 7 bed, 5 bth, den, prv drv, luxury $3M

**Ave K/Low 20s**
*1 fam, prestigious corner house, 50 x 100, 3 stories, mstr bath, luxury

**House For Rent**
**Ave I/Ocean Parkway**
Prime Location!
Beautiful condition!
4 bed, mstr bth, newly renov, 40 x 125, den, bsmt w/playroom, bth & bed, prv drv, luxury

**Ave J/East 19th St Office Exclusive**
*Charming 1 fam, 41 x 100, 3 stories, prv drv, 5 bed, fin bsmt, $1.85M

**Ave J/ Low E**
- 1 fam, 40 x 100, C/H, Den, 5 bed, mstr bath, 3 stories, luxury

**Ave N/O Low E**
*1 fam, 50 x 100, 6 bed, mstr bth, detached, prvdrv, Asking $2.6M

**Ave S/Low E**
*4 fam, 26 x 120, drv, great block, $2M

**Ave M & N/Bedford**
*1 fam, 40 x 100, detached, prv drv, new kit, new baths, 3 bed + stairs to attic. Call for price
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THE RITZ-CARLTON RESIDENCES
SUNNY ISLES BEACH, MIAMI

BATHING SUITS & CHAMPAGNE FLUTES
Oceanfront Residences in Miami from $2.5 Million

(786) 422-0678
TheResidencesSunnyIslesBeach.com

ON SITE - SALES LOUNGE
15701 Collins Avenue Sunny Isles Beach, FL 33160
**Houses For Sale**

- **Avenue M / East 8 - PRIME CORNER** - Legal 2 fam all brick, renovated corner house currently being used as 1 fam. 2 kitchens, 4 baths, herringbone floors, 4-5 bdrms on 2nd floor with wrap-around porch. Very high ceilings. Finished basement with 5 rooms and its own front entrance. New windows, private drive. Must see!!! $1.675M.
- **East 29 / Between J & K** - 3 bdrm duplex with extra large living room and dining room, kosher eat-in kitchen, finished basement with 4th bdrm, huge family room/playroom, Pesach kitchen and bathroom, driveway, huge backyard, garage, great block!!! Reduced!!! Asking now $899K.
- **Ocean Parkway/Gravesend** - Office space for lease. Approximately 1200 sq’. Totally renovated!!! Handicap accessible. Only $3,000 month, NO FEE!!!
- **Marine Park** - Turnkey business for sale!!! Kosher breakfast, lunch, ice cream and candy store. Call for details!!!

**Apts For Rent**

- **Walk-in 3 bed, excellent condition, $2000**
- **Low East/Ave V - 2 bed luxury, $2300**
- **Neck Road/East 4th St - 2 bed apt. Fully renov, custom kitchen, prv drv, W/D, back yard front porch $2500 Including Heat**
- **Walk-in Ave P/Low East - 1 bed, 1 bath**

---

Are you a yeshiva that is looking to rent classroom space? Call Raizy

---

**Call To Advertise**

718-627-4624

---

**YOUR AD COULD HAVE BEEN HERE.**
Why IMAGE is the #1 Magazine in the Sephardic Community

The Facts: IMAGE

- Is the largest Sephardic magazine in the USA.
- Has the biggest readership of over 400,000.
- Is the most readable magazine.
- Stays in homes for over six months.
- Has over 25 years in the business.
- Has the largest distribution.
- Advertisers get the best response and continue advertising for many years.
- Is professional-looking, like national magazines.
- Covers events from all Jewish communities.

To Advertise Call: 718.627.IMAGE (4624)
For All Your Real Estate Needs at the Jersey Shore

MARCELLE SASSON
Broker Associate
G & G REALTORS

Office (732) 531-2000
Cell (732) 539-1850
Email: mgsasson@aol.com

REAL ESTATE

Homecrest/Ave S - Exclusive 1 fam detached on 30 x 100 lot, 3 BRs, 2.5 baths, finished bsmt, private driveway, detached garage.
Madison/East 24th St - Exclusive magnificent detached 1 fam. Beautifully renovated 4 BRs, 3½ baths, full fin bsmt, large yard, prv parking and more. Walking distance to house of worship, shopping and transportation.
Madison/East 27th St - Beautiful detached 1 fam in the heart of Madison. Large L/Rm, formal din. Rm, eat-in-kitchen, 3 Large BRs, ½ bath, hardwood floors thru-out, full bsmt with 3/4 bath and heat. Private driveway, garage.
Midwood/Ave P - Prime Midwood detached 2 fam with private driveway. Walking distance to shopping, house of worship and transportation. Don’t miss this great opportunity.

Wilk Real Estate I, LLC.
626 Avenue U Brooklyn, NY 11223

JOE NEHMAD
Licensed Real Estate Associate Broker
Office: (718) 376-0606
Fax: (718) 376-0073
Cell: (917) 361-3879

Sales and Leasing
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT SITES
www.wilkrealestate.com • joenehmad@wilkrealestate.com

SADIE JEMAL-MEYERS
Associate Real Estate Broker NYC
RUTENBERG THE SMART BROKERS
REAL ESTATE
127 East 56th Street New York, NY 10022
Mobile: 646-660-1113
eMail: sjemalm@gmail.com
Condo Coop Townhouse For Sale And Rent Commercial Properties/Office Space

RENTAL
AVE J AND 20S BEAUTIFUL LUXURY HOUSE FOR RENT
LARGE LIVING RM, DINING RM, 4 BEDROOMS, 3 BATHROOMS, FULL FINISHED BASEMENT, FRONT YARD, BACK YARD, GARAGE.
CALL DAVID 917-447-0608

SALE
AVE J AND 20S BEAUTIFUL LUXURY HOUSE FOR SALE - 50 X 100 LOT.
CALL DAVID 917-447-0608.

Rutenberg Sadie Jemal-Meyers
HELP WANTED

Looking for ft administrative assistant/secretary. Must be efficient, organized and be able to keep up in a fast paced environment. Must have knowledge of computer skills Microsoft and google features. Call 917-439-9803

Looking for highly motivated individual with knowledge of sports & entertainment venues. Must be computer literate. Call 917-439-9803

Salez Person Advertising Sales executive wanted for Jewish Image Magazine, In NY, NJ & FL. Areas. Qualifications: Must be self motivated with proven sales ability including cold calling and able to work independently. Excellent computer, written, verbal and presentation skills. Part-time and full-time positions available. One year sales experience. Must have access to a car. Salary, commission. Call 718-627-4624 or e-mail Jackm@imageusa.com

Magen David Yeshivah is looking for qualified JS Teachers and Associates fluent in Hebrew and comfortable in an Ivrit b’Ivrit environment. Send resume to Rresumes@mdyschool.org or call 718-676-0215 x 133.

Mill Basin Yeshiva Academy is looking for part-time experienced Math and/or ELA teacher in the afternoons, comfortable in an Ivrit b’Ivrit environment. Send resume to mbyats@gmail.com or contact 646-954-4097

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

REFLECTIONS MAKEUP ACADEMY. Learn to be a professional makeup artist. Sign up now. Sylvia Hamowy 718-757-1777

Established driving instruction business located in Ulster County, other one in Green County, includes one building, two cars, all supplies plus two hundred incorporated stock, in business since 1983. Call 945-331-2222. Owner wants to retire.

HANDBYMAN AVAILABLE

Over 30 years exp in all types of construction. Servicing all Bklyn areas. No Job too small or too big. Call Leo 917-662-0765

CAR FOR SALE

Jeep Wrangler 2010 6 cylinder two door jeep sport WD soft top brand new tires forty thousand miles. Asking $18,000. I am the original owner and have taken very good care of the jeep. For any further info please call me at 347-502-1357/red86mr2@gmail.com

ENTERTAINMENT

RICO THE CLOWN, MAGICIAN AND COMICAL NERD! Magic, Balloon Sculpting, Comedy, Roasting & Educational Shows. Adults/Kids. Rico is a university professor of speech & communications. Call 718-434-9697/ 917-318-9092

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT BROOKLYN

McDonald Ave, Heart of Midwood - 2 story with retail tenants, great return. Ideal for institutions, showroom, offices. Some vacancy optional. Call Eretz Realty 718-256-9820 ext 119

STORE FOR RENT BROOKLYN

Room avail in a beauty salon & spa, on a busy location on 18th Ave. Call for more info 646-288-1573

MISCELLANEOUS

Hot Plate / blech Gemach now available! Great for sebebs, shabbat and holiday get together, free of charge. Call Isaac 646-247-9475

KNIT/CROCHET FOR CANCER - Make a blanket or 9x12” rectangles, any color or pattern. In memory of Robin Ashkenazie a’h 718-757-1777 Sylvia

VAN FOR HIRE

Van for Hire - 12 & 15 passenger and mini van for airports and Deal, birthday parties, all occasions. Call Amram 646-512-1826. Excellent service, Ref Avail

HOUSE FOR RENT BROOKLYN

E 21st / Ave S - Lux det 3 flrs, granite flrs, LR, DR, EIik, 3 bdrm, 2½ bthns, fin bsmt + 1 bdrm, 2 car parking, utili- ties not incl $4000. Avail Jan 2018. Call 347-299-9182.

Ave W / E 1st St - Lrg det 3 flrs, 3 EIK, 4 BR, 2½ bths, 2 car parking, utilities not incl. $4300 Avail Now. Call 347-299-9182

HOUSE FOR SALE BROOKLYN

Ave L /30’s multi family. Two 3 bed, 1 bath, apt + fin- ished bsmt. $1.1M Ave S / E 21st - brick multi family home. $1.6 Karen/TheBahrTeam 347-988-2526

Ave P / 27th St - Lux home. 6 beds, fin bsmt + 2 beds. $1.9M Ave P - Great block! D/chd, 25x110 lot. Pri drv. $1.825M Karen/TheBahrTeam 347-988-2526

APT FOR RENT BROOKLYN

Ave W / E 1st St - Det 2 fam, 1st flr ½ rm, + bsmt ½ rm EIik, new cabinets, marble flrs. $3200. Also 2nd flr ½ rm EIik, new marble flrs. $2200. Inc Heat. Call 347-299-9182

E 10th St / I & J - Luxury apt 1st flr, 2 BR + master suite, 2 baths, kitchen, LR, DR, basement 3 BR, 2 baths, kit, play room, laundry rm, C/A/C. Call 732-718-3239 or 917-348-6890

APT FOR RENT WOODMERE NY

Woodmere - 2 Modern apartments, 2 BR, Nice condition, residential block, backyard, plentiful, parking, W/o hook-up, water included. Asking $1900, $1700 plus utilities. Owner 516-236-2377

SUMMER RENTAL NJ

Long Branch - 4 bdrm, 2 bath, backyard, fully finished house for rent. Great location! Walking distance to shuls & ocean, $25K. Call 718-954-4525

Oakhurst - 6 elegant furnished beds, 3 full baths (Jacuzzi) In main full bath, kit, A/C, 2 zone, all new kit appliances. Walking distance to Shul. 908-309-9111 or email elaineDweck@gmail.com

Deal Park - Gorgeous fully renov, huge kitchen, 5/6 bdrms, 3 bths, C/A, new hardwood flrs, Lrg grounds. $30’s K neg. Call 917-789-3506

W Deal / Sherman Ave - Newly renovated adding 2 bdrms & new bth rm, split level 3 bdrms up, 3 down, C/A, 3½ baths, EIik, LR/DR, Lg den, Lg backyard. Call 212-605-3233 or 732-718-3239

Deal / Richmond Ave - Newly Renovated Adding 2 Bdrms - First flr master suite w/ bth + 4 bdrms up 3½ baths, EIik, LR/DR, Lg den, Lg backyard. Call 212-605-3233 or 732-718-3239

Deal Park – Save the commute, prime location. Ranch on oversized lot. Dead end street, big backyard, swing set, in-ground pool, 4 lrg bdrms, 2½ bths, brand new kosher kit, with D/W, double oven, W/D, C/A/C, huge FAM rm, porch, etc. Avail for June 26,2018 - Sept 3rd 2018 reasonable rent. Also avail for the Summer. Call 917-842-9284

APT FOR RENT ISREAL

Telbueh, Short term. Across from The Plaza. Furnished renovated 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, AC, Kosher kitchen, WiFi, Tu W/D. 347-788-8541 or email smolerskinstates@gmail.com

Place Your Free Online Classified Ad At www.ImageUSA.com

Reach over 400,000 unique visitors.
SEGELMAN ROOFING

20 YEAR ESTABLISHED BUSINESS

Roofing, Siding, Gutters & Decks
Residential & Commercial • Base Customers
Annual service contracts est. • $2 Mil sales per year
Top on-line review - Northern NJ - Southern NY Areas
Email: GoMurray@yahoo.com Call: 845-222-6622

C. Schwartz 917-560-1695

AUTO GLASS ON WHEELS

845-388-1616 No1autoglass.com

Your Job May Be FREE!!! Certified By All Insurance Companies

ARIK J. MOVING & STORAGE

Special Local Job By Hour Only For This Month

2 Men w/Truck $59/Hr.
3 Men w/Truck $69/Hr.
4 Men w/Truck $85/Hr.
5 Men w/Truck $99/Hr.

Fully Licensed & Insured 5% Off w/This Ad (Four Hr. Job min.)

Toll Free 877-668-3186
212-321-MOVE • 212 321-6683
US Dot #130966 The Company has the right to change prices at any time.

Segelman Roofing

Where Speed & Quality Meet
CUSTOM RESIDENTIAL HOMES
718-676-7200

THE HANDY MAN

Carpentry • Electrical • Plumbing • locks
Over 25 Years Experience

Always A FREE Estimate

EDDY GINDI
917-601-7317
Brooklyn, Deal
Five Towns NYC

Makor Disability Service/ Women's League Community Residences
A social service agency in Brooklyn
is seeking

Direct Support Counselors

For group homes in Boro Park, Flatbush, Crown Heights and Seagate
For men, women and children
With developmental disabilities
Available Shifts: 3-11 PM, weekends, early AM, and some overnight shifts

Please respond to
Brooklynjobs2016@gmail.com
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US Dot #130966 The Company has the right to change prices at any time.
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Brooklyn, Deal
Five Towns NYC

Makor Disability Service/ Women’s League Community Residences
A social service agency in Brooklyn
is seeking

Direct Support Counselors

For group homes in Boro Park, Flatbush, Crown Heights and Seagate
For men, women and children
With developmental disabilities
Available Shifts: 3-11 PM, weekends, early AM, and some overnight shifts

Please respond to
Brooklynjobs2016@gmail.com

Segelman Roofing

20 YEAR ESTABLISHED BUSINESS

Roofing, Siding, Gutters & Decks
Residential & commercial • Base Customers
Annual service contracts est. • $2 Mil sales per year
Top on-line review - Northern NJ - Southern NY Areas
Email: GoMurray@yahoo.com Call: 845-222-6622

C. Schwartz 917-560-1695

AUTO GLASS ON WHEELS

845-388-1616 No1autoglass.com

Your Job May Be FREE!!! Certified By All Insurance Companies

ARIK J. MOVING & STORAGE

Special Local Job By Hour Only For This Month

2 Men w/Truck $59/Hr.
3 Men w/Truck $69/Hr.
4 Men w/Truck $85/Hr.
5 Men w/Truck $99/Hr.

Fully Licensed & Insured 5% Off w/This Ad (Four Hr. Job min.)

Toll Free 877-668-3186
212-321-MOVE • 212 321-6683
US Dot #130966 The Company has the right to change prices at any time.
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EMUNAH

Appliance Repair & Service
All Makes • All Models
BROOKLYN + DEAL
Competitive Pricing
347-260-0082

400,000 PEOPLE

will see your ad in IMAGE Magazine
To Advertise Call (718) 627-4624

Here’s My Card
Client File Name: handyman Stan
Date:
Artist:
Proofreader:
Sales Person:
B&W PDF: Yq Nq
Color PDF: Nq

Client File Name: dr Ezra Cohen bc
Date:
Artist:
Proofreader:
Sales Person:
B&W PDF: Nq
Color PDF: Nq

341 Kings Highway □ Brooklyn, NY 11223
(between West 4th and West 5th)
Tel. 718-946-5060 □ Fax. 718-946-5161
lasiknow2@gmail.com □ www.SunsationEyewear.com

Dr. Ezra E. Cohen, PLLC
New Expanded Location!
OPTOMETRIST
• Laser Vision Correction
• Treatment of Eye Disease
• Adult Eye Examinations
• Custom Designer Eyewear
• Pediatric Eye Care
• Contact Lenses

Chaim Maskowitz
One-Man-Band
Bring CHAIM To your Simchas At a price us can afford
Call today for special rates
516.524.2682

Demo available upon request

Priority1Locksmith
24/7 Mobile Service
All Models of Car & Truck Keys • Factory Remotes & “Chip” Keys
Car Lock Outs • Smart Keys • Laser Cut Keys • Programming Keys
- House Lockout • New Lock Install
- Lock Change • Business Lock Changes
- ReKey Lock • Home Lock Changes
One of the most affordable in the industry.
Franco Shlomi
732-276-0285 □ 908-656-9090
www.Priority1Locksmith.com

Bens Fix
Light Solution
www.bensfix.com
Electrical Service and Repair

Barbara Levine Offenbacher ccc-slp
Speech Language Pathologist
Specializing in Children’s Speech and Language Disorders, Reading Remediation, Writing Skills.
Now Accepting Cases in Brooklyn and Manhattan
Call: 917-628-5400
N.Y.S. Licensed / ASHA Certified
Shomer Shabbat

DO YOU OR A LOVED ONE
STRUGGLE WITH STAIRS?
Get the Lift You Need.
ShabbosLift Solutions
(646) 543-8811

WE TAKE CARE OF ALL YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENT & BUSINESS PROJECTS
917.589.8756 □ STANSWORKSHOP@AOL.COM

Your Ad Could Have Been Here.
DON’T MISS The Next Issue of IMAGE.
Call To Advertise: 718-627-4624
Love Sophie June
Fine Baby Stationery
by Candice Bailey
732-778-6011
derancisbailey@gmail.com

Invitations By Esta
Weddings • Bar Mitzvahs
Engagements • Informals
Baby Thank You Notes
Invitations By Esta
Computerized Calligraphy
Stuffing & Hand Delivery Available
Personalized Napkins
Successfully Serving the Community for 35 Years

STOP SMOKING NOW
Individuals, Couples, Groups, Corporations
917.584.4160

UNIFORMS
HOUSEKEEPERS • DOCTORS • NURSES • ETC.

YEHUDIT HAZAN
917.952.2008

To Advertise Here
Call 718-627-4624
**DINING GUIDE**

**DEAL, NEW JERSEY**
- **Dougie’s BBQ**
  256 Norwood Avenue 732-517-0300
- **Jerusalem Pizza**
  106 Norwood Avenue 732-686-1156
- **Sarah’s Tent**
  100 Norwood Avenue 732- 531-5560
- **Slices Pizza**
  250 Norwood Avenue 732-531-6811

**LONG BRANCH, NEW JERSEY**
- **A Kosher American Bistro**
  656 Ocean Ave 732-728-9656
- **Crawford’s Cafe & Coffee Bar**
  139 Brighton Avenue 732-229-6999

**ELBERON, NEW JERSEY**
- **The Diet Gourmet**
  167 Lincoln Avenue 732-870-3287

**MANALAPAN, NEW JERSEY**
- **Capri Kosher Italian Cuisine**
  335 US 9 South 732-683-9978

**OAKHURST, NEW JERSEY**
- **Slices, Inc 250**
  Norwood Avenue 732-531-6811

**FLORIDA**

**HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA**
- **Nava’s Kosher Kitchen**
  5021 S State Road 7, #203 on 441
  Next to Hard Rock Cafe Casino
  (954) 588-3701, Meat, KM

**AVENTURA, FLORIDA**
- **China Bistro**
  Waterway Shopping Center
  3565 NE 207th Street # A5 (305) 936-0755, Meat, KM
- **Fuego**
  3585 NE 207th Street
  (305) 466-4648, Meat, KM
- **Fresko**
  19048 NE 29 Ave (786) 272-3737, Dairy, KM
- **Grill Time Restaurant**
  16145 Biscayne Blvd
  (786) 274-8935, Meat, ORB
- **Kosh**
  9477 Harding Avenue
  (305) 763-8601, Meat, KM
- **Rustiko**
  9476 Harding Avenue
  (305) 560-5650, Dairy, KM
- **Shalom Haifa Restaurant**
  18533 W. Dixie Hwy
  (305) 936-1800, Meat, ORB
- **Soho Asian Bar and Grill**
  19004 NE 29th Ave
  (305) 466-5656, Meat, KM
Puzzle on page 186

1.

```
5 8 9 2 3 1 4 6 7
7 1 6 5 9 4 2 3 8
2 3 4 6 7 8 1 9 5
8 2 5 4 6 7 3 1 9
1 6 3 8 5 9 7 4 2
4 9 7 1 2 3 5 8 6
9 4 8 7 1 5 6 2 3
3 5 2 9 4 6 8 7 1
6 7 1 3 8 2 9 5 4
```

2.

```
3 5 7 6 9 8 4 2 1
1 4 2 3 5 7 9 6 8
6 8 9 2 4 1 3 5 7
7 3 6 8 1 9 2 4 5
2 9 4 7 3 5 1 8 6
8 1 5 4 2 6 7 3 9
9 2 8 5 7 3 6 1 4
4 6 1 9 8 2 5 7 3
5 7 3 1 6 4 8 9 2
```

Answers

Puzzle on page 187

```
Q O H A M A N T A S C H E N A S U V
H Y P P I A C E D R O M X I T U V R
A G J O S F M L H X N J S R Y H B Z
K A O R E K A V Y T K R D Q A Y T
A I E U I J S M J E I J F H L O D
D J V N W S C I C E L M Z V S L N
E B G G Y T H R U G A M Q U E I P U
Z V F A V N L U K V M O R Q M G L D
T G L J S P O P N Z T G B F V E S W
F B A E J R A Z N W E E J Q A M H E
J V U T R Y C X Z S E G S K S Z U R
A S T H G X H J A N E Z U R H Z S P
C D T L R V M H W J V M E S T T H C
L S S N A G A T I B A B U Y P S A J
E B E U G L N H A D E U S T I J N L
N W F P G O O O H A M A N W S A Z D
S L J E A T S S N N P E R T O F K
H H G C R P W M A R J T N Y F C E
```

Purim

Word Search
We're keeping a record of all the events in our community.
You can view this calendar on our web site: www.ImageUSA.com, “calendar of events.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>DAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FEBRUARY</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATT: Organizations, yeshivahs and synagogues. **FREE advertising.**
List your event with us. Reach over 400,000 readers and over 200,000 unique visitors.
Email: image@imageusa.com Tel: 718-627-4624 Fax: 718-627-4284
**Vocabulary Quiz**

You’re never too old to learn new words. Here is an IMAGE vocabulary quiz. There are 20 words, score 5 points for each word you know.

**Score: 75 - 100:** Brilliant! We bet you scored high on your SAT’s. **55 - 75:** Not bad, but could use a little work; **0 - 55:** Read your dictionary!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 ROTE</th>
<th>6 ADAGE</th>
<th>11 MALADY</th>
<th>16 OSSIFY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b. Routine</td>
<td>b. Film</td>
<td>b. Illness</td>
<td>b. Binge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Spoke</td>
<td>c. Saying</td>
<td>c. Suspence</td>
<td>c. Tipsy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2 FETID</th>
<th>7 ARGENT</th>
<th>12 INIQUITY</th>
<th>17 SUPPLICATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b. Supported</td>
<td>b. Blackish</td>
<td>b. Questionable</td>
<td>b. Beg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Rancid</td>
<td>c. Silvery</td>
<td>c. Defiant</td>
<td>c. Scream</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3 CASCADE</th>
<th>8 MORATORIUM</th>
<th>13 CHIDE</th>
<th>18 ASSEVERATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4 EQUIVOCAL</th>
<th>9 INDOLENT</th>
<th>14 GAMIN</th>
<th>19 ALLUSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b. Absolute</td>
<td>b. Satiated</td>
<td>b. Uncle</td>
<td>b. Confuse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5 SQUALOR</th>
<th>10 COMPLIANT</th>
<th>15 DROSS</th>
<th>20 ABSTENTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c. Heat</td>
<td>c. Obedient</td>
<td>c. Legible</td>
<td>c. Pressure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Words Have Power!**

Since we started our Vocabulary Quiz, we have used over 600 words. It’s review time. Let’s see if you remember the definitions of the following words.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>PAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACCOUNTANT</td>
<td>Mitch Holsborg</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPLIANCES</td>
<td>Miele</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPLIANCE REPAIR</td>
<td>Emunah</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART</td>
<td>It’s A Kerman</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTORNEY</td>
<td>Goldstein &amp; Goldstein</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Law Offices of Jack Erdos</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Law Offices of Jack Israel</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tawil Law Group</td>
<td>IBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTISM SPECIALIST</td>
<td>Randi Matsas</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTO GLASS REPAIR</td>
<td>Auto Glass On Wheels</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTO REPAIR</td>
<td>Nacmias &amp; Sons Sunoco Service</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAND</td>
<td>Chaim Maskowitz</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAUTY CARE</td>
<td>Laura’s Skin Care</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIDAL ATTENDANT</td>
<td>Wedding Coordinator by Rena</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROADWAY/OFF BROADWAY</td>
<td>Party Face</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gazillion Bubble Show</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATERERS</td>
<td>New York Kosher Caterers</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATERING</td>
<td>Olga Catering</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Susan Sorscher</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zami Catering</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSETS</td>
<td>The Closet Maven</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOTHING LADIES/MENS</td>
<td>Little Women</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOTHING MENS</td>
<td>The Garage Clothing</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td>DLM Construction</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handyman Stan</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph and Sons Builders</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moe Molcho &amp; Al Beyda Construction</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tommy Construction Specialist</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COUNSELING</td>
<td>Dr. Ari Korenblit</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPR</td>
<td>Teach Me CPR</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREDIT</td>
<td>Credit Capital</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEBT MANAGEMENT</td>
<td>Angels of Debt</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENTISTS</td>
<td>Dr. Joseph Lichter</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. Maurice Benjamin</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. Sammy Saadia</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ</td>
<td>DJ Stan</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC-PRIMARY CARE</td>
<td>Dr. Aline Benjamin</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUCT CLEANING</td>
<td>No Mold 4 Me</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOMMERCE</td>
<td>Brand Commerce Inc</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMT COURSES</td>
<td>B &amp; H</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENTERTAINMENT</td>
<td>Air Fair</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVENTS</td>
<td>Occasionpay.com</td>
<td>6,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXERCISE</td>
<td>Body by Mike</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXTERMINATOR</td>
<td>A &amp; V Prime Exterminating LLC</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Performance Unlimited Pest Control</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACTORS</td>
<td>Middlelegate Factors</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FERTILITY MEDICINE</td>
<td>Puah Institute</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINANCIAL ADVISORS</td>
<td>Power Forward Group</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINANCIAL SERVICES</td>
<td>Albert Mosseri</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FISHING BOATS</td>
<td>Therapy IV Captain Stan</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLOOD</td>
<td>No Flood For Me</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLORIST</td>
<td>Flowers by Marzan</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOD</td>
<td>Consolidated Cart</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRAMES</td>
<td>Jacobsons</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FURNITURE INDOOR &amp; OUTDOOR</td>
<td>David Cohen Outdoor Furniture</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HANDYMAN</td>
<td>Eddy Gindi</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEALTH</td>
<td>Doterra</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stop Smoking</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Therapy In Motion</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELP WANTED</td>
<td>Gerry Grunsfeld</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLDERS &amp; ORGANIZERS</td>
<td>Organicer</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOTEL</td>
<td>Arlington Hotel</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Setai Hotels</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSURANCE</td>
<td>Bandelli Agency</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Cohen/Allstate</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eli Cohen Agency</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eric Derzie &amp; Associates</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSURANCE ADJUSTER</td>
<td>Equitable Adjusters LLC</td>
<td>28,29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERIOR DECORATOR</td>
<td>Bay Decorators Inc</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVITATIONS</td>
<td>Baby Stationary-Candice Bailey</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hot Stamping Specialties</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEWELRY/WATCHES</td>
<td>Bangles by Kelly Shrem</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William Barthman</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOB OPPORTUNITY</td>
<td>Joey Shrem</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosher Culinary School</td>
<td>Kosher Culinary Center</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KITCHEN</td>
<td>Veneta</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosher Culinary School</td>
<td>Kosher Culinary School</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LADIES &amp; MENS CLOTHING</td>
<td>S &amp; D Female</td>
<td>178,179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASER HAIR REMOVAL</td>
<td>Silky Laser</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAW FIRM OF SPECIAL EDUCATION</td>
<td>Law Office of Adam Dayan</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIFE INSURANCE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
400,000 PEOPLE
will see your ad in IMAGE Magazine
To advertise call  718-627-4624
THINK OF US FIRST!

Meyer Edery, Broker/Owner
(732) 870-6666 • www.MeyerRealEstateAgency.com
Meyer@MeyerRealEstateAgency.com • 64 Monmouth Road, Oakhurst

Do you want to know how much your N.J. home is worth?

Call Meyer for a FREE EVALUATION of your Deal Area home today!

EXCLUSIVE HOMES FOR SALE! PLUS MANY MORE!

Allenhurst
Meyer’s Exclusive!
Ocean Ave high-end home w/ pool in top location! 9 bedrooms.

Deal
Meyer’s Exclusive!
Beautiful, contemporary home 1 Block to Lawrence Shul. 6 bedrooms & indoor spa. One block to ocean!

W. Long Branch
Meyer’s Exclusive!
Prime, luxurious home w/ half court b-ball court. Walk to WLB & Larchwood Shuls.

SOLD!
Deal

SOLD!
Allenhurst

SOLD!
Loch Arbour

SOLD!
Long Branch

SOLD!
W. Long Branch

SOLD!
Oakhurst

HONESTY, INTEGRITY, KNOWLEDGE = RESULTS
With over 20 years of experience, you can put your trust in Raphael Tawil for top quality legal representation. You will receive personalized white glove service, and the comfort of knowing that you have a highly skilled attorney right by your side.

Practice Areas

Commercial and residential real estate transactions, including:
• Acquisitions and Sales
• Retail, Office, Industrial and Ground Leases
• Real Estate Finance
• Construction Contracts

General business matters, including:
• Corporate Matters, including Partnership, Operating and Joint Venture Agreements
• Asset Sales and Purchases
• Secured Lending and Factoring Agreements
• Trademark License Agreements
• Employment and Consulting Agreements

Call for a free consultation.

Raphael Tawil, Esq. | Tawil Law Group LLC
246 Fifth Avenue – Suite 404, New York, NY 10001
Office: (646) 415 – 8003; Fax: (646) 652 – 6027
Email: rt@tawilesq.com
ROLEX

THE SKY-DWELLER

The revolutionary watch for world travelers, blending watchmaking ingenuity with simplicity of use. It doesn’t just tell time. It tells history.

OYSTER PERPETUAL SKY-DWELLER

WILLIAM BARTHMAN
Jeweler Since 1884.

1118 Kings Highway, Brooklyn, NY 11229 • 718.375.1818

ROLEX AND OYSTER PERPETUAL ARE TRADEMARKS.